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means of repeated flights at different propeller RPMs (after Ref. 21)

Fig. 3.50 Typical helicopter flyover A-weighted noise level time histories at microphone locations
'sideline port', 'centerline center' and 'sideline starbord' for certification procedures
'take-off', 'level flyover' and 'landing approach'

Fig. 3.51 Typical helicopter A-weighted noise level time histories at microphone location
'centerline center' for 6 nominally identical ('take-off') flyovers

Fig. 3.52 Spectral corrections (in dB) of the data recording/reduction system

Fig. 3.53 Typical flyover 1/3-octave band spectrum

Fig. 3.54 Typical PNLT-time history for take-off flyover (each of these 51 data-points corresponds
to ju'st one evaluated 1/3-octave band spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3.53)

Fig. 3.55 KTH-determined helicopter take-off flight trajectory in the ground-plane and the
height-plane in relation to the reference profiles

Fig. 3.56 Summary of exemplatory measurement results for a helicopter take-off procedure

Fig. 3.57 Noise sensitivity curves for three medium weight helicopters

Fig. 3.58 Determination of noise sensitivity curve through dedicated flight tests for purposes of
source noise correction

Fig. 4.1a German Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW) in the open test section configuration

Fig. 4.1b ONERA CEPRA-19 acoustic wind tunnel, a facility of CEPr (Centre d'Essais des
Propulseurs)

Fig. 4.1c Boeing Large Scale Anechoic Test Chamber

Fig. 4.2 Schematic of generalized noise data base acquisition for use in the noise certification

of the "flight datum aircraft" and then for "derived version aircraft"

Fig. 4.3 Spherical intake flow straightener

SFig. 4.4 De-Dopplerization of high-speed/low-altitude flyover jet-aircraft noise signature
(from Ref. 24)

Fig. 4.5a Microphone array on Cessna propeller aircraft

Fig. 4.Sb Microphone nose-boom on Fairy Gannet aircraft

Fig. 4.6 Airborne test set-up to compare several microphone/nose-cone arrangements for
self-noise generation on a glider plane

Fig. 4.7 Comparison of normalized self-noise spectra of ogive-nose-cone equipped
condenser-microphones of different diameters

F!g. 4.8 Frequency splitting in the noise from a Hamilton Standard Gannet counter rotating
propeller operating at slightly different RPM* (from Ref. 01)
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"Fig. 4.9 Counter-rotatih . propeller eircumferental directivity at blade passage frequency and
higher harmonics (from Ref. 31)

Fig. 4.10 Test aircraft Cessna T30Y with microphones for propeller near field noise studies

Fig. 4.11 Procedure to oxtraot the "clean" propeller noise signature from a signature containing
both propeller and engine eAi.-u;t ountributions (from Rof. 82) 4

Fig. 4.12 Flyby testing: Formation flight of test-.propeller-aaroplane (rear) and measuring glider
aeroplane (front)

Fig. 4.13 Propeller noise pressure time histories as observed at angles 'forward', 'in-plane' and
'rearward' during flyby with propeller Mhel d 0.79 (from Ret. 33)

Fig. 4.14 Change of propeller rotational frequency due to the Doppler-effect during level flyover
as observed on the ground (from Ref. 34)

Fig. 4.15 Dependence of sample time 'Delta t' and analysis bandwidth 'Delta f' on the frequency
band range

Fig. 4.16 Flyover noise narrowband spectra with propeller and engine contributions
(from Ref. 34)

Y Fig. 4.17 A-weighted flyover noise time histories for 'propeller', 'engine'. 'sum of both', and
'total measured includirg other sources' (from Ref. 34)

Fig. 4.18 (a) Schematic represention of ground reflection interference problem
(b) Appearance of the direct (D) and the ground reflected (R) signal on a microphone

positioned some distance above the ground

Fig. 4.19 Normalized representation of interference function referenced to freefield condition
(from Ref. 40)

Fig. 4.20 (a) Example of coincidence of ground reflection-caused amplification and attenuation
pattern and propeller harmonic frequencies from flyover measurements;
(b) Example of off-set amplification/attenuation pattern with respect to harmonic
spectrum from flyover measurpments (from Rut. 40)

Fig. 4.21 Ground reflection interference function for different microphone heights above ground
(from Rof. 40)

Fig. 4.22 Helicopter-mounted swivelling microphones for nearfield noise studies
( Sell-Helicopter/Textron test)

Fig. 4.23 Main rotor pressure time history measured through helicopter nacelle mounted

microphones (from Ref. 42)

Fig. 4.24 Formation flight measuring technique for helicopter in-flight noise research (US-Army)

Fig. 4.25 Microphone on companion aeroplane sensing both main rotor blade */vortex-interaction
and tail-rotor acoustic signal

Fig. 4.26 Suppression of tail rotor contributions by trigger-locking onto main rotor signal

Fig. 4.27 Comparison of two unsveragod and one (64-times) averaged sound pressure time
histories for time span of one rotor revolution

Fig. 4.26 Acoustic mirror microphone for model jet noise source localization studies in the DNW
(from Ref. 46)

Fig. 4.29 Downstream shift of loudspealker generated tone source localion in a hot model jet
(from Ref. 46)

Fig. 4.30 Jet noise source location at ,6 kHz for" a 6 em diam. hot jet of 530 m/s speed

(from R•. 46)

Fig. 4.31 Downstream shift of jet noise sources (from Ref. 46)

Fig. 4.32 Propeller noise test set-up in the German Dutch Wind Tunnel

Fig. 4.33 Front view of inflow microphone arrangement in the DNW

Fig. 4.34 Bang-test results for inflow microphone reflection check after exploding charge

Fig. 4.35 Comparison of (a) unaveraged and (b) avaraged propeller noise time history with
ensuing narrowband speftra

Fig. 4.36 A-weighted overall rotational noise levels vs. helical blade tip Mach number as
measured in the plane of rotation and referenced to a source/receiver distance of one
propeller diameter (from Ref. 51)

Fig. 4.37 Effect cf inflow angle of attack into a propeller plane (from Ret. 52)
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Fig. 4.38 Normalised A"weighted vwra11 rotational nolar levels vs. helical blade tip Mach number
for different proeller plane attitude angles

Fig. 4.3 Model .main rotor test stand with ground-pylon support (UB-Army/DLR test)

Fig. 4.40 Comparison of upstream inplare preossure-time histories for one blade-passagte from wind
tunnel model testo and full-scale flight tests (from RO. 54 and 55).

Fig. 4.41 8Vl-impulsive noise pressure waveform comparison for model and full-scale st (a) low
and (b) high advance-ratios

Fig. 4.420 40% model-scale bqlicopter main rotor test met-up in the DNW

Fig. 4.42b Same main rotor system as in previous figure equipped with compatible tail rotor

Fig. 4.4.3 Blade vortex interaction contour plots under main rotor system as shown in Fig. 4.42s
(from Ref. 60)

Fig. 4.44 Acoustic pressure time histories under main-rotor/tail-rotor

Fig. 4.45 Nxtraction of tail-rotor noise contribution only from a main-rotor/tail-rotor model
experiment

Figures in the Appendices

Fig. A-I Flow chart to determine flyover noise EPNL-values

Fig. A-2 Contours of Perceived Noisiness

Fig. A-3 Flow chart: tone correction for EPNL computation

Fig. A-4 Definition of time duration within PNLT time history plots

Fig. A-5 Idealised PNLT flyover time histories

Fig. B-1 Maximum permissible standard deviation s and resulting standard error of the mean
s as function of the number of flyovers for a 90% confidence limit not exceeding
+7-1.5 dB.

Fig. B-2 Typical propeller aircraft flyover noise levels with (a) very small and (b) very large
standard deviation and respective minimum required mean level differences for signifi-
cance Delta0. 0 5

Fig. B-3 Areas of signiricant level differences Delta for error probability of 5% as func'ion
of standard deviation sx vs. number of flyJ$ire Nf

Fig. 8-4 Precision data 'Repeatability r' and 'Reproducibility R' for 8 propeller-driven aero-
planes (A to H)

Fig. r-5 Confidence limits based on 'Repeatability r' from replicated tests and 'Reproducibility
R' for 8 propeller-driven aeroplanes (A to H)

Fig. 9-I Example of a statistical frequency distribution of EPNL values in I dB classes

Fig. 9-2 Maximum permissible standard deviation ax as function of the number of flyovers
("sample slse") for a 90% confidence limit not exceeding ./- 1.5 dB
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Terms and Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current

ACA Airworthiness Certificate Application

A/D Analog to Digital

AIR Aerospace Information Report

ANNEX 16 International Standards and Recommended Practices "Environmental Protection-,
ANNEX 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation

APU Auxiliary, Power Unit

ARINC (Multiplexer Unit) by Aeronautical Radio Inc

Bev German Mintistry of Transportation

BNC Designation for type of ahielded coaxial cable

-4 BPF Blade passage Frequency

8VI Blade/Vortex Interaction

CAA (British) Civil Aviation Authority

CAEP Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (Body of ICAO)

CAEP/1 First Meeting of CAEP (in 1986)

CAN Committee of Aircraft Noise (Body of ICAO)

CAN/A First Meeting of CAN

CAN/2 Second Meeting of CAN, etc

CAS Calibrated Airspeed

CRP Counter-rotating Propeller

D lO-dB-down time (duration correction factor)

D/A Digital to Analog

DC Direct Current

DLR Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt

DNW Deutsch-Niederlindiacher Windkanal (German Dutch Wind Tunnel)

DOT (US) Department of Transportation

DR Direct Recording

EDVE Designation of Braunschweig Airport

EPNL Effective Perceived Noise Level (also sometimes called LEPN), in units of EPNdB

FAA US-Federal Aviation Authority

FrT Fast Fourier Transform

FM Frequency modulated

GA General Aviation

GOT Greenwich Mean Time

"NM Helical Propeller Blade-tip Mach-number (also sometimes called Mhe1)

HPDA Heavy Propeller-driven Aeroplanes - refers to propelle,-drtven aeroplanes over
5700 kg or 9000 kg, respectively, maximum certificated take-off mass

HPNORt Highest Power in the Normal Operating Range

H8 High Speed (used in the context of rotor impulsive noise)

IAB Indicated Airspeed

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
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INS Inertial Navigauee pAtesi

1310 Inter Range Instrumentation Group (type of recording bandwidth)

ISA International Btandard Atmosphere

IILU Integrating Sound Level Meter

KTH Kinetheodelite

LID Light Emitting Diode

LPDA Light Propeller-driven Aeroplanes - refors to ptopeller-driven aeroplanes not
exceeding IM0 kg or 90M kgl, respectively, in maximum certificated take-oft mass

LEP Effective Perceived Noise Level (also sometimes called ZPNL), in units of EPNdS

LPAE 1-second equivalent energy noiese level (also called Bound Expoaure Level, SIL and
previously often termed L AX ), in units of dB

Uadv Advancing (rotor blade tip) Mach number

MAPS Microwave Airplane Positioning System

Mhol Helical Propeller Blade-tip Mach-number (also sometimes called 14TM)

MCP Maximum Continous (Engine) Power

MCTOW Maximum Certificated Take-off Weight

MCTOM Maxi: ium Certificated Take-off Mass

MNOP Maximum Normal Operating Power

MPNOR Maximum (Engine) Power in the Normal Operating Range

NASA (US) National Air and Space Administration

NGTE (British) National Gas Turbine Establishment

NLt (Dutch) Nationeal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium

NPD Noise/Power/Distance

OASPL Overall Sound Pressure Level

OOiP On-board Processor

PAP! Precision Approach Path Indicator

PCM Pulse Code Modulated

PDA Propel ler-driven Aeroplane

PNL Perceived Noise Level, in units of PNdB

PNLT Tone-corrected Perceived Noise Level, in units of TPNdS

PN1LTM Maximum Value of the Tone-corrected Perceived Noise Level (occuring during a
flyover) in units of TPNd9

POP Photo Overhead Positioning (System)

PSLM Precision Sound Level Meter

PTO Physikalisch-Teehnische Bundesanstalt

P111 Pressure Time History (also referred to as 'Wave Poam')

ft/C Rate of Climb

RH Relative Humidity

RMS Ross Mean S&pare
RPM Rotational Speed per Minute

lilA Real Time Analyser

RAE Society of Automotive Engineering



SAX) hamiarand OW In tmdd Pwe.t. (tI the ICAO Al3X 14 dmsument,

IL. heAn 9spemure Level

SlN Uim to NNW Mxtie)

am htId Leve Motor

am side line mee ieee)

AD hkr/etegi Deteeter

am01 Owet Take-df MAd "lding Aia.ft

am ttresal %dr (dimemnienless frequency)
| T Ambient Air Tseqwrtutrg

TM True AtieI

TOi Teebica)l Ie8ue hub Ore"p (lSdy of ICAO)

TNT Tregtitll Neuer Teehmeiqie

TOR Take-eof Maso

TOP Take-off Power

TOW Take-l4f Weight

UHF Ultrahigh Frequecy (IRane)

UIC Universal Time Code

VHF Very High Frequency (Range)

WG Working Group within CAN or CAgP

WiL. Westland Helicopter Ltd. Company
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symbob

Sspeed of sound (m/a)

c speiA of sound (m/a)

c power coefficient

C(t) or C(k) ton* correction factor (dC)

d distance Wm)

D propeller diameter Wm)

D duration correction factor (z "lO-dU-down time") (dN)

D distance to clear 15 m high obstacle after brale-releass at take-off

f degree of freedom, N-i

F N net thrust (N)

h microphone height above ground Cm)

H height above ground (usually of aircraft) (i)

i band number of spectrum

k denotation of flyover number

K proportionality constant

L sound pressure level WdS)

LpA A-weighted sound pressure level (dB)

LpAE sound exposure level Ndl)

LpAS A-weighted sound pressure level measured with detector time constant 'slow' (dB)

II Mach-number - V/c

Mhel helical propeller blade tip Mach-number

n Perceived Noisiness (noy)

n(k) largest value of Perceived Nciviness (noy)

n(i;k) bsnd(i)-relsted Perceived Noisiness of the kth flyover (noy)

N sample sial (e.g. total number of flyovers)

N rotational speed (l

N(k) total Perceived Noisiness of Ith flyover (nay)

p sound pressure level (N/mi)

P engine power (W)

QK measurement distance Cm)

Q O'rKr reference distance Cm)

r distance (m)

r Repeatability

R Reproducibility

s standard deviation of a sampl*

sa variance of a sample

a dimension

tfm test quantity in statistical evaluations a&ter 'student'

tI time instant when PNLT first exceeds (PNLTM-1O) (a)

'2 time instant after which PINT remains less than (PNLTU-1O) (a)

!



ambient air Veeew C or R)

T UING esAMSUa Otr~W -ttte 10 St for LAE-comptatisn 1 1)

T teo" bume rpoup ims rote (e)

WOAN"lse limit (do)

V ~flight speed w tuffnel flew %wedi (0/6)

preeih wuade tip tetatiotal speed Wme)

IIairspeed in level flight using torque at minimum Installed. maximum cantinuou
"evime power Wm/)

VHpSt never exceed "peed Wme)

Vestalling speed of aircraft (s/a)

V speed for beet climb Wm/)

* V, flight speed w wind tunnel flew aseed wm/)

safe talte-eff spasd (4/a)

Imean atasample

£ per unit length atmespheric sound attenuation (da/1O0m)

ermo probability

blade pitch angle (degrees)

local blade incidence angle (degrees)

A "Delta" a correction term

9 dangle between, flight path and sound emission
direction "emssioatn angle" (degrees)

wave length (an)

adva"~ ratil-

Ssmeart of the ¶tota population

9 ~air density (ka/in')

standard deviation of tbe total po'-talation

9 variance of the total population

witfiin teat variance

between test variance

6~1 repraducit .lity vartanc a
I 0%ota,'4T tU60e er,iaStani (a)

* proplwe rotational plane inclination (degrees)

U angular velocity (6-1

* ~atimuthal angle (delresa)
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German Aerospace Pleeearah establishment (DLNA)
braumieohweig Research Center
Federal Rept~blic of Germany,

This AGAiflograph describes testin* and analysis techniques to Measure aircraft noise primarily for
purposese of noise certification me specified by the 'International Civil Aviation Organisation',
ICAO. The relevant aircraft noise certification 'Utandards' and INeco-mnded Practices' (as defined
In ICAO "IAMMRX 16") are presented in detail foir subsonic jet aeroplanes, for heavy and light pro-
poller-driven aeroplanes and for helicopters. The practical execution of conducting noise certifi-
cation tests is treated in depth. The characteristics and requirements of the acoustic and non-
acoustic Instrumentation for data acquisition and data procesaing are discussed, aso are the pro-
cedures to deteruine the special noise measures 'Iffective Perceived Noiese Level' (EPIIL) and 'MaXi-
mup Overall A-weighted Noise Level' (L pAmx) that are required for the noise certification of dif-
ferent types of aircraft.

This AGARDograph also contains an extensive - although selective - discussion of teat and analyasi
techniques for more detailed aircraft noiese studies by Means of either flight-experiments or
full-ecale and model-scle wind tunnel experiments.

Appendices to this AGAR~oraph provide supplementary information on certain aspects of noise certi-
fication, such as the calculation of the E9ffective Perceived Noise Level, a discussion of an "acou-
stical change"-evaluation and the attainable precision ot flyover noise measurements, a comparative
representation of noise certification specifications according to types and categories of aircraft,
tables concerning the atmospheric sound attenuation and a discussion on the validity of aircraft
noise data, as obtained through very few flyover measurements. Det~nitions of several notions re-
lated to noise testing and analysis are alec provided.

114 bos of MABAD~map

This AG~taflgraph en aircraft noie measurement and analysis techniques is primarily intended to
W"ass the flight tes engineer in his effort to prepare. conduct and evaluate a test program for the

determination afthe4 maim radiated by flight vehicles In compliance with established noise certifica-
itim Proedsures.4

Airoreft IS meieerttfisstce has but nes objective: to determine an aircraft-specific "ois certifi-
catin level to be assessed agaist a given noie limit. For this purpose the tairraft to he tested
flesM 0110 W VOWS seea ierepheme, positiond directly uf4de the flight Path Or t0 the aide of
the fih W ek. usadifang emth tyPs or cateGoy of the aircrft, it mst" "eusoat a atibor of
level flywovef at a apeoifei height or take afe or lnis*& approaches (or all of thes) at pussies-



ly defined opovational Condition. The flyover neise is measured end corrected fot anay deviations.
frefm the referene. night path or reftrenc operational aNd atmeoph~eri conditions that may have
occurred during the teat. Fur eack ef them nlight procedures. the corrected flyover noime levels aer
then averaged ever all valid teat-fyeoere, to yield the final "certificatien level".

Although the ICAO-opooificstleis withtin any particular eto procedure require only tour (six at
meet) "valid" flyovers, =.mesgly, a rather mimor e~0t certification teoting is io reality a very
involved, laborieus sand time-consuming undertaking. lurveylag and preparation of the test site.
equipment mcwt~ien, chcd met-up and calibratien, pneteat- samiliarisaition flights for the bemefit of
the pilots h.,d the measuramnat crew, deailed weeather observation in addition to the sometimes
extremely complex asooetic and nee-aoeuetlc data acquisitimn In the field. as well as the subse-
quent data analysis require a very good overall underetanding of the entire procedure by the
responsible test engineer. It is for this reason that this AGARbugraph treat& all relevant oubjecta
in rather great - and hopefully sufficient - detail to provide the Wet engineer with enough guid-
ance to plan and conduct a well thought-out noise certification West.

The am"p at this A40a~fgraph goes, however, boey Ondh certification aspects. If an aircraft doe"
not pass a noise West. It to important to unduereand why this falr"mocure. In such a case It is
often helpful to identity and isolate these partioulat sources that are responsible for the "excesa"
noime. Dedicated flight moime Woet sre indicated that will smemtimes also provide information ent
Chang"e in the aircraft configuration or in the propulsion system which can reduce the acoustic
radiation. Such Wets are usually more comprehensive and cover a much broader range of p~asaomuau
variattons than would ho necessary for certification purposes.

Cosiprehenalve flight moise Wets are, however. inherently expensive. There sometimes are other -
lees Involved - West techniques to obtain the required Informtation, much am "equivalent testing pro-.
ceduree" (still ueing real aircraft) or ,scale-model tests -at times even full-scale - in appropriate
wind tunnels. Tunnel testing - in the author's opinion -plays an important role in furthering the
understanding of the aereacewatics of Individual aircraft-related moime generators (propllers,
rotors. jets). Buch In-depth testing will not only provide data for improving certification proce-
dures and making them more efficient and accurate, but will - in the end - perham* even allow the
establishment of more stringent noise limits that are based en technical progress rather than wish-
ful thinking. Discussing in detail the advantages and disadvantages of flight and wind tunnel
experiments using selected examples that are not specifically undertaken in the contest of moise
certification Noting and analysis is therefore also considered an important objective of this
AGARDograph.

1.2 Content of AGAlfegraph

This AGAlDograph deals with flight vehicles only, specifically with fixed-wing subsonic aircraft
and helicopter*. It is restricted to enterior noite* as radiated individually from these types of air-
craft. The measurement of interior mime* in the aircraft and the vast ares of moise contouring
around airports are outside the scope of this AGARbograph. The subject is treated in three major

setions:

"o Noise Certification of Airoreft - Legislative Aspects: ICAO-ANNIX 16;

"o Noie certification nlight Testing and Analysis Technique.a

"o nlight and Wind Tunnel Mitss Testing for Messeech and/or Development Purposes.

The first lmotima disoumees the legal aspecte enid a number of technical and procedural aspects in
the 10486 """tfMUMie of 04mapJ ~a e ~mopane honvy N~speli-&iVsn amero e liHtm prope-
lM'.btvleme searplisis WAn hehessewes as specified by the International Civil Aviation Organisation.
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IMe essand Bsetau" treats - Is greater depth - te" and aSamusl* techmiques feW the am"l esitftea-
ties of these types of aircraft. Starting with smati sand sne-semaie (msee@1lostea and nlight-
sta4kiNG1 lNStUMenStlen. this s8"t0* sentiAti wish & dsumstism Of test preparation, eqip~met
eslesties sad laboratory pro-chseks, including asposta of the optimum test-alts asleotlen, equipment
deployment. ll-m aetem etesuis data acqtaistltem said o.-11.e data redutionoe, ts
conclude with off-it". flasbertery) data analysis sad Interpretation.

The third bevties deals with special nlight experiments empleYiag subsonic jet-aeropisnee, propeller-
aircraft sand holluespers and with seneependlag jet. propeller and rotor experinmto in wind-tan-
noes. This egotion illustratee hew flight and wind-tunne tests can help to investigate nlight noise
problems that go boeyod the scoe. of a standard notese mertfcation teat.

Appendices to this AGARDograph discuss (A) the calculation of the 'E9ffective PtrceIved NoiesLoe l.l',
it) the statistically correc evaluation of "acoustical change.' on aircraft and the precision of fly-
over noise measurements and 40) commonalities and differences in the notes ceutlficatlon of aircraft
according to type and category. Additional Appendices provide (0) atmospheric attenuation coeffici-
ents as function at humidity and temperature which are neceesar to emputs the attenuation of
sound as it propagates through the atmosphere, and deal with (9) the establishment of the validity
of flyover notes teat results.

Specials sections at the end of this AGARflograph explain acoustical terms and symbols used.

1.3 immismuw

Names of manufacturers and of technical equipment are given only for purposes of illustration and
as typical examples. Naming equipment suppliere end special itema is not intended asean endorse-
ment for certain products. Equipment of comparable quality is available from other manufacturers.

a. NOUN gW3IFICA?5MU OF AiEmmi

3.1 iatreduatem

The noise generated by an aircraft undergoes significant changes as it propagates towards an ob-
server on the ground. In gonaral terms, the 'art' of measuring aircraft noise lies In properly
accounting for the effects of all non-notsea-surce-related disturbance. in ore to determine the
"true" source noise level (i.e. the noise as vaitued by the aircraft). Only on the basis of the
accurately determined true sourc noise (whereby the degree of accuracy required may well very)
will It be possible - for example - to make noise-comparIsons between aircraft.

In noise certification it is, however. the noise as received by an observer standing an the ground
and listeniag to an aircraft in flyover (I.*. the Jin~tW Wois) that is of primary interest. in
this OWee the souree directivity and the distance ahreraft/observer at the time when the acoustic
signa is emitted must be iaccounted for. The noeis frem an aircraft is no neceesarily loudest when
the airjcraft Io directly overhead; aircraft maims frequently roaches a maximum when the aircraft is
approaching or aectaig. Moareover, atmospheric and spherical spreading losses account for the
atexuatios of smad as It propagates away frems the aircraft; henc distance has a significant
Weake an the noise level as absoved o n the ground.A

There 21 numerous additional Influemese that may have affeoted theino"se before it reaches the
abeervers owsat lebte miaeopleme): wind maky hae" blon the naime towards or away from the
observer. nearby roelleeind surfacee. mobh as buildings or trees, or -quit. Importantly -the
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grwAd the obsereru Mtande on, may tnreAms or reduce the neivs. Atmospheric turbuiencs of dif-
ferest scale retracta and acetters th sound waves, as may tIp &uI-wdin s"ace the #owd
propagation path. Atmesphmerto himidity may absorb eome soud troiquentets mere then ethers, thus
Changing the spectral characteristics of the "mad. All these parameters aftelaieraft-in depen-Ant;
they muet be evaluated and umihrustee in thea. quantitative effects to eliminaet their influseee.

In addition. ever present background neiee mingles with the aircraft noise. at times even obecuring
it and making its detection (and measurement) difficult. Wind may also affect the path of the aif"-
craft itself, especially it the aircraft is light in weight. In that case the instantaneous distance of
the aircraft to the observer cha&nges esmetlime in a rather erratic manner.

na, .1.i Illustrates the typical scenario far measuring aircraft noise and provides some feel for the
"hardship", the loot engineer will he in Far.

Windr~ Reit

Atmosphere

Fig. 2.1 Aircraft noise measurement scenario

Aircraft moles is also Intluenced at the source by ambient conditions. for example, temperature par-
tially dotermines the Mach-number fratio of a typical speed, such as a flight speed or a rotational
speed and the ambient speed of meud tn air) which in turn affect. the moises generation process of
an strcraft-propeller or at a helicopter-rotor; air-pressure Wafet.* the power and thus the noise-
output of piston- or gas-turbine-engines or may influerce the thrust ot a We engine and thus again
the noisoo

As stated already, in the prev'ess of aircraft noises ceritifcation the me*e level must be determined
"a It occurs en the ground, with the effect. of all mon-aircraft related parameters accounted for
Includling the distance (i.e. spherical spreading attenuation offecta). Blne the Waste is measured en
the ground, rather than In the immediate neighborhood of the ft~ing aircraft (which Is sometimes
the better approach). all such parameters weet be determined and appropriate corrections be
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applied In order to obtain a charsterliing noise level of the aircraft. How this is done, is largely
the subject of this AGARDograph.

or this purpose the immitted acoustic signal from the aircraft flying overhead must be measured

over a sufficiently extended flyover time and over a wide frequency range using one or several
microphones that are positioned' along or orthogonal to the aircraft's flight path, depending on the

type or category of the aircraft. Normally, the sound-signals are recorded for later laboratory ana-

lysis. During the actual measurement the aircraft must follow a precisely specified flight-path. At

the samo time the Important aircraft night and operational parameters are monitored and metoorolo-

gioal information is gathered at the test site and along the sound propagation path.

The transient and unsteady sound signal will usually be processed in one of two ways. For light
propeller-driven aircraft, for example, only the 'maximum A-weighted noise level, L pA,max' during

flyover is of interest. Determination of the LpAmax requires next to no analytical effort. In prin-

ciple it can be obtained directly from a visual read-out on a (precision) sound level meter, either

on-line in the field or off-line in the laboratory from the recorded data. Only minor corrections are

necessary to arrive at the actual certification noise level. Heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes, sub-

sonic jet aircraft and helicopters, on the other hand, are acoustically evaluated in terms of the

'Effective Perceived Noise Level, EPNL'. Determinatior of the EPNL necessitates a computer and is a

fairly complex analytical procedure. Computation of the EPNL will be explained in detail in

Appendix A to this AGARDograph and the reader is encouraged to refer to this Appendix whenever

the subject of noise measures is encountered. An example of an EPNL determination will also be

provided in Section 3.6.2 of this AGARDograph. A very brief explanation of the two noise measures

LPA and EPNL is given in the following:

The human auditory system responds to frequencies from approximately 16 Hs to 16000 Hiz. The ear's
sensitivity varies, however, with frequency: it is rather insensitive at very low and very high

frequencies, but very sensitive at frequencies in between. This is exemplified in Fig. 2.2 where

-•'kI L4 y• y• •
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Fig. 2.2 Contours of equal loAdness
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centeurs of equal loudness for pure tones are shown. For example, a 1000 Hs tone of 50 dD appears

as loud as a 20 Hs tone of 95 dD or as a 8000 Ha tone of 57 dB. The ear is most sensitive between

3000 and 4000 He.

This sensitivity is now accounted for by the A-weighting curve (which is a very rough approxima-

tion of an inverse leudness contour), as shown in Tlzt 2.3. A-weighting thus de-emphasises spec-

tral portions below 800 Ms and above 5000 Ms, while mphksising those in the frequency range from

1000 Ha to 4000 Us, without regard, however, to the absolute noise level. Subjecting any noise to

A-weighting therefore emphasizes the most sensitive frequency regime of the human auditory system.

It is worth mentioning that the noise measure "IA' correlates rather well with "annoyance" caused
by noise, which is frequently defined as "unwanted sound". There are other weighting curves, such
as C-weighting which is sometimes used to do-emphasise the very low frequencies (such low

frequencies may be a problem on a microphone in the open when the wind blows at it).

+1-

CC

_I

-311

-50

Frequency Hz

Fig. 2.3 A-weighting and C-weighting Curves (Frequency Response Characteristics of SLMs)

Computation of the EPNL requires the determination of sound pressure level 1/3-octave band spectra

over a large frequency range (from at least 25 Hz to 10000 Hz) at 0.5-second fixed time intervals
over a time span that covers the period where the aircraft's flyover noise is within 10 to 15 dB

below the maximum. Each of these spectra (typically between 30 and 60 for each flyover event) is
individually subjected to a level-dependent noise-weighting - somewhat different from an A-weight-
ing but again in correspondence to the human perception of sound. Each spectrum is further indivi-
dually corrected for distance effects (since the actual distance aircraft/observer continually changes

during the flyover) and for atmospheric attenuation effects; finally an adjustment is made for the
presence of pronounced tones within each spectrum to arrive at the composite noise-measure. Obvi-
ously, the EPNL capnnt readily be determined on-line in the field, but requires data storage and
off-line computer analysis. Modern equipment allows, however, the determination of an EPNL-value
in near real time, so that the validity of a flyover event - as far as thb final noise measure is

concerned - can be established within a few minutes of the test.

It should be well understood that in measuring aircraft flyover noise one cannot expect the same
accuracy and repeatability as in other areas, such as in aircraft performance measurements, for

example. In fact the question of repeatability in flyover noise measurements is a very serious issue
and the quest for repeatability is one reason why certification norms are so detailed, as will be-
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come quite clear in the following sections of this Chapter. For practical reasons, the number of

flyover noise measutimeqit Is lithited, bieltailily to an extent that largt number statistics cannot be

applied. As stated before. 4 to 6 valid test flights is all that is required for- any particular noise

certification probedur•. ApIhndix 3 to this AGARDograph is therefore devoted to the problem of sta-

tistical accuracy and repeatability in measuring aircraft noise with small sample size.

The Aight test and analysis prederse for aircraft noise-certification have been developed by the

inteautonat Civi Aviation l%$aisatiou' (1CAO) within the last two decades. For this purpose,

ICAQ hbad "instituted s the 'Committee Aircraft Noise' (CAN), which has been re-
spon•ible for developing, rei .etO1and imprtovi the noise certification procedures for all types of

aircraft. in the courpe of Sida, there have been 7 major CAN-meetings (CAN/i to CAN/7) every two
to t•re myars. In 116. CAl hu1been rena-me-d 'Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection'
(CA6P)' Wo reflect its broader scope, which now covers all kinds of aircraft emissions (including en-
gine* exaust gases). The first (and mot recent) meeting of CAEP ("CAEP/1") occurred in 1986. and

this AWAbograph esenstially reflects the state of noise certification as of this date, taking however

all amendments since that time into account.

Noise-certification "Standards" and "Recommended Practices" (so-called 'SARPs') for subsonic Jet-air-

craft and heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes were first issued more than 15 years ago. Correspond-
ing DARPs for light propelier.driven aeroplanes were introduced in 1975, and for helicopters in 1981
(Fig. _.4). Approximately 150 airfaring states presently contract to ICAO. Here, the term "contract"
implies that such states in their national noise legislation adhere to ICAO SARPs. No state is forced
to accept or adopt these entirely, but any deviation in the application by a national authority

must officially be brought to the attention of ICAO. It is worth noting that at present only 10 to 15
of the ICAO member states are represented in, or directly contribute to the work of, CAEP. The
ICAO-document', which contains all specifications for controlling aircraft noise emission and immis-
sion, Is entitled "International Standards and Recommended Practices - Environmental Protection;

ANNEX 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation / Volume 1 'Aircraft Noise' Ill. Its first
edition dates from 1981, its second edition appeared in 1988. This document is commonly referred to
as "ANNEX 16".

2.3 Structure and Content of ANNEX 16 (1968 Edition)

There have been several editions of ANNEX 16. The most recent (1988) edition contains, within Vol-

ume I, five Parts (with Roman numerals); here Part II , in particular, deals with aircraft t,3ise
certification along 10 Chapters, each devoted to a particular type and/or weight-category of air-

craft. Furthermore, the ANNEX edition contains six Appendices (with Arabic numerals) and four

Attachments (with sequential capital letters). This structure is shown in on Page 10. Of special in-

terest In the context of this AGARDograph are Chapters 3, 6, 8, and 10 of Part II, Appendices 2,
3, 4 and 6. and Attachments A and D, i.e. those dealing with subsonic Jet-aeroplanes, heavy and
light propeller-driven aeroplanes and helicopters. Understanding the content and structure of ANNEX
16 is helpful, since in the "!jargon of the .experts" terms such as "Chapter-3 aircraft" or a
"(Chapter-iO ve a 'Chapter-6 procedure" are frequently used.

In ANNEX 16, OJa AMER defines the nois evaluation measure to be used for the type or category
of aireraf (e~g. a 'maximum A-Weighted Noise Level' or an 'Effective Perceived Noise Level',
etc.), it specifies the measurement locations, the noise limits and certain procedural aspects, such
as the required engine-power setting or flight-speed for the certification test. An APPENDIX defines
the test environment (e.g. the permissible atmospheric conditions), certain requirements about the

data-acquisition equipment and, where necessary, computation procedures for calculating the noise

measure. It also contains the requirements for reporting to the authqrities. An ATTACHMENT, final-

S..- i • • • • . .- 4 . .,
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It, provides .additional Suidaim material for the application of the rules and regulations of Chap-
ter* and Appendibov. It may contain simplified mathematical formulations or details of recommended

alternate ("equivalent") procedures.

ICAO has generated a special Technical Manual d21 explaining in greater detail the use of the

various procedures in the noise certification of alratft than in possible in the ANNEX 16 document.
This Manual must be conestMdrst •at -aV", helpful '40upplement to the ANNEX 16 document per so. As

stated in the introduction to this Manual, 'its aim is to promote uniformity in the implementation of
the technical procduse of ANNEX -16, Volume 1, and to provide guidance such that all certificating

authorities can apply the same degree of stringency and the same criteria for acceptance in
approving applications for the use of "equivalent procedures"'. As will be recalled, "equivalent
procedures" do not. follow exactly the procedures as delineated in ANNEX 16, but provide the same
quality data and/or information required for purposes of noise certification; they are usually "more
practical" or less involved than the very ANNEX 16 procedures. However, any. equivalent procedure
must be approved by the certificating authority prior to its application in noise certification.

For purposes of noise certification, propeller-driven aeroplanes have originally been divided, some-
what arbitrarily, into those with a maximum certificated take-off mass of more than 5700 kg, and
those not exceeding 6700 kg. This mass limit has recently been raised to 9000 kg. Those below this
mass-limit (usually referred to as 'light propeller-driven aeroplanes' or simply LPDA) include the
vast majority of General Aviation aeroplanes with one or two engines; those over this limit (usually
referred to is 'heavy propellor-drivet. aeroplanes' or simply HPDA) represent the commercial and/or

* commuter and heavy transport-category aircraft with 2, 3 or 4 engines and with a mass of up to
several hundred-thousand kilograms.

* Light propeller aircraft typicall"r operate from smaller airfields, whereas the heavy ones use the
same airports as commercial jet-airliners. It was argued, therefore, that the latter should be
subjected to the same noise regulations as turbo-jet aeroplanes. Until about 5 years ago, the heavy
propeller-driven aeroplaneq were dealt with in a separate ANNEX Chapter (Chapter 5), whereas the
subsonic jet-aeroplanes were covered in Chapter 2 and in Chapter 3. The latter distinction relates
to the date at which the application for the certificate of airworthiness for the prototype was
accepted: As shown on the following page, Chapter 2 applies if the application was filed "before 6
October 1977", Chapter 3 if tClis date was "on or after 6 October 1977". This is in effect a distinc-
tion between old an-l new aircraft. Since the Chapter-2 aeroplanes will be phased out in the
Nineties, there is no great need to discuss Chapter 2 in detail.

All new subsonic jet-aeroplanes will have to comply with Chapter 3 regulations (which are more
stringent than the Chapter 2 regulations). For the heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes ICAO has in-
serted an applicability clause into Chapter 3. Those aeruplanes for which the prototype application
has baen received on or after 17 November 1988 would have to comply with the provisions of Chap-
ter 3. Already in the past, Chaptors 3 and 5 utilised nne common Appendix, i.e. Appendix 2; the
dismissal of Chapter 5 should further consolidate the noise certification of these two types of
aircreft.

Subsonic jet aeroplanes and heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes will therefore be discussed jointly in
one Section refer."ing to Chapter 3 and - where pertinent - to Chapter 5, not however to Chapter 2;
differences between Chapters 3 and 6 will be pointed out.

:The noise certification procedure for light prepeller-driven aeroplanes is covered in ANNEX 16/
Chapter 6 and Appendix 3. As stated, CARP/A raised the mass-distinction between light and heavy
propeller-driven aeroplanes to 9000 kg. Chapter 6 now includes aeroplanes up to that mass-value.
Recently, ICAO introduced an altogether new noise certification procedure for light propeller-drivon
aeroplanee. The new procedure defines an entirely different test-methodology. The relevant ANNEX
Sections are tormed Chapter 10 and Appendix 6. Although the new noise certification procedure
became effective as of 17 November 1966, there is a fall-back provision: aeroplanes which are un-

- *• -4..
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able -to meet tOe Chapter-lB spec ifteatins may still be notee-owtitieated atter the established Chap-
ter .Iotr a number of years. Hence, both Chapter 6/Appeadis I and Chapter 10/Appefdia I will be
discuassed.

ftmesa a1ser t AMW 3 Saw bemiMittn I31

VoII1 AISCRT NOISEVl ZNhINK9)HUS

Part ItI CHAPTERS: Aircraft Noise Certification

Chap. 1: Administration
Chap. 2: Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes (ACA* before 6 Oct 77)
Chap. 3: Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes (ACA on/after a Oct 77)

Prop.-driven Aeroplanes over 5700 kg (ACA on/after 1 Jan 65; before 17 Nov 88)
Prop.-driven Aeroplane. over 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov 88)

Chap. 4: Supersonic Aeroplanes
Chap. 5: Propeller-dri~ven Aeroplanes over 5700 kg (ACA before 1 Jan 85)
Chap. 6: Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9900 kg (ACA before 17 Nov 88)

*Chap. 7: Propeller-driven STOL Aeroplanes
*Chap. 6: Helicopters

Chap. 9: Auxiliary Power units and Aircraft Systems at Ground Operation

Chap.10: Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov 88)

APPENDICES: Evaluation of Noise Certification of..

App. 1: Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes (ACA before 6 Oct 77)
App. 2: Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes (ACA on/after 6 Oct 77)

Prop.-driven Aeroplanes over 5700 kg (ACA on/after 1 Jan 85; before 17 Nov 88)

Prcp.-driven Aeroplanes over 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov 88)
App. W: Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 0000 kS (ACA before 17 Nov 88)
App. 4: Helicopters
App. 5: Monitoring Aircraft Noise at Aerodromes
APP. 6: Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 900 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov 88)

Att. A: Equation@ for Noise Level Calculations

*)ACA a Airworthiness Certificate Application for the Prototype accepted



The Current appIRW btltt Of Otaka AMUX Chapter sAd ASPUMNde 1or pf"pelles-driVe aeroplanes
dem, h"owvel, SOOt only da oni their mssn. buet :BS an tdo -date, whon the application for the
preseipe airworthinesesesrtifteate was applied for. Presently, with several Chapters and Appendices
being in force simultaneously,. the picture - for the "uninitiated" - to somewhat confusing. To help

unatangle this "applicability am1n", the following listing is providedi

PmelerdwNtvm Lmase Note" Gertifletimn Amelicbl" i eee

Aircraft Airworthiness Applicable Applicable
Weight (Nasw) Certificate Chapter Appendix

Application
accepted

not encouding before
9WO Its 17 Nov. 88 6 3

not exceeding on or after
9M 0kg 17 Nov. 88 10 6

over before
6700 kg 1 Feb. 85 5 2

over on or after
5700 kg 1 Jan 45 3 2

before
17 NOV as

ever on or attar

9000 kg 17 Nov. N 3 2

Elieqatus noise certification is covered in the ANNEX in Chapter 8 and Appendix 4 and will be dis-
cussed in ies latest CAXP/1'-version. Although the helicopter noise certification Standards have
been in effsect for only a few years. several substantial changes have aince been Implemented.

There are many casmmnalitiee in the noies certification procedures between the various type. of air-.
craft. Rather than discussing, however. common features of noise certification for jet aircraft, pro-
peller-driven aircraft and helicopter., and pointing out differences as they arise. it was consideired
VMeS benefioial for the rendee to treat eack aircraft category sessentially on an individual basis,
The reader can then go through the particular chapter for the type of aircraft of his interest, and
readily obtain all the necessary information. For ease at reference, however, Appendix C of this
AflRfbograph compares note certification aspects according to aircraft types and categories.

gash major sectionm in the following is therefere devoted to particular types of aircraft- Section 2.4
ta, aubeesic jet aereplaeem cad heavy propeller driven asreplanee; Section 2.5 to light propeller-
driven WGrpt&anee currnt proedure-, Usotiom 2.6 to light propeller-driven aeroplansa, new prose-
dure; and lectien 2.Y to helicopters.

CIMe rnaer wili realise tha doe authir faewe a alight diioast This AC~algraph has chepters
and appendce, so has the AWIIX 16. Fomi the context It should however beosme clear what in
meant. Te somewhat reduoe a possible confuesio, ` Itfera ,, !a=.edia will be ideatitlfed by
capital letters; A, 0, C, 014$ ratbir than by numbers, a.s 11 th A IEt
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Chapter 3 and Appendix 2 of MN19X W1 are thus applicable (1) to subsonic jet aeroplanes with pro-
totype airworthinees application acfoeted an or after 6 October 19??, (3) to propeller-driven aero-
Planes over 5700 kg with prototype airworthiness application accepted an or aftear I January 136

andbeore17November 1366, and MI 1r prepellr-driven aeseplanee over 9M0 kg with prototype

Chapter 3 also arsev derived versions ot subsonic jet-aeroplanes. A 'derived version'. in ICAO's
definition. io an aircraft, which from the point of airworthiness is similar to the prototype. but
inoorperates Changes in type design which may affect its noiese characteristics. Such changes could
pertain to an Increased take-off weight or engine thrust, or to' modifications of the power-plant. if
only miner changes are miade, it is o*hen possible to derive the certification levels from those of
the original aircraft either analytically or by means of a less extensive, supplemental, flight test
program. If changes ore significant from a noise point of view. then the entire noise certification
procedure would have to be executed.

A discussion on utiliiing "datum aircraft" noise data to extrapolate towards noise certification
levels of derived aircraft, using "nolae/power/distance"l-charts appears in Section 4.2 of this
AGAR~ograph.

3.4.S bbser Neiee Nfeesemeet Pao"t sad nlight Procedures

The aircraft to he noise-tested must perform a number of regular take-offs and landing approaches.
For the take-ffs noise Must be measured directly below the flight path and along a sideline, ror
landing approaches only below the flight-path. Visa. 2.5a and 2.5b 'specify the reference noise
measurement points (i.e. the points where, ideally, the measuring microphones should he positioned)
and ti- reference flight paths to be followed. During flight tests it will not usually be possible to
fln~ ty by the "reference" trajectory and the environmental conditions will not exactly be those
specified in the certification requirements. It may also be impossible to position the microphones at
ti- tact reference poeitions. Thus, one must distinguish between "referencs"l-eonditions and "%*a-

-at"-oondttions. in fact, substantial effort is required in noise certification to correct or ad-
staa from measurement to reference, as will he discussed in the appropriate sections of this

A6.. -lgraph.

(a) Take-ff

AJ~j**t pln mutepo vrg'tk-off thrust until a certain minimum height above the run-
way is iache. This specified height depends on the number of engines (2 engines - 300 m, 3 en-
Simon 'M0 a. 4 or mef, e"Sines - 310 on). Thereafter, thrust may be reduced to a value which
will 6e--ac allow to maintain VAt least a 4-climb-gradient or to maintain level flight with one
engine out. The greater of these two thrust-settings must be used. Since In the second case all
engines will be operating during the flight test. the aircraft will then still climb. Theme require-
Monte precisely 6deine the tablo-ef alkamme MliUM path. W~ring this take-off test, jet aeroplanes
Mist maintain a flit$-Speed between, Y2 + 1 km/h and VS 3? km/h, where V 2 is the "Safe take-
off speed".

I n the Certification requirements for Doelrdinarmaesthe tabeoff reteremas light path
isdefined by the appiteatism of take-elf power (rather than thrust) until the engine-number-related

'the term "average" retfer to the mean aharaoteristios of the pradt~ttion engine



flihtheihtisreached and the subsequent reduction in engine power has occurred fec the same
clib-gadist rA evo-flghtspecifications, ree~pectively, as for *e aeroplanes. In the camso

propsllr-drtven aeropismes emly the minimum climb speed of V2 + 11 km/h io specified.

Beth types of aircraft must maintain a constant taks-off configuration its essesnce a constant tlap-
inskttin) during the entire test-flight. The landing gears may be tsfteteod as s"an as practical
after actual take-off. At least oes of the test flights most be *,otdues with maximus take-oil
IM,~ while ether flights may he conducted with less mass, depending as the cotinuing depletion
of the fuel taskts. Weight In this costext is not considered a very notes-relevant parameter.

Thr~~hSed -VV

(b)

300m for fwrvri r engi ne)

Fig. 2.5 Reference noise measurement po~ints and reference flight procedure for heavy
propeller-driven aeroplanes and subsonic Jet-aircraft:

(b) Power cut-back option during take-off(foerlerl A



Fe' the takeff proeidure, two loem"
e armat-"peomts" an deiined: one seuh

nmM palm is located on the extended run-

way oentoritne l91 m airm brake-release.
The other Point, the labore, or shm-lift
nfmu sim =magma palM, is leat-

ed an a line parallel t i and 480 m to the
left or right aide of the runway-conterltne.Ssinc the longitudinal positiont of this Point

is not known prior to the test a sufficiently
20IMUNMJT extended and appropriately spaced array of
" _ 014" microphones must be positioned along the

VWWWume side-line to ensure that the maximum level

is caught. To prove symmetry of the noase-
signature on both sides, at least one addi-
tional microphone must be positioned at a
corresponding location on the other side.

Obviously, lateral noise-data acquisition

requiree much equipment and subsequent
data-processing. To reduce the effort, an

equivalent method has been worked out by
""vew "WAS ICAO, proposed as an alternative test pro-

cedure (if individually approved by the
certificating authorities under the pre-
vailing test conditions). This method basi-
cally requires only two laterally positioned

Fig. 2.6 Equivalent procedure to determine side- microphones, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Rt-
line noise levels with two microphones posted take-off flights with different rots-
only (rather than with a lateral array tion points will bring the aircraft at dif-
of several microphones) erent heights above the connecting line

between the microphones. Each time, the ra-
diation angle from the aircraft to the microphones will be different, resulting in different -
height-dependent - noise levels at the microphones. By taking the average level between the two
microphones, a maximum "side line noise level" can then be derived. The maximum side line noise
level must be determined for the aircraft taking off with maximum thrust or power, maintaining this
maximum engine setting for the entire aide-line noise test. No power cut-back is permitted.

An aeroplane with good performance climbs faster than one with poor performance and will thus be

farther from the lateral and the flyover reference points by the time the maximum flyby or flyover
noise levels are recorded. Greater distance, generally. mans more attenuation and, hence, perfor-

mance enters directly into the measured noise-level.

For the take-off teoo, the aeMrplane must not neoessarily conduct an actual take off from some

brake-release point. Employing again an "equivalent procedure" the aeroplane can rather intercept
the take-off reference flight path at a point, where the radiated noise is well below the relevant

maximum noise level (bow much below, will be discussed later in the section on the notee evalua-
tion measures). This "equivalent procedure" is Illustrated in PTi. 3.?,

For the approach noise teat, the aircraft - in its landing comfigurstion (flaps and landing gear
down) - follows a S-dqowe Slide path until touch down. The "Am refer amwmmsm
pit is located 30 m before the threshld. As the glide path antenna is peestioned 300 m inside
the threshold along the runway this in effect correponds to a heightiof 120 0 for L 3-degreo

• •:. ': • -•"• .- .



JW *Msme Path- Thill Patk is designated the
sps r~weme fl40s wh. The

approach speed must rma be loee than 1.3
*e 1$ km/e ' where Vato the stalling

speed, and at least one test flight - out
of the minimum required nubr- utb

Employing again an equivalent proeue
the test can he conducted without an
actual touch-down. In this case, the

-. aeroplane intercepts the approach raef-
rene flight path at a point. where the
n~oise is well below the maximum and fol-
lowa that path beyond the reference noise

-. * measurement paint until the radiated noise
has dropped sufficiently below the maxi-
mum; now, the aircraft may leave the

RWW ftis -aw o-no-F.reference flight path to turn around for
another approach flight test (see Fig.

Mik
An the test regulations specify the
approach flight test to be conducted for

0IW the "'most critical" (i.e. noisiest!) con-

o Point In Time bolase Which hoemmose-0c2 b-poth dition, a number of pro-check flights are
I*ThWm-ot*) or Neeseaem-sp~ehpttLml necessary with different flap-setting (at
noIt be itwereopled the specified or stabilised air speed) to

*D po in Tkne ~le which Reftamnce -flight -pothe determine that particular most critical
may be left configuration. Only after that configure-

thin has been established, the required
minimum number of test flights necessary

rig. 2.7 Equivalent procedure for approach intercept to obtain the average noise level (see
and take-off intercept to avoid actual touch- Section 2.4.7.d) can tbe executed.
down or start from brake-release paint

2.4.3 R"sIsevLeatio N~msue sad Noes. UIAW

The noise evaluation measure for both heavy propelleor-driven aeroplanes and subsonic jot aero-
planes is the 'Effective Perceived Hai"e Level (EPNL)'. TVe maximum permissible EPOL-values at the
three refereoee-aelse measurement paints, when obtained in accordance with the reference flight
proeures, are shown in fit. 2.8a for heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes according to (the out-
dated) Chapter 5, and in Fix. 2.11b for subsonic jet aeroplanes and heavy propeller-driven
aeroplanes according to Chapter 3. The SPNL-limits are related to the aircraft's maximum certifica-
ted take-off mass or landing mass, respectively. The Chapter 3 noise limits for the flyover lest
differ with the number of engines of the aircraft; no such distinction had been used in Chapter 5.
Also. Chapter 5 noise limits were somewhat loes stringent than Chapter 3 limits.

Noiese-imits are constant for the lower values of aircraft mass, Beyond a first "break-paint" the
noise limits vary at different rates with the logargithm of the mass up to a second "break-paint",
beyond which the limits are again constant and mass-independent. for convenience, the noise limitsJ ~it 5WOO and the two broak-points are listed below In TABLE I for Chapter 5 aeroplanes, and in
TAL for Chapter 3 aeroplanses:



Fla. I.SAEPN ff•'12 Before tOct. 19?7 (and CiPrivKId mtWton$)
lRPNL-|imit so function

110 03:1% AW 6 OCA 197 Wt~ftudin nWt")at the maximum certi-nOl •I Aflf li Oct 19?? (all,includN~q new types) of tMNm .ett
ficated take-offT mn
for "•eavy" prqpllor
driven asropianee vs.r
" 00 kg take-off mass

i05 after ANI|X ii, Chap-
SGo Goter e

Flyoe

90 Aporoach 4

85 I I
4.25 8,5 I? 34 68 136 272 N 54457 Max. certific. take off mass x 10'3

11S I

EPNdB 01 -- Sideline
M_ ...... Approach

I- Flyover

zI .. " -

is 0 ) 160 320 540 kq
Max. Cer•tf•c. Tkte-off Masa 1i0-

F11. I3.b 9PNL-Ilmiit i4 tuacton at tie maximum certificated take-off mas for subsanic et-alr-
craft and "heavY" Propeller driven aeroplanes over 9=O kg take off masa after ANMEX
16, Chapter S



TAPLE) hpe-1 almisO ev ~rpllss-di'ee aspafme (until the
apoiabiily ateof Cs#W fwthese aeroplane.)

Ply"qer Weae Lumitt 0 21"M UP to 34-M lil 106 SPIWS above SN.g ka
Ap9iach NUWa Urnitt to UPON up to WMO kel 10 IPN tM abov MCMYO kg
Latorol Weias Ulita 96 It"I3 up to WON kIts 106 111100 above 16410 kg

TAIL! a Chapter-S sels. limits f1W heavy prepeiier-driven aeropianse and
subsonic jet-aircraft

Flyover Moieo Limit-
- I or 2 engines a CpHiE up to 46.100 ka, 101 EMSG above 3M5.000 kg
- 3 engines 61 SRHO! up to 33.,00 kg; 104 PIMS above 303.000 kg
- 4 engines It RPHO! up to 30300 kg-. 106 1P~dO above 366.000 kg

Approach Notes Limait- N4 UPwd3 up to 35.000 kg; 105 ZPNdB above 260.000 kg
Lateral Noise Limit. 94 KP~d9 up to 35.000 kg; 103 CPNdB above 400.000 kg

ISAA Uhft"ne sad Pemilisible Taft Aftwmberii Cmmditlten

Reference atmospheric conditions have been defined as follows

"o sta-level atmospheric pressure of 1013.35 hPai;
"o ambient air temperature of 25 6C (i.e. ISA + i06C);
"o relative humidity of 70 1
"o zero wind.

(At the discretion of the certificating authorities a 15 *C Reference Temperature may be used.
However in this case I 1 RHO must be added to the measured flyover noise level)

Ouch conditions, in that particular combination, are unlikely to occur simultaneously. In order to
enable measurements outside these reference conditions, certain test-windows have been defined and
procedures have been developed to correct noise data to the reference atmvospheric conditions. The
followeing test windows were established-

a ambient air temperature MT along the entire noise propagation path must not be below
2 'C or abmv 36 IC;

o relative humidity (RN) along the entire noise propagation path must not be below 20 %.
or above 901

o certain combinations of RH and T that would result in an atmospheric sound attenua-
tion in excess of It 01/100 m in the S-kils-1/3-octave-band must be avoided' (Fig. 8.9
shows the permissible RN/T-window);

o the average wind must no exceed 33 Im/h and the cross-wind component (relative to
the flight direction) must not exceed 13 km/h.

The abve" atmospheric conditions should prevail over the whole noise path between the aircraft and
10 a abofe ground. This specification empbeaaiie the need to acquire temperature and humidity
pretties within this height range and preferably beyond to ascertain the absence of a temperature
tfkverete Which Would Prohibit noise certifivation testing. There ire even more detailed aped.-
fiosion~fs in Appenidix 3 about the atmospheric noise attenuation should the prevailing atmospheric

the sAOud atUMMOuaIen WOMeffiIet is a NfAUmoS Of usorelative humidity and temsperature.
Its value, expressed in terms at 03/00 is t availab e fMrom Tables 13a, 3bI and Ampoedix D



conditions make it sooseowy to caloulate the abesrption in "layered altitude sections". Whether
such a "layered calculation" is actUally requied d•pends en the cheape of the attenuation
coefficient in the M.1 ktIs third-octave band, it this coefficient vaies by •m then 0.5 dl per 100
m anywhere along the noise prqoption path between alrorie t and 10 m above ground, the layering

must be taken into aleqanti this is don by adding the oeftetive 'attenuation per layer' to arrive

at the composite attenuation ter the whole nois path.

The wind speed data - measured 10 m above ground - must be averaged over 30 second periodst

during this period short-duration gSuts of up to M3 km/h are permissible. Furthermore - and stated

rather vaguely - no "anomalous" wind conditions should exist that aoid significantly affect the

rerd noise level at any of the measurement points.

100

IbO

*60

20 - •v nxn!1111' PRO0MTED DUI TO
EXCESS. H1I4-FrOUENY
ATTOW4AT1O

0 I aI I I I , ,

0 2 10 20 30 35 eC 40

Ambit Temf:; a 33reti. T

fig. 2.9 Area of permitted com~bination of Relative Humidity (IUI) and air Tem~perature (T) for

noise certification testing of 'heavy, propeller driven aeroplanes above 5700 kg take-oft
mass and subsonic jet alrcraft after ANNEX 16. Chapter 3

1.4.l 'Flbkt-Path Trackin

Sin'e the measured acoustic data must be corrected to reference conditions. precise information on

the actual flight path io atse necessary. The flight path will in all likelihood differ from the refe-

renco flight path. both in height and lateral displacement. Thus accurate tracking is required.

preferably by som aircraft-Independent means, such as radar-, laser- or other photographic

methods. Tracking methods and equipment are discussed In Section 3.3.1 of this AGARDograph. To

relate the noise signature to the aeroplane position. precise time synchronization between the air-

craft trajectory and the noise measurements must also be established.

8.4.6 Assestc 00a AmOmhUs.

The microphones must be 1.3 m above the ground surface, a height that in notorious for inducing

grave measuring ore on account of the superposition of the directly incident and the ground-

reflected acoustic wav; associated problems are discussed In detail in Section 4.3.3. The micro-

phone should be of the pressure type. Dait acquisition Instrumentation In general. and microphone

types In particular an discussed in Section 3.2 of this AGARflogrph.



A pressure-type micruphone (rather than a free-field type microphone) offers an important advan-
tage: if the microphone diaphragm is oriented for grating sound incidence (i.e. the wave fronts of

the sound approach the microphone under 90 degrees with respect to the microphone axis),a
S pressure-type micro-

phonesI sensitivity
to independent of

the sound immiasion

f.~ radiated sromun

aircraft in flyover

continuously changes
its azimuthal angle
with respect to the

measuring point no
pronounced change
in directivity-

response for the
aircraft approaching
or receeding should
thus occur. The

1.2 m"grazing-incidence"
I I : I condition Is some-

what difficult to

Fig. 2.10 Boundary conditions for noise certification testing of heavy realiz miorophoeslate
propel ler-driven aeroplanes and subsonic jet-aircraft; rl mcohnW
top: microphone height above ground and reflection-free since sound inci-
vertical cone; bottom: grazing incidence diaphragm condition dence direction

changes in
yet another plane. A more detailed discussion of microphone characteristics appears in
Section 3.2.1.

The area around the microphone must be free from obstructions within a cone of 60* from the verti-
cal to avoid reflections from nearby surfaces. The microphones must meet certain specifications as
to their frequency response (which must lie within +/- 1 dB from 45 Hz to 4.5 kHz); also, their
sensitivity should change no more than 2.5 dB within a 30-variation from the grazing incidence
reference direction, again for the same frequency range. Use of a wind-screen ("wind-ball") is
recomw~ended. Fix. 2.10 illustrates some of these requirements.

High standards are also set for the quality of the data recording and analysis systems, and appro-
priate calibration signals must be recorded; furthermore both the acoustic and the electronic back-
ground noise* must be determined in the absence of test-object noise.* A detailed discussion of
recording and analysis equipment specifications and their use appears in Chapter 3.2 of this
ArARDograph.

2.4.7 Data "duetast

Acoustic data measured under conditions that differ from the reference conditions (e.g in regard of
the flight path, the meteorological environment, the aircraft operational parameters or the noiese
measurement: peints), must be corrected to reference conditions to permit their evaluation against the
notese limits. Three oo.rection terms, Delta 1, Delta 2, and Delta 3 must be determined and added to
the EPNL-value as obtained from the measurements.

Delta 1 accounts for (a) the atmospheric attenuation due to differences from the reference tempera-
turt and humidity, (b) the atmospheric. attenuation due to the change in effective slant range, and



(e) the "inverse square" distance attenuation due to the change in effective slant range. Delt 2
accountts for the duration (111-dB-down-time')* of %he noise so affected by the distance and speed

of the aeroplane relative to the ueasurement point. Delta t is in effect a source noise correction,
accounting ior the influence of enviconmental parameters (such as temperature, ambient pressure) on

the noise output of the sourceittself.

The basic considerations for establishing the correction terms Delta 1 to Delta 3 are discussed in

the following:

(a) Correction for Noise Received on the Ground (Delta I and Delta 2 terms)

If the flight-path -differs from the reference path, the distance of the aircraft to the measuring

microphone will also differ from that under reference conditions. A change in acoustic path length

affects, however, both the amount of atmospheric absorption and the spherical spreading attenuation

(inverse square distance attenuation). In computing the EPNL of a flyover noise event, each succes-

sive 1/3-octave band spectrum at the 0.5 second time increments should individually be corrected

for these attenuations, in correspondence with the prevailing - perhaps layered - atmospheric con-

ditions (temperature and humidity) and the distance from the microphone at the time, before conver-

sion of the measured acoustic data into a PNL-value; this latter requirement emphasizes the need tor synchronize acoustic and flight path information.

Which distance, then, must be used in this correction? If the aircraft would be flying exactly on

the reference flight path there would be one particular instant in time and one particular aircraft

position, where that signal was emitted which on the ground resulted in the maximum tone-corrected

'Perceived Noise Level, PNLTM'. That position defines a. particular distance between aeroplane and

measurement point, termed the "reference-distance". If, however, the actual flight path differs from

the reference flight path, this position and the effective distance "aeroplane/measurement-point"
are different. Hence the actual attenuations (due to atmospheric absorption and spherical spread-

ing) must be converted to "referenee attenuations" to correct flight data to reference conditions.

A "simplified" correction method has been developed, which is based on the following reasoning:

While flying on the measurement flight path, the "sound-ray" that caused PNLTM to occur at the

measurement point has a certain angle with respect to the flight path. It is now assumed that this

angle is characteristic for the occurrence of the PNLTM at the measurement point, even if the angle

between flight-path and ground-surface was actually different. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11

the difference in measurement-0distance QK and reference-distance QrKr can be determined, and used

in the subsequent corrections. Similar considerations apply when the distance to the lateral

measurement point differs from the reference point.

Actual Prom the several dosens of 1/3-

Flight Path octave-band spectra measured at

Q( 0.5-second increments that particu-
lar 1/3-octave band spectrum is

Reference selected which was "responsible"
-.- **Firht Path -dfor generating PNLTM on the

ground. Each of its individual 1/3-

octave-band levels are corrected

for atmospheric attenuation and the
entire spectrum for the "inverse

square distance law"-attenuation
r_( which ist frequency-independent).

-The following e*ample for a flyover
Fig. 2.11 Determination of reference distance 'aeroplane/ measurement point illustrates the

noise-measurement-point' from measured distance
(for source to ground correction) for cases procedure:

flhgevev M !a apprecth'

* h emand relVace of the 1-D ontm is eaxplained in Appendix A to this Agirdogriph.
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Let us assume that measurement temperature and humidity, respectively, had been 15 "C and 20 %
(vs. the reference-oondttions of 25 "C and 70 %), and that, furthermore, the measurement distance

QK had been 600 m (vs. a reference distance of, say, QrKr - 540 m). The 1/3-octave-band to be
considered was 5000 Hs. From appropriate Tables that list the atmospheric sound attenunation-c effi-
cients at in dD/100 m (see APPENDIX D to this AGARDograph) the following data are obtained.

Measurement Condition: a 5000 Hz (for 15"/501) = 4.2 dB/100 in

Reference Condition: cc 5000 Hs (for 250/70%) - 2.9 dB/100 m

Accordingly

+ 0.01 (c meas - ref) QK = 7.8 dB (atmospheric attenuation due to difference in

temperature and humidity)
+ 0.01 Cc ref (QK - QrKr) = 1.7 dB (atmospheric attenuation due to distance change)

+ 20 log (QK/QrKr) - 0.9 dD (inverse square distance attenuation)

Thus, the total correction to the measured level in the 5000 Hz band would be +10.4 dB. In a
similar manner all the other 1/3-octave band levels of the remainder of the (one only!) spectrum is
corrected and converted into a PNLTrof. From, that, the correction term 'Delta 1' is determined as

Del*. I - PNLTref - PNLTMmeas

and added to the EPNL-value.

Since the 10-dB-down-time is both a function of distance and ground velocity (A flight velocity
relative to the ground) an adjustment to the duration correction is required, when reference and
measurement distances and/or ground velocities differ. This correction, Delta 2, is computed as
follows

Delta 2 - - 10 log (QK/QrKr) + 10 log (V/Vr)

and also added to the measured EPNL-value.

The third correction term Delta 3 will now be discussed in the context of the source noise

correction:

(b) Source-Noise Correction - Jet Engine Noise (Delta 3 term)

While the previously discussed corrections Delta I and Delta 2 accounted for measurement-to-refe-
rence differences in distance and atmospheric conditions, i.e. parameters that affect the noise after
it has left the aeroplane, the source noise at the aircraft itself is also affected by environmental
parameters. The thrust of a jet-engine, for example, is influenced by temperature and ambient
pressure and also by air speed. Differences between the thrust at the measurement conditions and
thOse at reference conditions must therefore be accounted for.

An aircraft propelled by a turbo-jet or a fan-jet engine is, however, by no means a point-source
with a well defined directivity. Rather does the primary source on a subsonic jet aircraft, i.e. the
ngind itself gosslits of at least 2 individual "subsourcess", namely the an and the jet, both of

which differ crossly in tlems of their acousaic characteristics. Fi, ne t f shows a (rather well-
known) representation where the typical directivity of a modern fan-jet engine specifically that of
the fan and that of the jet, is illustrated. Moreover, the fan spectrum usually contains harmonic
estnd components, while the jet spectrum is of broadband nature. The fan maximum is directed for-

iwadjd ward while the jet maximum is in the rear directivity arc. Hence in considering a fan-jet

J -
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engine p•opelled aircraft in flyover one should .reallse that it is really a fan and a jet that fly
over the observer. Therefore theme two should be considered on an individual basis and corrections
be applied Aocordinigly.

The noise affecting para-
meter p could thus be pre-
dominantly related to the
fan or to the jet. As it is

Jet difficult to clearly ase-
parate one from the other,

Turbine one could argue that for a
high bypass ratio engine
(BPR around 5) it is the
fan whose noise dominates;

Fan Faln one should thus base any
correction-procedure on the

engine's "noise versus fan-
speed" behavior.

Fig. 2.12 Noise directivity of source components for a turbo-
fan/jet-engine Alternatively, for a low

bypass ratio engine (BPR
around 1) one should base

the correction procedure on the engine's "noise versus thrust"-behavior. Thrust cannot be measured
directly in flight; one can however infer the thru3t from the readily measurable quantities 'fan-/or
compressor rotational speed', 'engine pressure ratio' and 'temperature rise'. The necessary cor-

rection Delta 3 can be de-
termined from flight tests,
where the dependence of
EPNL on the appropriate

engine parameter, p, is

established, as schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig.
2.13. Such a parameter g
could be the thrust, for

Delta 3 example. During a flight
I test, IL must be varied

_ about the operational con-
ditions applicable to take-

lTeet Joff, lateral or approach
flight. Delta 3 can then be

determined by subtracting
ENIE CONTRkO PARAMETER p the EPNL-value correspon-
"to.q thtust or fan sped) ding to the parameter p at

the measurement conditions

from the EPNL-value corre-

Fig. 2.13 Schematic of noise/thrust or noise/fan-speed sponding to p at reference
relationship for source-noise correction of condition. Delta 3 is added
subsonic jet-aircraft

to the measured EPNL-value.

(c) 'Iuroe Noise Correction - Propeller Noise (Delta 3 term)

A' coresponding 'Delta 8 corre-tion must also be applied for propeller-driven aeroplanes. Propeller
Source noise •• •ffet•ed by (1) engine power and (2) blade tip Mach number. Unfortunately, no well

-.. 4-½4
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founded theoretical or reliable empirical method is available for such a correction. As far as
engine owM P to concrned, a (K1 la Pr )-eource-noieo-adjustment is employed, with K1

assuming values between 10 and 17. Manufacturer-information on the dependence of engine power on
temperature and atmospheric pressure can be utilised to obtain the relevant factor K1 . The error in
choosing a slightly "wrong" K-log-power-ratio has, however and fortunately, little effect on the
noise levels The value of Delta 31 - (KI log PrefiPaeas) is added to the measured EP1IL-value.

Propeller-noise, on the other hand, very, mush depends on the blade tip Mach numob-r (more precise-
ly on the helical blade tip Mach number 'NTM', which also depends on the forward flight speed).
Since Mach-number is a function of temperature, even relatively small differencos between test
temperature and reference temperature are likely to have a pronounced effect on the propeller noise
level, especially if the HTM is high (above approximately 0.8).

ANNEX 16/Appendix 2 recommends to determine the change in source noise level experimentally
through ad hoc flight-testing. Additional flight tests could be made at various temperatures, as

they occur during the day, and extrapolated towaros the reference (temperature) conditions. Alter-
natively, one might attempt to change the helical tade tip Mach-number by altering the propeller-
RPM. It is, however, somewhat questionable whether a Mach-number change through an RPM-change
has the same effect on noise as one through a temperature change. Recent wind-tunnel tests (which
r.re discussed in Section 4.6 of this AGARDograph), however, seem to lend support such an

approach.

It should be realised, however, that by changing the propeller rotational speed one also changes
the fundamental and the harmonic frequencies of the propeller noise spectrum. When using a micro-

phone 1.2 m above grournd any one, or several of these frequencies may fall into a cancellation
dip. Thus, such tests must be performed with a ground microphone!

It must further be kept in mind that the "check-flights" for each new condition will have to be
repeated several times to ensure some statistical validity, making the entire procedure very time
consuming. The term to be added to the measured IZPNL now is Delta 32 = K2 log HTMref/HTMmeas in
dB. K2 may typically take values of 150 dB or more. The final Delta 3 term for propeller source
noise correction thus contains both an engine-power and an HTM related term.

(d) Validity of Test Results

For each of the .3 reference measurement points the arithmetic average EPNL-value must be pro-

duced, based on at least 6 valid flights. The sample sise, however, must in any case be large
enough to establish a confidence lim'it not to exceed +/- 1.5 EPNdB at a 90% confidence-level.
Appendix E to this AGARDograph outlines the relevant procedure and the statistical background in
detail.

(e) Trade-off a

Having thus determined and established the required validity of the final EPNL-values for the three

reference measurement points, these values are then assessed against the noise-limits. If one, or at
most two, of these values exceed the noise limits, then certain "trade-off"-regulations may be

applied according to the following rules:.

o the sum of the excesses shall not be greater than 3 EPNdf;

a the excess at any single point shall not be greater than 2 EPNdB;

o any excesses shell be offset by reductions at the remaining point(s)

Fij. 2.14 illustrates possible trade-off caaes.

+
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Permissiblo Prohibited
Cas Z aue Cse CaemTrade-off possibilities

in the noise certifica-
- - ltion of ptapel 1ev-riven

EPN4. - eolanue, ver 570 kg
__________tab-of mass and all

__________subsonic jet-aircraft

.. 'Je..s.Approach

Y 61 1 * Lateral

W 0 mFlyoevr

3.5 Wiss IIC.UifnIe of Wit5t PIWellm-dwlv Aswl~amse: Establi~she Proedmure
(ANNE 16: Chaler 6 sand Aseandix: 3)

2.5.1 Appnlicability

Until CASP/i in 1986. Chapter 6 and Appendix 3 of ANNEX 16 were applicable to propeller-driven

aeroplanes (except special purpose aircraft, such as those for fire-fighting, aerobatics or agri-
cultural applications) with a maximum certificated take-off mass not exceeding 5700 kg. If the

prototype of such an aeroplane had been noise-certificated at such a mass, then a derived version
with a maximum take-off mass up to 6500 kgs could still be certificated under the Chapter 6 specifi-
cations.

It was however recognized that there was an emerging cmuter category of turboprop aeroplanes
with take-off masses in the range of 5700 kg to 15000 kg. for which the Chapter 3 certification pro-

cedures are more complex and costly than necessary.* It was therefore decided to recommend an ex-
tension in the applicability of Chapter 6/Appendix 3 to aeroplane-masses of up to 9000 kg. provided
the application for the airworthiness certificate was accepted before 17 November 1988 (for a later
application date ANNEX 16/Chapter 10 applies).

2.5.2 bfseMe Noise Measmremmat Pebst sand nlight Procedure

For certification test nlights, the aeroplane must execute a straight level flight at a height of
300 m +10m/-30m above the acoustic measurement station (reIseme- melee meawprsurmt point), with a

* lateral displacemeat of not more than 100 from the vertical (corresponding to approximately a 50 m
lateral displacement at the 300 m height).

Originally. aircraft engine-power was to be mat at maximum continuous power (MCP). a power that
*is however not normally used in level nlight. Therefore, the most recent edition of ANNEX 16 spe-

cifies the "higheet power in the normal operating range", also termed 'maximum normal operating
power, MNOP. to he used. It was argued that MCP was not representative for low level circuit
flights (which by the proponents of this new regulation were considered to be the acoustically most
disturbing) and would only be used for take off and then reduced to about 76 %. after cruise alti-
tude had been reached. On the engies tachometer, UPC corresponds to the '%and of the green line"
which, for a light aircraft, may be around 2700 RPM. U40P then necessarily corresponds to a lower
RPM with accordingly loes propeller-generated nois.



Earote gomniss limits 4ms subsequesnt meetion) were not slomultanieensly mads meom stringent, this
* chnge in eagine-powet setting in effect resulted in a relazatiom at the voice Itliai. 1% the new

Chapter-to "As" certification test presure the issue Of the engine powe" during certification
testing is of no Consequence.

We nsois evaluation meamat, Is the maximum A-weighted voice level L ocrring during fly-
over ; this level can he determined -rather simply, sad in the field f ro visually reading a

- * precision sound-level-meter

got at "solow resoome
* (corresponding to the in-

strument' a detector time-
_______________constant at I0M ms). The

Importance of instrument
detector time constant in
noise measurements io dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.4.
Since other acoustic data,
such as background noise
must also be determined,

___________________ _________________:at& 
are normally recorded

0 W M WO am hg 5~ nd evaluated in the labo-

Fig. 2.15 ANNEX 16. Chapter 6 noise limits The certificating authori-
ties may. at their discre-

tion. request the flyover-
noise to be evaluated in terms of RPNL. However, EPNL.-limits have not been defined yet and only
"A-level-limits"l are established and in use. as shown in Pic. 2.15.*For convenience, the noise limits
In LPmo and the mass-break-points are presented in TABLE 3 below.

TABLE S Chapter 6 noise limits for light propeller-driven aeroplanes (level flyover procedure)

Flyover Neise Limit: 68 MSA) up to 6O0 kg; S0 dB(A) from 1500 kg up to 5700 kg (9000 kg)

It Should be emphasized that here the noise limit values vary linearly with mass between 600 kg
and 1500 kg. rather than logarithmically. as was the case with heavy propellter-driven aeroplanes
In the Chapter 3 p rooedure. A logarithmic variation of course in less stringent, than a linear one.

3.5.4 lOMae -d 001goftl Te Aftmesubsrt 00Uo

Only twe atmospheric parameters ame specified to determine the reference nlight proceure (engine
power aid nlight speed related) and to correct the noise-level data:

eea" level atmospheric pressure of 1013.25 hft;
oambIent. air temperature S C (I.ea. ISA + 10 S)

The following test-windows (under conditions of no precipitation) have been establishedh
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o wind speed (measured .2 is above Stond, instead of 10 a as ter heavy aereplanse) must
not *aNd It km/h, but if in c40es 8of m k/h, the flight direction &hall be so aligned
that it deee nt deviate by more than IS* from the wind-dtreotlon;

o ambient air temperature T must not be below I *C and not above 36 1C

o relative humidity RH must not be below 30 % and not above 9 '1.

Again. certain combi-

nations of T and NH
______________ _ are to be avoided, as

shown in Fij. 2.16.

As for heavy asre-
planes, conditions
causing excessive

60 atmospheric atten-
uation at high fre-
quencies are not

*• .0 allowed. Furthermore.

0 no temperature inver-
sion should exist,

20- which might cause

sound-reflections from

above the aircraft to-
0 0wards the ground-

Air Temperature .T based microphone. It

is often difficult to
determine the pre-

sence of a tempera-
ture- inversion, un-

Fig. 2.16 Area of permitted combinations of relative less such information
humidity and air temperature for noise certi-
fication testing of ("light") propeller- is available from a
driven aeroplanes not exceeding 5700 kg nearby westher-sta-
take-off mass after ANNEX 16, Chapter 6

tion. Of course, the

test aeroplane itself,

or a companion .. )-
plane could directly determine an altitude/tomperature-profile, to ensure that acceptable test-
conditions prevail. Usually, such an effort is not undertaken in the noise certification of light pro-
peller- driven aeroplanes.

2.5.5 biesmiunUe. Of Aimsreft 0ight

Only the height (rather than an entire flight path) and deviation from the vertical to the micro-
phone are of interest in certification noise testing of light aeroplanes. They must be determined by
an aircraft-independent means, such is a ground based tracking-system (theodolite. triangulation
or radar). Aircraft velocity over ground does not enter into the noise evaluation, as an EPNL-value
is not required. Therefore, there is no need for a very sophisticated tracking system, in fact, pho-
tographs taken by one high quality camera (preferably with a Polaroid-film-plate, to allow instant
evaluation of flight validity) that points exactly vertically towards the aircraft in flyover suffices.
This way It is possible to A'-" -. ine "on-line" (1) flight-height, (2) lateral displacement, and (3)
yaw-angle, with ý :.urpr - as practice has shown - is sufficient for correction purposes.
Apart from tV.4 ýouhibitlw, oat of operation and set-up, kinetheodolite or radar-tracking would not
allow an an the spot decision whether a flight was valid with respect to a height/lateral-deviation.
Polaroid-..amorl shot provide, however, such information after about one minute. If necessary. the
pilot can then immodiately be asked to repeat the teat.

• . •:.•::•"r .'_"- - . - ,



The a""s measuring station may consuist of(a a' oireh ne ly. positioned directly uAnder the flight
path and approximately 11)0 1.3 m above ground. again in on area that should be nlat and free.
Ma $.IT tilusisats thefe requuvementa. ?be graaing-incidmncs condition is recommended calling for

a prossar,.4ype miesephem e avoid directional seassitivity-changss during flyover. Blectramia and
ambient background
noise must be ro-.
omee with the

w ~ - u y~same gain-settings
as used in the

-l~in actual noit" Ma-

inurement, and the
maximum aircraft

15 3 radiated noise
should exceed the
background noise

300 m j(It will be shown

I in Section 4.3.3 of
this AGARDograph
that such a signal-
to-noise ratio does
not suffice to cor-

rect for adverse
ground-reflection
effects Induced by

........ the microphone po-
sition 1.*2 mn above

1 N--bS7"1 ground.

Fig. 2.17 Flight corridor teat requirements for noise
certification of "light" propeller driven &ero-
planes not exceeding 6700 kg take-off mass

2.4. Date U 1ano

Wa Correction for Noise Received on the Ground

If outside the test-height window, ANNUX 16 requires a distance correction based solely on the in-
veres-square law for flight heights differing from 300 mn. Atmospheric attenuation need not he con-
sidered, since the spectral maximum of the noise of a typical light propeller aeroplane lies below
1000 Us, where atmospheric attenuation in negligible for the relatively small propagation distances
involved.

Wb Source Maise Correction

The effect of ambient temperature on the (helical) blade tip Mach-number (14TH) is specifically
singled out for sourvs-oorroction. Only very small deviations from the reference Mach number are
permitted without correction; allowable deviations have been specified as

CThis exclamation mark should emphasis* the fact that the term "approximately" -as specified in
ANNE9X 16/Chater 6 - is rather badly chosen. Even minor position-changes of the order of centi-
motora will have a preneunoed effect on the measured signal.



o 0.014 for helical blade tip Mach numbers at and below 0.100,
o 0.001 for helical blade tip Mach numbers above 0.700 up to and including 0.800,

o O0.0 fer helicel blade tip Mach numbers above 0.900.

When the deviatiete are laruer. a correctien K log (MR/M 1.) must be added to the noise levels,

where MR and Mli aft the reference and the toet helical blade tip Mach nuambers. reepectively.

The value of K moet be obtained from approved data of thq test aeroplane or from dedicated flight
teats wrý air speed and propeller rotational speed are varied appropriately. This latter approach

is, haevea, amue disputed, slnie engine noise contributions, which have a different rotational-
speed dependence than propeller noise, are not correctly accounted for. Efforts by CAEP to develop

a more straightforward temperature and/or helical tip Mach number correction are discussed in
Suction 4.6. of this AGARDograph. Also, it must be cautioned again that such ad hoc flight teats
must be dom with a ground board microphone, as grave errors may result when the customary
"11.2-mticrsp"eea" is used.

In the absence of flight test data a value K - 160 should be used if MT is less than MR.
Otherwise, no correction is applied.

(W) Validity of Teat Results

As for the heavy aircraft the validity of data is established if the eonfidence-limit does not exceed

+/- 1.5 dS at a 90% confidence level. For the light propeller-driven aeroplanes, however, a mini-
mum of 4 (rather than 6) "valid" test-flights suffices. (ase also AGARDograph Appendix E).

(dW e mnce Correction

Since only straight level flights are specified in the certification procedure (but no take-offs, into
which the performance of an aircraft would enter directly), light propeller-driven aeroplane noise

certification according to the Chapter-4 procedure requires a performance correction "fror- the
books".

The ANNEX states that the performance correction is intended to reward higher performance aero-
planes for their ability to climb steeper angles and thus gain altitude faster, implying that the
greater effective distance results in less noise.

In essence, the performance correction takes into account how much more ("Bonus") or less
("Malus") altitude than 300 m above a reference point at 3800 m after brake-release the aeroplane

would have attained based on the achievable take-off distance and climb performance. The proce-

dure is shown in Fiss 2.16a and b, The take-off distance counts from the brake-release point to
the point where the aeroplane has cleared a 15 m high obstacle. The slope (angle with the ground
plane) of the climb is defined by the best rate-of-climb, R/C. and the speed Vy for that particular
beat rate-of-climb. Since the reference altitude of 300 m is in the denominator, a "Malus" comes out
as a positive value, to be added to the certification level.

A typical case illustrates the correction procedure. Assume that a particular aeroplane has the
following performance data, as specified in the operators handbook.

For example:

o Iet rate of climb at 0 m: 3.25 m/s
o Speed for best rate of climb: 38.9 m/s
o Take-off distance at take-off power to clear 15 m high obstacle: 548.6 m
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11-e-ri- over the past sever l years in the application of the Chapter-4Appendix-3 noise-cortift-
cationt prIoedur fe propeller-driven aeroplaest not exceeding 1100 kg had raised erioes doubts on
the validiy o the eaufting certitication noise level as a true measure of people's annoyance. Com-
munition ekes to airports eeam mar irritated by the frequentt take-offTa nd initial climbs of the
(lightt) pllepolleir alveraf, than by "lyvers at selium or high altitudes. It seme Ilogial, there-

for, to propose a noise certification sche that Includes an actual take-off test procedure, The
tak at hand was to develop new noise certification proceduree witheut adding undue complexity to
those presently in use.

A take-off test for the light aircraft would provide at lefast two distinct advantages: The toet would
better reflect what many regard an the most annoying part of the flight (the initial climb) and it
would inherently account for the aircraft's performance, as a "poor climber" would pass over the
microphone at a lower height and thus cause higher noise levels, and vice versa.

Questions to be addressed were the engine power to be employed (whether a one or a two-segment
take-off should to be selected). the noise measure (whether again the maximum A-weighted level war
to be used, or perhaps a time duration corrected A-level, such as the "Sound Exposure Level,
LPARIt$ or even a time duration and tone corrected level, such as the "Effective Perceived Noise
Level, IPNL"). Furthermore the minimum number of required toet flights was to be determined (four
or six, for example), as well as the atmospheric and flight operational reference and measurements
conditions and the appropriate correction procedures from test to reference.

Many field evaluation tests have been conducted in the procss of developing the new scheme. As a
result of these efforts, the following new noise certification procedure for light propeller-driven
aeroplanes has been developed by CAiP and has been made a Standard in the ANNEX 16 as a new
Chapter 10.

3.6.1 Asi icabilit,

The Standard applies to all propeller-driven aeroplanes and their derived versions (other than
acrobatic, fire-fighting and agricultural) with a maximum certificated take-off mass not exceeding
9000 kg, for which the prototype airworthiness application was accepted on or after 17 November
1968.

m.a.2 imaremo Maim s memarmemnt point amd nlwiht Po re

The test aircraft - at maximum take-off mass - must conduct a minimum of 6 take-offs with take-off
power until it has cleared a point 15 m above the runway (first phase). it may then retrL.ct the
undercarriage and adjust the flap-settings to its normal climb configuration and continue its flight
with maximum continuous engine power (unless airworthinees-related limitations apply) to achieve
its then best rate-of-climb speed Vy +/- 9 km/h (second phase), This procedure defines the
MtflS MAIMgM peah.

The climb configuration and speed must he maintained until well beyond the reermon mes

messeammt pIsit which is located 3a00 m from the brake-release point on the runway centorline.
Mei polat. must, be overflown within a lateral deviatlon of no more than -/-101 from the vertical

and within +/-M of the refrence height (tJ 19). This seemingly lare margin in the &ll&wed
deviationIfr. voreteenc height reflects the fact that height deviations can be easily corrected on
the basis of the inverse square distance law for an LpA x-value.

S .. . . . -i



rig. 1.1 AwnK if. Cbee 10
notes seartiistise procedure

Although originally the time-duration corrected noise measaure LAI warn preferred. hoild teats have
shown that there exists an approximately linear relationship between the nWois measures LPAR and

LpAalo0W.Mxs The suffix
92 _____________________________ "slow" in the noise mea-

sure relates to the me&-
I a awing Instrument detec-

tor time constant of 1000
me. ginn.. noise limits
had to be newly eatab-
lisbed. anyway. it was
decided to revert to the
simpler to determine

so0 L pAsloma as the
pertinent noise evalu-

'' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ation measure.

74 The proposesd take-off

aM noo soo k90I0 mass dependpnt noise
limits are shown in

maxwimu Certificated take-off iiiui Fin. 2.20 and listed
again In TABLE 4. for
convenience, Note that

rig. 2.20 ANNEX 16 Chapter 10 noise limits the mass-acale is loga-
rithmicl

TASLE 4 Chapter 10 Noise Limits for light propeller-driveon aeroplanes (take-oft procedure)

Flyover Moime Limit, YI d§(A) up to 000 kg. U8 dB(A) from 1400 kg up to 9000 kg

It should be ephasi5od that these (seemingly high) levels correepond to pressure-doubled levels,
as smeasured directly on an acoustically hard surface. rather than 1.2 m above ground (see section

2.6,4 ft r - Med heMMMOW TOO £UsM*Arb CedilM-M

The atftoharo cendiletns must be measured 1.2.a above ground. rather than at 10 m, as for the
heavy oareplamos. The referenoe conditions (towards which acoustic data are to be corrected) are

spcldasfoow

.7---7-



0 IM levl &tmS@Phwric preoosure 1013.13 hht
* Air Temperature 1 IC (I.e. $A)

* Relative Humidity
* Zero Wind

"The differences with the Chapter 6 conditions are the reference temperature. now set at Is 6C, and

the specification of a reference relative humidity. There are ales mum minor differenmes in the

allowable test-windows, which are specified as

"o No precipitation

" Reported wind not above 1I km/h and crems wind not above 9 km/h (30 esoond average),
measured 1.1 m above ground

"o Relative humidity along the entire noise propagation path not higher than N% and not
lower than 301

"o Ambient temperatures not above 36 *C and not below I OC

fig. .21 shows the temperature/relative-humidity area. Within this area an RH/T-ftgime is defined

where no atmospheric absorption corrections are required.

x.ces nui~t atih Traokinm

The flight path must bo

so monitored in an appropriate

js manner to allow later data
correction for differencesSto between test and referenco

&i g bnOWT-ae flight height. Since only a

20 .maximum A-weighted level is

required for certification.
tracking can be done again

a t by means of (polaroid)
cameras, pocitioned at ap-

Air Tei rature. T propriate distances ahead,

fig. 2.21 Areo of permitted combinations of relative humidity undcr and aft of the refe-

and air temperature for noise certification testing of rence noise measurement
"light" propeller-driven aeroplanes not exceeding point, for "straight-up"-
9000 kgl take-off mass after ANNEX 16, Chapter 10 pot, for 'straight-up"-shots. A minimum of two ca-.

meras is necessary (and often sufficient) to interpolate to the position exactly above the reference

noise measurement point.

3.6.6 Aoomle Ota Aawait,.,m

For the first time in the practice of noise certification a change from the customary microphone

positior 1.2 m above the ground has been specified in the Chapter-10 procedure. In measuring pro-

peller noise with elevated microphones, significant signal distortions are observed; these result

from the superposition of the direct sound wave and the ground-reflected wave at the microphone.

The two waves can "erratically" attenuate or amplify the original acoustic signal. Corresponding

problems are avoided by the use of a microphone very close to (or even flush with) the ground

where ground-reloections inherently cannot orcur. Accordingly, it is specified that the microphone

must be peoitioned off-center and in an inverted manner with its protective grid 7 me above a

white painted metal circular plate of 40 on in diameter. There is nothing magic with the value of

SM for OW microphone distance above the plate. Moer, slight deviations of. say, +/- I or 2 ou

can be tolerated, as the main affect of this arrangement is to shift the first cancellation dip to

--- , -,,,,-.n
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freqeancies well above the rsnge.
of interest. This is achieved for

.uoh 'small distances of the order

of 7 mm.

A photograph of such an

arrangement is shown in
2iE 9.22. The noise limits

:.4.,ciflod in 2.6.S above refer Lo

such a microphone arrangement.

Fig. 2.22 Inverted microphone av',angement

2.6.7 Data Adjustment

(a) Correction for Noise Received on the Ground (Delta M and Delta 1 terms)

When outside the atmospheric-absorption area where no correction is required (see Fig. 2.21),

differences from reference atmospheric absorption can be accounted for by adding to the measured
noise level a term

Delta M - 0.01 (HT - o - 0.2 HR)

where HT is the actual height and HR is the reference height (in meters) of the test aircraft above

the reference noise measurement point, and 0 is the rate of absorption at 500 Hz, as listed in
the appropriate Tables (see Ref. 3 and Appendix D of this AGARDograph).

To account for differences in the height, a term

Delta 1 = 20 log (HT/HR)

is added to the measured noise level, if test conditions are outside the no-correction area as shown
in Fig. 2.21. Otherwise, the correction term should be

Delta I - 22 log (HT/HR).

The change in the value of the factor from 20 to 22 is introduced to somehow compensate for an
additional absorption effect outside the "no-correction-window".

(b) Source Noise Correction (Delta 2 end Delta 3 terms)

Following the same argumentation as put forward in the temperature and helical tip Mach number

correction, respectively, for the light propeller aircraft certification according to ANNEX 16/
Chapter 6, only small deviations from the reference Mach number are permitted without correction.

The same a!lowable deviations have been specified as

o 0.014 for helical blade tip Mach numbers at and below 0.700,

o 0.007 for helical blade tip Mach numbers above 0.700 up to and including 0.600,
o 0.005 for helical blade tip Mach numbers above 0.800
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When the doviasious arenlarger a W *A

The value of must be al ed d es
fihti eama as described iW Section,

d a t K2  - 150 should be used if is le s hi
In the absence of: nlight tesdtj i
Otherwise, no correction is applied. t al vee

The effect of ambient pressure or (a) and on engine power P must be accounted lit bsd
another term to the measured noise

Again, the value of K3 shall be detbrminýd iýrbm approved test data of 'he test aproplane.' In the

absence of such dLte, a value K. - 17 can be used.

(W Validity of Test Results

The final noise certification level is the average of at least 6 "valid" flyover noise levels, appro-
priately corrected as per section (a), and (b) above. The statistical 90% confidence limit, based on
these six (or if necessary, more) samples must again not exceed ÷/- 1.5 dB. (See also AGARDograph

Appendix E).

2.6.8 Pall--back Prowision

For a few years after the introduction of this new 'Chapter 1O/Appendix 6 Standard' a fall-back

provision is foreseen in order to avoid undue hardship on aircraft manufacturers and operators.

Aeroplan•r. which fail to comply with the Standards of Chapter 10 would be allowed to go through
a noise certification test according to Chapter 6/Appendix 3.

2.7 Noise Certification of Helicopters (ANNEX 14: Chapter 8 and Appendix 4)

Serious efforts to develop 'Standards and Recommended Practices' for the noise .ortification of he-
licopters began at the fifth meeting of the ICAO Committee of Aircraft Notsu in 1976 (CAN/5). Ini-

tially, in an attempt to encompass the entire range of operational manoeuvres of a helicopter, a
very elaborate test-scheme was proposed, where four flight conditions were to be evaluated. First,
the helicopter was to hover at a distance of 200 m from an array of microphones at several heights

bove the ground at 8 different nose directions. Second, landing-approaches were to be conducted

t flight path angles of 3o, 6', and 9o. Third, horizontal flyovers at 2 heights and at 3 flight-

speeds, and fourth, simulated take-offs at the best rate-of-climb speed were to be executed. All
flyovers had to occur above a laterally extended acoustic measurement array.

Preliminary testing along these lines showed that such a procedure was unnecessarily complex. It

was found, for example, that in hovering the helicopter had to be constantly stabilized. This

caused large dispersions in the noise-emission. Also, since the distance in the approach and the

take-off flight procedure between the vehicle and the microphone was comparatively small, slight
deviations from a reference flight-path caused large variations ir the noise-level.

rliinrytetig log hseliesshwe tatsuh roedrewa uneesarl coplx."

~ ~ -i
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In the time-span between CAN/S (1976) and CAN/$ (1979) a consolidated proposal for a helicopter
""i*[ 6si'fthcation prbocdure for inclustla into the ANNEX 16 as Chapter 8 and Appendix , was'

. .;wofkted. out and bar been maide a Stand~ik In 1961. The new Standard contains fewer and leos am-'
#p- nsi4v flight procedures and conditions; notably, the hover-test was eliminated. Further anwnd-

meno 'were mad at CAN/7 (1083).

The itand*•d is applicable to helicopteir toter than ipeilaa pirposa types) for which the airwor-
thiness applicition was accepted on or. •after I January 19865. The' cut-off date for derivatives

(changes in type design) has been set as 'on or after 17 November 1966'.

2.7.2 Rneference Neivs MeasuremetPonts n ljtPoeue

The helicopter' to be tested must conduct a series of teker offsi level flyovers, and landint-

approaches. In each case, the craft must fly over the noise measuring station which consists of a
centrally located microphone at the nig~ht path reference point (C & center microphone) and two

additional micrDphones, symmetrically placed 150 m to the left and to the right of the flight track,
an shown in 2.2 (L A left-hand microphone, R Q right-hand microphone with respect to the
flight direction).

(a) Take-off

The referene ta f night path (Fig. 2.23a) is defined by a straight horizontal line at a
(flight) height of 20 m above ground (connection of points A and N) and a subsequent ascending,
straight line given by the helicopters beat rate-of-climb (connection of N and F). To follow this

reference take-off flight path (with a kink -at point N at the intersection of AN and NF) the pilot
must initiate climb at point B, i.e. same distance before reaching N in order to intercept the

reference climb Path. Thus the location of point B can vary and must be determined through pretest

flights.

Point K, the take-off referesne maie mouneamaat point, is the location of the center noise measure-

ment station at 600 m past N. Point F on the reference profile is directly above point M. Noise

measurements start when the helicopter flies over point T and ends. when the helicooter flies over
point M. The time span TM must be determined such that it begins well before, and ends well bey-

ond, respectively, the "1O-dB-down-time" of the noise of the helicopter in flyover.

To execute the take-off test procedure, the helicopter must be stabilized in level flight at a height
of 20 m and at the best-rate-of-climb speed V at point A (see Fig. 2.23a); it continues in level

y
flight to a point 8, where the maximum take-off power (corresponding to the minimum installed en-
gine specification power* or gear-box torque, whichever is lower) is applied and a steady climb
initiated. Rteady climb conditions are reached at point N. These must be maintained at least
throughout (better still well beyond) the "10-dB-down-time". During climb, the rotor speed is stabi-

Ulsed at the maximum normal operating RPM certificated for take-off (A 100% RPM). Also, the heli-

copter iust be in its maximum certificated take-off mass.

(b) Level Fovyr

For lel .over (i0;. 2.2b) the helspter must be in the cruise configuration and must be stabi-

hi" -in level. fiiht overhead the' aeeme e t iemazmanpnt at a height of 150 m.

- The "m "minimum installed engine specification power" defines the minitnem f spied-
a '.t.. Olis'ne power

? , ,,., .

' ''J-.. +' 4 l" ." .. V45' ''

'-: ;•,I , ¢'•;• ' •k • • •-,' '"• • ; -'- • +':; • " ::'••: •- ,., "' , - .. :,€ " .



The, flight speed must
be the lesser of 0.9V
(or 04..9 or 0.45 V

t 120 km/h (or- Y

N ~~120 km/h) . where VN

is the "never exceed

Womn fined as the airspeed
- ~.in level flight using

the torque at minimum

T N K Uinstalled, maximum con-
tinuous power under
1033.25 hPa ambient

ROATONPpressure and 25 *C

weambient temperature.
zol" The rotor-speed must

''~Y~~~ .* ~.~correspond to the

S .. ~ **~. ~..*,* maximum certificated
.... - - - -normal operating RPM

t0 C 0~ 100% RPM) for level
flight. Again the heli-
copter mass must corre-
spond to the maximum

bcertificated ta-ke-off

Mass.

(c Averoach

So,, ~For landing approach

. ..... (Fig. 2.230) the hali-
...................copier shall be stabi-

........ ,.. lizhed in its landing

configuration (e.g.
So, ... :.::.::::.... landing gear down if

applicable) and mnust
follow a 6*-approach

path, such that it
overflies the approach

reference noise usa-
sursisent point at a

height of 120 m. Flight
speed must be the best-
rate-of-climb speed V

.~and rotor speed they

* ~maximum certificated
normal operating RPM

.........~. for approach flight (A

100% RPM). The heli-
copter mass must corre-
spond to the maximum
certificated landing

mass.
fig. 2.23 Noise certification test procedure for helicopters:

6&W k evelt fyover
bottaid landing approach

qt, ad
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8.7.8 Isi. tw A. was considered an appropriate
Initially. the "Maximum A-Vdighte6 flyover ea.lelLpmax" acnsded naprrat
noise evaluation measure, since the helicepter frequently operate in a•leas" whe oemmunity noise
"iS also measured in d8(A). However, since otheraircraft, such-as the heavy Wopeller-driven sare-
plane and subsonic jet-aircraft are noie-crtiflcaMted in terms of EPNL, homogeneity with these was
considered more important to allow a direct comparison, and the EPNL was selected as the noise
evaluat'io .A.,aeu.rr

To derive appropriate notee limits, all available data at the time (prior to CAN/7) on current heli-
coptero were ,utzied. In 4rawing the noise-limit line, allowances had been made for foreseeable
technical • vanoso 'and measurement uncertainties. Fig. 2.24 shows the noise limits in terms of
make-dipemdentt PNL-valuee for the three flight-procedures take-off, flyover, ýand approach, as
agreed -At CAN/$- (1961Y and as revised and presently in force since CAN/I (1993).

For convenience, the mass-dependent noise limits in EPNdB for the three test procedures and the
respective break-points are listed in TABLE 5 below (note that a logarithmic mass-scale is used, as
with the subsonic jet and heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes):

TABLE 5 Chapter 8 Noise Limits for Helicopters after CAN/7

Take-off Hoi"e Limit: 89 SPNdB up to 788 kg; 109 EPNdB above 80.000 kg
Overflight Noise Limit: 88 ZPNdB up to 788 kg; 108 EPNdB above 80.000 kg
Approath Noise Limit: 90 EPNdB ap to 788 kg; 110 EPNdB above 80.000 kg

2.7.4 Reference and Permissible Test Operational and Atmospheric Conditions

The following reference conditions for helicopter noise certification testing have been established

o sea-level atmospheric pressure of 1013.25 hPa;
o ambient air temperature of 25 *C (i.e. ISA + 10*C);

o ,relative humidity of 70 e;
o sore wind.

Certification noise measurements may however be conducted within the same atmospheric windows as

applicable to subsonic jet aeroplanes or heavy propeller-driven aeroplane testing, i.e. under the
following' conditions:

.0 no precipitation

o ambient air temperature (T) measured 10 m above ground must not be below 2 IC or
above 35 "C;

o relative humidity (RH) along the entire noise propagation path must not be below 20 %i
or above9 t5%;

o certain combinations of RH and T that would result in an atmospheric sound attenua-
tibh 'in e-idess of<'12 dB/100* m in the' 8-kHZ-1/A3-ýtave-band - must be avoided (see
FIg. 2.).04

o the average wind must not exceed 19 km/h and the cross-wind component (relative to
the flight direction) must not exceed 9 km/h. If a head or tailwind affects the over-
ground speed, this fact must be accounted for in the EPNL-computation process. Spe-
cifically, if in the level flight test procedure, the difference between airspeed aid
ground speed exceeds 7 km/h, then flights should be made in equal numbers with and
against the wind direction.

. .. .
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Also for measurements, the following maximum deviations free referens omaititi•a are pam itted

o deviatiat from the vertical above the referenoe trask */-100
f flight speed deviation ,from reference +/- 9 km/h

m as deviation from reference -- 0I%/+S%

o rotor rotational speed within +/-I% of 100% W.PM

Originally, there had been a "no-correction window". Regimes of certain atmospheric and operational

parameters had been defined where - if prevailing - no subsequent data correction would have been

necessary, However, helicopter noise was found to be very sensitive to even minor deviations espe-

cially from operational reference parameters such that at present there is no no-correction window,

and all data must be corrected towards reference conditions. As there is still not sufficient in-

formation available on the effect of various opeWational and flight parameters on the final EPNL-

value, future adjustments to the permissible test window (in terms of a narrowing or widening)

cannot be excluded.

"2.7.6 Flight Path Traskinz

As with all aircraft that are noise-evaluated on the basis of an EPNL-value, precise flight path

* tracking is necessary. This must be done by an aircraft-independent means, preferably involving

Skinetheodolites, radar- or laser-equipment. Frequently, a method is recommended where at least S

vertically mounted cameras on the

intended track, approximately

500 m apart are used in conjunct-
110 ion with radio altimeter data frgm

CAW? on - board systems. The photo-

100 rgraphs thus taken are used to
95 establish the helicopter's heightI90 and its lateral off-sot.

TAhI-W MASS 2.7.6 Acustic Data Acquisition
.10

MY� Acoustic data must be acquired by

0 pressure-type microphones post-

5 =Cationed 1.2 m above ground. No
0 -changes - say towards employing

ground-proximity microphones -

SO * are presently envisioned, since
Im the helicopter noise spectra are

"1 APP C thought to be less vulnerable to

M ground-reflection effects than

SUW those of a light propeller air-

craft. Similar considerations as
96 advanced in Secton 2.4.6 for the

SO! heavy propeller-driven aeroplanes
also apply to the other aspectS of

i "the acoustic measurement proce-
' 1000 |D kv 100000 dures for helicopters.

LANO APPROACH WMB

"Fig. 2.34 AMX 16 Chapter 8 notie limits per CAN/6
and CAN/M for test procedures 'take-off',
'level flyover' and 'landing approach'

T--



As stated already, all data mjsj be adjiqated towards reference conditiens, involving again a
oeuros-so-genma path carsestie (Delta I and Delta 2) and a sinree corretion (Delta 3).

(a) Souroe-to-AunqAA--path Ctrreetion (Delta 1 end Delta 2 tome)

The difhfrence iP atmephewic attenuation as a result of differenoce between reference and test
flight path, as well as in atmospheric, onidittons: must be aocounted for in the evaluation of the

measured data. The procedure corresponds to the one discussed in Section 2.4.7, relating to a Delta

I adjustment of the measured ZPNL-value. However the total allowed adjustment for the Delta I term

shall not exceed 4 ZPNdB.

Deviations in the test flight speed and height from reference enter the calculation of the EPNL by
virtue of a change in effective ground epeed and the ensuing change in sound exposure duration

which requires a Delta 2 adjustment of the measured EPNL-value, again corresponding to the one

discussed in Section 2.4.7. However, the total allowed adjustment for the Delta 2 term shall not

exceed 2 9PNdB.

(b) Souroe Corrsetlon (Delta 3 tern)

For a level flight condition helicopter source noise is distinctly determined by the main rotor

advancing blade tip Mach-number and thus very sensitive to even slight changes in RPM and flight

speed. Corrections must be made on the basis of a "noise sensitivity evaluation". A noise sensiti-

vity curve relates the Perceived Noise Level (PNL) to the advancing blade tip Mach number, com-

puted from true air speed, outside temperature and rotor speed. By varying one or several of these

primordial parameters and measuring the ensuing PNL-values during flyover one can derive a noise

sensitivity curve which can then be used for the source noise adjustment towards reference con-

ditions in terms of the required Delta 3 term. An example of such a procedure is discussed in

Section 3.6.2. an appropriate illustration appears later in this AGARDograph as Fig. 3.58.

(c) Test Result Validity

Each test-nlight produces one EPN-level at each of the three microphones. ANNEX 16 requires that

thse" 3 KPNL-values are arithmetically averaged to arrive at one certification EPH-level. Also, a

minimum of 6 valid test flights (for each procedure) ts to be conducted and the ensuing EPNL-

values must be further averaged to determine (in a statistical sense) the mean and the standard

deviation of the mean, to establish a 90?. confidence-limit not to exceed ÷/- 1.5 EPNdB. (See also

AGArtDograph Appendix E).

(d) Trade-offs

Trade-offs are allowed, if noise limits at one or two measuring points are exceeded. However, the

sum of the excesses shall not be greater than 4 EPNdB, any individual excess at a measurement

point shall not be greater than 3 EPNdB, and any excess shall be offset by a corresponding reduc-

tion at the other point(s). It will be noted that these trade-off allowances are more lenient than
those applicable to heavy propeller aeroplanes and subsonic jet aircraft.

:"il A
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In tue previous Chapter the noise certification teac prooedures as specified in the ICAO AMNNX 16
documgat have been presented in detail. in this Chapter the practical execution of noise certifica-

tion testing and analysis will be discussed. Aocosdiagly, there will be discussions on the acoustic

&ad sns-acoustic equipment needed either in the field for data acquisition or in the laboratory for

*Am salysiel there will be disoussions pertaining to the test preparation, to the test site selec-

%Nto equipment set-up and tens conductances. The Chapter will conclude with a discussion of data

eapatysis, epesiioulely htr determining the noise measures 'maximum A-weighted flyover noise level'

and 'Effective Perceived Noise Level'. Excellent guidance material towards conducting flight noise

measurements has been compiled in 141.

3.1 j1tedco

the basic equipment needed in the field for noise certification testing is shown in a block-diagram

in Pis. 3.1. The mseie measuring system as such (Fig. 3.2) consists of a data-acquisition block, a

data-processing block and appropriate calibration instrumentation. Hiers, the data acquisition block

includes microphones with preamplifiers, signal-conditioners, and analog or digital tape-recorders.

The data processing block (if used in the field) could contain on-line spectrum analysers or would,

as a minimum, consist of a sound-level meter to read overall unweighted or A-weighted noise

levels. Noise-monitoring equipment should also be available, such as oscilloscopes or other suitable

read-out instrumentation (graphic level recorders and/or printers). Calibration in the field would
most likely be re-

stricted to selected

~ frequency-sensitivity

FN~t ~afi"checks using piston-

Da~gta prt~nI M"LW" phones. An overall

frequency response

calibration (over the

______________________________________________________ entire frequency
range of interest)

Ms~s Meurig Mteoro0o*c Trajecttr would normally be
S StaOn Mraw"dons in the labors-

E ; tory using *lectro-

static actuators in

BSD combination with

ThmCockNotei Msiurenwnt Statim \ . discrete or broad-

Syncrank~n "on" an"band signal genera-
SyntwoI~aior Cotro Vot'torn prior and/or

after the actual
test.

In addition to the
Fig. 3.1 Baste mseurememi-equipment needed in the field for noise noise measuring

oertification testing sse n rmr

ground based &ta-
tion(s) for mietoeregceal dM&ataoqatatt (wind, temperature, ambient air-pressure and humidity)

are necessary. If such meteorological information was needed over the complets mound propagation

path between the acoustic measurement station and the aircraft, weather balloons, sounding

equipment (sodar) * the test aircraft itself or an additional monitoring aircraft is used.

For aircraft hajeosess mesmiiW one or several tracking station(s) are required using optical

grotind-based or on-board tracking systems or radio/radar tracking systems. The test aircraft itself
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is usust lpeqipped with ita own ma-beard data sequilattsm systems to meatier operational esudi-
time.. msuh "s propeller, or rotor rotatienal speeds, engine power, thrust, toru, manifold pree-
rmir, sta., as well as indicated air-speed, aifrott altitude and wind veoter, outside temperature,
humidity and peeeuro.

Cfmmniation between individual measurement stations, a nearby airport tower and the flight Ntes
crew ito of the almost importance both in terms at eral cemmunication and time .ymhruvainatism of
aesoustic and operationsl data. The central-, or master-, maseurement-station will therefore contain
appropriate radio- communication equipment, while all test personnel will carry Individual "walkie

tUwe sohsiae recording and analysing equipment will be available in the laboratory, notably

computer pracsaing to handle the sometimes vast amounts of data.

Int the fellowing, Section 3.2 will treat acoustic test equipment. Section 3.3 other (non-acoustic) test
equipment, i.e. traoking-. meteorological, time-synchronization and on-board instrumentation,
Section 3.4 criteria for site-selection and test setup, and Section 3.5 details on the execution of the
test. The final Section 3.6 will discuss the analysis and correction of acoustic data.

3.2 Acoustic Test Rquipment

The entire acoustic data acquisition/reduction chain, as shown in Fig. 3.2, will now be discussed
in detail. Photographs of some typical individual components of acoustic equipment appear at
appropriate places in the text.

Ca~brotion Data Acquisition and Reduction

tlonwy NVedo Dowata cqdwltu, Dole reuto

'rMONIO

onýpU. =,iH 7kd

data acquisition and reduction (reproduced from II

3.2.1 DaaAqusto

(a) Condenser Vicrophones: Types and Characteristics

For aircraft noise testing, condenser-microphones are recommended since they offer long term stabi-
lity, operational reliability and robustness. There are biasically three typos of condenser micro-

-__ - _ _ _ A------



phomes: trese-feld., pressurs. asaiEl- uetedmcahne Of these pressure-tnpe and free-filid
microphoese eam be ased in measuring aircraft noise, whereas diff urs-field microphoefs are not sui-
table, An extensive discussion an microsphone characteuistics appears in 151.

Since microphones are probably the most important link within any acoustic measurement chain,
their chariacteristics should be well un-derstood. Thus. for example, one must clearly distinguish
betweenl "h (fwrequeney-dependent) pressure sensitivity- of a miciraphone, and the (likewise trequency-

*dependentk pressur-increase on the microphone diaphragm due to the physical 'dimensions of tOe
microphono.

The pressure response of a microphone is beet determined by applying a defined pressure frequency
aweep in a small cavity placed atop the microphone diaphragm. C~learly no directivity aspects
enter, as there io simply a pressure atop the diaphragm within the cavity. If the pressure. re-
sponse of a microphone must be determined "under less favorable conditions", i.e. in a freefield
environment by applying a plane wave frequency sweep, there will be an effect of the microphone

*body. This body causes an effective change (increase or doeras) of the pressure on the micro-
phone diaphragm. The value of this pressure change is frequency-dependent but depends also on

*the angle of sound incidence. This is illustrated iii Fig. 3.3 for several B&K 1/2-inch condenser
microphones as indicated.

I 1 I 1. 1

Free Fiel Corrections for
12 -MWorPhuom 4133.4134. -___ ___----

4147 and 411 with
Protect ion Girid

10

41111ru W- .-
4 - 90 1 * 3 0 561 1

Frqeny k2z5O

Fig 3. Pessre nceas anmiroponediphrgm AsfNctOnMffeLec o ifrn on
JIncdneage

To obantefefedsudpesue(au ftesudpesrea ftemcohn a o

thee)as esltig ro a oud sure i aknwn irctin ne astoaddth 'Dlt p'vaue

fromthemeaure sond pessre.Forexaple if he oun wae ipines udera 0degee ngl

Tof otincidehe 4 at 10 k~soand prssr d(vatu 20 muthbe sonprsubtaced asif the microphone iss tunedtb
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W. sao* that the Woond from that sores am Impinges at "grseetg ainedoeem" i.e. unde, a 00

degre, angle Of inc4dence Gae would hav, to subtract 0 d§ at 10 kits and add 1 dE at 10 kfts. It
tde "mat semsa trim the rtI.e. with as incidene angle of in degrees than One ame subtract
0 0 at 10 kits and ndd I3A at 10 hfts.

0ne might ne appiestate why ICAO esoed the -e of such a"pressur response" microphone to
be adjuebe 1w a gposing. incidenee angle with respect fi the incisin# "mand wae": fo rmsah go3
dsome segle's of nedenee the preosre Change due to the physical pFec of the .icorsphne is
faliry wall (only I1A too high at 10 kits). PointIng euch a microphone towards th source (i.e.
under an angle of incidence of 0 degrees) would cause such higher and undesirable preessure in-
creases. of coursee in measuring the noise from aircraft in flyover the dominant sound intensity is
in a frequaency range much below 10 kitz anyway, and the small deviation in pressure response at
and above 10 kits io of little consequence.

Fe, a "freated .icropbense" (such as the DIX type 4133 1/2-inch condenser microphone) the fre-
queny reopenee towards a sound wave impinging under 0 degrees has been adjusted by the menu-
fosterer such that there the pressure increase is electronically compensated for, hence its frequency
response to flat up to 30 kits. Of course. such a microphone would have to be continuously pointed
towards the somad source, an inconvenient undertaking for an aircraft in flyover. Hence. again,
the pressure response type microphone under a grazing Incidence arrangement is to be proterredi

Thus. a microphone io named after Its frequency response flatness: a pressure microphone has a
flat response for pressure excitation ("under a little cavity") while a freefield microphone is flat
for sound impingement at 00 incidence up to its highest usable frequency.

Another important aspect in selecting microphonos relates to the desired frequency range. and
dynamic response. Condenser microphone* are offered in different diameter*, such as 3110 inch, 1/S
inch, 1/4 inch, 1/2 Inch and 1 inch. The small dismeter microphone. usually hae" a frequency
range that extends to very high frequencies (up to 110 kits), i.e. well into the ultrasonic range,
They are, however, much leas sensitive than the larger diameter microphones and generate higher
internal noise.

For flyover noise measurements, the audio-frequency range is of primary Interest, A microphone's
frequency range must therefore normally not extend much above 10 or 12 k~ts. Thus, the larger dia-
meter microphone*., i.e. 1 inch and 1/2 inch are mostly used. These microphones have a large
dynamic range, typically from 10 dB to 146 dB (repn x0 NMI) for the 1 inch microphone and
from 25 to 180 dB for the 1/2 inch microphone. Due to its smaller physical ais*, the 1/2-inch-dism.
condenser microphone is preferred in measuring aircraft noise.

1/4.-inch and 1/8-inch-diam microphones are mostly employed In laboratory or wind tunnel model
noise studies, where the frequency range of interest often extends into the ultrasonic regime. It is
however not only the actual frequency range that is of importance in this context (aircraft noise*
has little energy in the ultrasonic range), but rather the extremely fast pressure rise-times that
are characteristic for impulsive typo sounds. Such impulsive noise typically occurs during helicop-
tor blade-slap or from high-speed propellesr. Microphones with an I toAlficient upper frequency
range would tend to clip such an impulsive "needle-type"1 signal. Thome with a wide frequency
range extending into the ultraeonic regime are therefore sometime, used when aircraft noise contains
impulsive conmponents.

Wb Wind Screens

Microphoe&. in the field muat be equipped with windecreens to reduce wind induced noise. Such
wind screens, sometime. ls called "wind-balls" of 6 to 9 cm In dismeter typically provide a 10 do
noise reduction for wind-induced noise for wind speeds within the acceptable range for certification
testing.
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It 45M 80411 Pract~.ice IwO14:4m a Ustngedoae mieraphonee) to employ debusidiltiers which aem be
Inserted between the microphone-cartrifgs and the preamplifier. In &Me Goare of a typical test
day. microphones and other equipment may be set up early in the morning, when humidity taeed to
We hlgh'. .3ns ieraentetifm should be switched on. at least ons how. before the firat osourse-

amints afetsd, *N.uiterepla-muesat be prokesote fr humidity which earn condense an Wt behind the
diapihratw. 'Me. that a'dehtumidifier ftlquire ftbtc-vented" microphone cartridges (not side-vented

ofS)tev Wallow the amtteial' mingt (e.g. silica- p1) to remove detrimental humidity from imllsd the

(d) Pi'eameitifie

Directly behind the capacitor of the microphone cartridge or behind the dehumidifier there will be
the~rempifi*.The main function of a preamplifier is not to provide voltage gain. but to convert

the, high electrical impedance' at the output of the milcrophone (typically greater than 10~ ohm) to a
low impedance (typically leas than 25 ohm). A low impedance to needed to drive long signal cablee
Voithout significant attenuation of signal amplitude. Preamplifiers are designed so that their physi-
calý dimensions match those of the cartridge, combining into one handable unit. Within the design
frequency range they are linear, i.e. they do not change the frequency response of the cartridge/
preamplifier assembly. A typical 1/2 Inch diam preamplifier for use in combination with a 1/2 inch
dian cartridge, for eusaple. would be linear between 20 Ha and 90 kz..

The Zombination of the wind-screen ("wind ball"), the microphaon-cartridge, the dehumidifier, and
the preamplifier then constitutes the "microphone assembly". or "microphone" for short (Fig. 3.4).

(a) Power Supply

Condenser microphones (other than the prepolarized
types, seeSection '1' below) must be supplied with a
polarization voltage (e.g. 200 V). Also, the preampli-
fier ("impedance converter") requires its own electric
power. For both such purposes, power in usually sup-
plied by an external supply- unit that is connected via
a screened cable to the microphone-assembly. Such
power supplies can be battery-driven (supplying only
one or two microphones, Fit. 3.4) or be connected to
the electric main power supply in which case they
could feed several microphones (e.g. six or eight) by
multiplexing.

An external power-supply is not necessary, or can be
bypassed, if the microphone assembly Is connected to
some measuring instrument that has its own built-in
power-supply. Certain typos of 'Sound Level Meters'
V"SMs"), 'Frequency Antalysers' or 'Measuring Ampli-
Mirs' come with power-supply connections so that
microphone-assemblies can be connected directly to such
equipment.

The power supply unit (or units) would then connect

through an appropriate number of cables (one for each
11-. M.4 Vroa-Ponas of1 baii~ry..divsn microphone) to a tape-recorder (or. as the case may2-channel power supply

UK type 201), be, to a level-recorder or to some other display unit

Vt.)

OP~ 717-
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Preplarised condenser microphonesa are construeted with a ehafge-cattling lame em the diaphragm,
eliminating the need toe external polarisatice. Their main advantage is in the power savings in
fiild: use fif thal is 4- WhOW .) and they ate typlesilly uMe in canjfunstien with hand-held pemeo-
s*em seWud level ss.mre If - as in not" cortificatios of light preoeller-dctveft sereplanes - only
of %A,moCZvalu io 10 be determined by visually reading the moters uaing a prcpelariaed micro-
phone tos neavehisni.

The eutput at eshil a mtiorepbene/smand~wevl-moslr systsm can aWso be recorded an a tags-recorder
for later laboratory analysis. PvepOlataiue Micrephones are usualy of the free-field type. (rather
than of the pressure type)J they mist. therefore, be actively directed towards the aircraft.

(a) "ge-taf ed

It is often, convenient to attach the microphons-asasmbly to a flexibl extension rod (cometimes
caled gose-eck),which con be mounted on a floor-stand or tripod. It can also be directly

semnected with- aý portable EMU. The geese-meek allows a premsre-fteponse typa microphone to be
eskaily positioned in the direction of the expe.cted gracing sound incidence. This Is particularly
convenient for aide-line microphones, where the diaphragm must be oriented at some angle with
respect to the ground surface plane. Tripod heeds, can, of course, also be directed in any desired
pseition for optimum mlerephone orientation.

The above microphone arrangement refers to the customary position 1Wk ms above the ground, as still
specified in the AM=E 15 Chapters 3. 6, and S. If the microphone must be positioned directly on
the ground to eliminate ground reflection effects as required in ANNEX IS/Chapter 10 a special
adapter must be used, which places the Inverted microphone at the correct distance (7 mmt) above
the circular hard support plate (see fig. 2.22).

(h), Extension Cables

The centeirline microphone is usually placed fairly close to the data recording station (within 10 to
30 a distance, or so). Sideline microphones as required e.g. for helicopter noise certification are
180 m to each aide of the center microphone. This distance cant be bridged by extension cables,
which typically come in length@ of 3 is, 10 m, or 30 a. Such cables must be well shielded, so that
no extraneous signals, an radiated by radio stations. are picked up. (it may he enertaining for
the test-engineer to listw to music through his acoustic data acquisition systems but that is cer-
tainly not helpful for the original purpose). Even longer distances will have to be overcomie. if the
signals from several microphons" (cay at 450 m to both sides of a center-station) must be recorded
en the vame recording, tape. If this is not absolutely necessary, It is certainly less complicated to
"qUtp each roiefe measuremnmt station with its own tape-recorder. In that case, time-synobronisa-
tim is Imperative, and sash measurtmenat station should simultaneously record a common, radio-
tranmitted, time-code on the data-tape, as will be discussed in Section 3.4.2.

Mi zElec!tic power Generators

Much of the equipment dsescribed- above is available in battery- driven versions. Although automo-
bile batteries can somestiase provide low voltage electric power in the field, it is usually better to
ose a quiet pllaten- engin-potoered electric power generator. Such power generators are available

4W% ~ ooefple;asls tc. msat be used in a fied where no electric current is avail-

able, such autonomous generators are very convenient. Commercial models, supplying. for example,
400 V or ION0 W. ane well suited for the subject purpose.



Theelgalsa t sbem the mkosephem via *APthepeaWifie require se edittamiagl Prier
ts reesseiteg. Ut will have is be ampliftedl and - it nseeheme - spectrelly shaped boerst it earn be
wearied em A sewed., Of limited dFneute ftease The Slit 100118 signal 1s ueaaalY Of the order Of
milli~elts fsemutiame emly islouoVelts) and must be amplified to the voltage rneqired for the tap
recoder (usually of the order of I Volt. M) The s"anal conditioning depends urn the original sig-
na eWemA said 40 the special tharsoeristics of the amtuatie signa (e.g. it It hbs predominantly
low frequemte or predominantly high frequerncies, or if the dynmais range is beyond the capabill-
ties ef the resarderi.

Par example, the noise signature of a helicopter under blade slap conditions with substantial tin-
pulaive tniecm onet may hae" a total dynamic range of 00 dlk. A typieral analog recorder.
however, would not be capable of recording such a large dynamic range. In such a came one can
spectrally shap the sigal by de-emphealsing (attenuating) the low frequency-part with respect to
the high-frqvsna pert. tUse reducing the dyrnamic rampe at the entire signal Wer recording on
man ahmnael. Ibis, htehique will alse be discussed in Section 3.2.3.

Amplifters with typical gains from I to 10O0 tn conjunction with a band-pass filter (e.g. variable
high-pass/low-pass capabilities) could be used for such purposes. A commercially available dual
channel filter for instance features a high-pass filter with a variable low frequency cut-off 0.1 Its
to 10 kfts. Musk filtering can also be useful to field measurements where, wind-induced noise of pre-
dominantly low frequency could cause an overloading of the tape-recorder's dynamic range.

Wb Analog Tame Rsooder (Direct MHe.ft, unymouas 'TV, Mode)

In the area of aircraft noise research analog tape recorders are still most widely used, although
digital recorders (and moderately prised video-recorders) may eventually replace analog recorders
on account of their substantial advantages with respect to dynamic range, linearity, track-to-track
phase match and long recording duration.

Ther are two basid types of recording msod for analog tape recorders. direct recording (DR) and
ftn*_sec modulation trowsrln (FMR). High quality tape-recorders accept plug-in units which allow
all or a number of ohennels to be converted trom one into the other. In the na-roode, the analog
signal is di.ecty recorde on tape. while in the TV recording mnod the signal is modulated upon a
carvier-frequency; amplitude variatioms then result in carrier-frequency modulations.

OR and FOR differ in their relationships of tape-speed, achievable frequency range, dynamic
resones sad signal-te-aelse ratio. la the DR-mode only AC-signals caa he recorded down to a
lowest frequency which is a function of tape-speed. A typical analog tape recorder, in the "inter-
mediate band" mode, might have a DR-bandwidth of 300 ats - 000 k~tz at the high tape speed of 130

in/ and one of 50 He - 3.3 Wet at the low tape speed of 15/32 in/s.

Whon operated in the FM-mode, tape-recordere can record fromn DC, i.e. from 0 Ha up to a highest
frequenc which again depends son the tape-speed. A typical tape recorder - such as the RACAL
Storsherse 14 channel tape recoordr (Win. 3.6) in the intermediate band mode - can record from
0 No to 44SWeat 139 /sand from 0 Noto 0Hs atls ISMis . The bernefits of FUrecording lie
in the goed ow-frequency phase linearity and the excellent amplitutde stability. FM..rocording io

doeftre pertimlarty useful, when acsoustic wave-form ("acioustic pressure tims-historise") must he
preowe I rtthw than the speakrel imfermatiea.

For flavee maine measurements. where the typical frequency range of interest lies between NaM
and 13.5 bks one camid use either the DR-mod. at the fairly low tape speed of 3 3/4 in/ (with an
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Fig. 3.5 14-channel tape recorder (RIACAL Storehorse)

associated frequency iange of 50 Hz to 18 kHz and a dynamic range _ýS/N-ratio of 40 dB). If even
lower frequencies arf. of interest, such as for certain types of helicopters, one would employ the
FM-mode at a tapaL peed of 30 in/s to allow recording from 0 Hz up to 10 kHz (S/N-ratio of 52 dB).

* or If necessary of 00 in/s to record up to 20 kilz (S/N-ratio of 52 dB).

Clearly, the recording mode and tape-speed to be employed largely depend an the frequency range
of Interest and the dynamic range of the signal to be measured. In field use, tape consumption
may also be an Important issue (apart from cost-aspect.): if a slow tape speed can be used, tape
changes are less frequent - a distinct advantage, since any such change constitutes a test-disrup-
tiob) and requirec a new tape calibraton. On the other hand, if high quality data at relatively'
low frequencies are required - as for instance In helicopter noise research - the FM,-mode and a
high tape speed must be used, e.g. 60 in/s. To give an indication -of tape-use: a typical 18-inch
tape reel would run through the recorder In atfut 20 minutes at that tape-speed.

In a typical noise-certification test for subsonin jet aeroplanies between,6 and 8 microphones would
*be a minimum required for the take-off/sideitne noise dAta acquisition. If, in addition, microphones

at different heights 4""~ the ground are employed., (as becomes quite common now in aircr'aft noise
research) to compa1*40e siignal*g from e.g a m'icrcpAo at 1.2 m above ground and one directly on
the ground surfaci,,, *--hm lrcrophme mes wt be teiploysd. -1p that came a multi-channel tape
recording is absc16VU;:Aece#9a.'2e

*If a smaller, numbot -at mic 1 ho.10J~q4  in *.standard helicopter noise certification where
only 3 microphones m I#Waft~d, high qult )pt-weoerders with fewer channels can be employed,
such as th-e battery-driveW and p4otablo B&K "-h&;el. (tjrpe 7005) W' the RACAL 7-channel (type

SOE7 DS) analog tape recordir* (ý a 3.7)L . They. -way be operated in either the

FM-mode or the DR-mode by means - of, 04044 C" DMqpt r R-units. These instruments allow

to k~ atl~tin/a, or from 35 Ha to 75 kMz at 15 in/s are possible. (These lower and upper
boun frqueniesare defined by the,,epcie.3d oua)



tap rcorermut povdeat least one voice (or cue) canl for annotato puross Many

tap reordrsfeaureanextra voc~ak(usually a h deo h ae ihls yai

time-synchronisation (square wave) pulses can also be recorded.

IPIS. 8.7 7-chaiuf gpe veeetd (WAAL mtote be 7)



Takpes.recrdews with 2 channel* can also be used, in aircraft noise certification where only on:e
microphone is. requ~Ard, as. in light :propeller-drivenl aeseplane noise, certification. Autonomoous
measurement stations could -then each use aý pparate 2-channel. tape recorder, such as the #IAGMA
type- IV4J (Fig. &-.8)4

Fig. 3.8 2-chaianol tape tVooorder (NAGRA type IV-SJ)

(c) Digital Tape Recorders, Video-Recorders. blip Code Modulation Technigue

If flyover noise data are to be evaluated ,InI terms of EPNL using a computer, it is convenient to

store data as obtained in the field directly In digital form, ready for computer-processing. This
would eliminate the intermediate step, of acquiring/ao~fing the data in analog form first, -as
before processing - data would have to be converted t~o digital data, anyway. *An example of an
appropriate direct digital recorder is the TRAC-RD-1Ol-T 4 i. 3.. One could make use of "the
best of both worlds" by employing one channel of an adalog multi.-channel tape recorder for digital
storage of very low frequency (non-acoustic) information, such as atmospheric data (humidity, tem-
perature. air- pressure etc.) or some time-code, while using the other channels in their FM-mode

for the acoustic dat*.

Better results than possible

with direct recording or FM-
recording of analog data can
be obtained by recording
digital data on analog tape

recorders. In that case the
analog signals must first be
converted to digital data by i

means of an appropriate
Analog/Digital-Converter such
as the Nakaniichi DMP-100 '

S which employs pulse code

moulation 'PCM'; this is a
2 -channel unit that can accor-
dingly feed 2 tape-thannels.

Figl SiP Digi tal tedorder (TIAC ftD-lO1-T)
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Digital data ýrscording provides excellent frequency-linearity within the required frequency regime.

KPCM dig/al data caat be stored on a normal analog tapo-recordor -and played back through a Digi-

tae/Analog- Converter to. supply the original analog data for further pro. ssing if -necessary. PCM

digital data can also be recorded on commercial video-recorders. Because of the high bit rate,

which video-recorders can accept (on account of their rotating record/reproduce-heads), they have a

large dynamic range of typically 90 dB. This is substantially better than that of any analog recor-

der (with typically not more than 40 to 60 4B). Some older video-recorders, however, show high

drop-out rates, a distinct dissivahtsge 4n acouitic data storage. Clearly, loss of even only a few

'bits' can ultimately result in .rO ige.

High quality vidso- teoorde s(eh as. ftasM the SONY 'U-uatic ¢,ie• isie$ . 3.10) with improved

error-detection and-:correction capabilities must be preferred, therefore. To-day's video-recorders

use only 2 trackA, which fact may present a limitation in -acoustic flyover noise testing, where

frequently more UtA Phannels are required.

The advantages of the

PCM-processor/ video-

recording approach (wide

dynamic range, excellent

frequency stability, long

recording times in the

order of hours at very

reasonable tape consump-

tion) are counteracted by a

severe disadvantage for

acoustic data storage: the

limited( frequency range of

typically only 1/4 of that
of an FM-recording. De-

pending on the number of

channels used, the upper

frequency limit may be

only a few kHz (typically

1 to 3 kHz).

Low-price PCM-processors

Fig. 3.10 Video recorder (Sony U-matic) must be started and

stopped by hand, which is

inconvenient. There are, however, other high quality (and high price) multi-channel audio-studio

digital recorders with built-in PCM-prooee*0rs,:for all'.ohArno.s, such as the 24-digital-channol/

*4-analog-channel SONY type PCM-3324 _Pt _3,1)r with m &Or record/reroduce heads. This in-
strument combines higih dynamic range (in exsess of 90 ft) with a sisticintly. wide frequency-range

(20 Hp to 20 kzs +0.6/-1.0 d, requiria• • wahigh-' -speed.,

If dynamic range is not the overriding rssue in a test, the "conventional" analog tape-recorder in

its FM-recording mode may still be the bpst instrument for aircraft noise measurements.

Ir. actual. field testing, acoustic data - as received from the microphone - must be checked before

-Wthey; O 49. It 4S Uesdul to monitor incoming signals before recording. This can be done by

visually observing either the pressure-time traces on an oscilloscope. or the voltage- (i.e. level-)

2.;1

,~ ~ ms .,
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Indicato* on a .meorueme'"gpltfies'..or an indicating (precision) sound level meter. This practice

helps to check Wr11 eli ws'4adinjl since the gain of the preamplifier must be properly set

to *asure that -dit~-.%4*iAt ire acquired.

Impulsive-typ. noise signals
are particularly sensitive to

clipping. As discussed before,

the signal as coming from a

microphone must often be f i-

- - tared to adjust its dynamic

range to comply with the dyna-

Mic range of the recorder. The

gain after filtering is now dic-

tated by the original signal to

"ascertain that it is recorded

within the optimum regime of

the recorder. Suppose, for in-

stance, that the noise of a he-
licopter with blade slap must
be recorded. For the direct-

recording NAGRA IV SJ recorder

(see Fig. 3.8) the 3-dB-distor-

tion- point lies approximately 6

to 8 dB above the 0-dB-mark

("full-scale mark"). For such

an impulsive-type signal the

amplification should be set so

that the indicator needle re-

mains between 5 to 10 dB below

this full- scale mark. This

practice would provide a 10 to

15 dB margin above the expect-

Fig. 3.11 2
4
-digital-.channel/4-analog-channel re- ed full-scale signal. On the

corder (Sony type PCM IM4) subject NAGRA instrument the

time constant of the indicator

needle is (deliberately) rather

long; although this instrument does read "peak"- values, it cannot, therefore, indicate short

duration impulses. If during a flyover event the indicator needle would show a "peak"- value of

-5 dB below full scale, there may still be impulsive peaks well in excess of that indication. By

providing an ample overicad margin, clipping is prevented and the impulsive type signal is not

distorted during recording.

This is certainly an extreme case and several other types of aircraft noise, where there are few or
no Impulsive components (such as broadband jot noise and low-spead-propoller noise) do not require
such an overload precaution. As stated earlier, it is good practice to monitor all microphone sig-

nals rior filtering to obtain an indication of their possible impulsive character (crest-factor). 4

2.12 shows time histories of a highly impulsive type signal from a helicopter flyover, and a
fairly broadband signal from a jet aeroplane flyover to illustrate thels two borderline cases.

(b) DJnAmIc Rang' Considerations

Allowing an' extra safety margin in the gain setting, however "eats heavily" into the available

dynamic rangb of the recorder. In nritical cases it might be useful to employ a second channel for

reoorditg the sam tignal with a different gain s•tting if the original signals have a dynamic

~in* t excess' of that of the recorder.

40L..' ,
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P didc knusive

TIHE TIM4E----

Fig. 3.12 Typical pressure time histories for periodic/impulsive and stochastic/broadband noise

Suppose, a helicopter signal must be recorded, where most of the acoustic energy is in the low

q frequency region and where the signal had a dynamic range of 90 dB. While microphones, preampli-

fiers and signal conditioners can readily cope with such a wide range, a typical analog tape re-
corder cannot. The signal could then be spectrally shaped by de-emphasising the low frequency

portion before recording. Alternatively, when using a 2-channel tape recorder one channel could be

used to record the signal as is (with the appropriate amplification), and in the other channel a

low-frequency-roll-off filter could be inserted, again using the appropriate amplification. Although

the second signal would be distorted in its low-frequency region the high frequency portion would

now be well above the electronic noise floor of the tape-recorder.

(c) Filter Phasing

Employing such a pre-emphasis filter on one channel destroys, however, the phase relationship! For

an ideal filter, the relationship between phase and frequency should be linear; a passive (analog!)

filter usually does not meet this requirement. If the filter had a roll-off frequency of, say, 1 kHz,

then the phase at 4 to 5 kHs will not be linear anymore with frequency. Hence, when the interest

really was in the (time-dependent) wave-form then any time-domain-related information would be

lost. The phase information, however, would still be available on the other channel (where no

filtering took place).

A (direct recording) tape recorder has its own low-frequency roll-off, perhaps at 20 Hz. thus

acting as a filter by itself. It would thus affect the phase-relationship of the recorded signal up

to perhaps 200 or 300 Hs. Phase destruction is inherent. One therefore must employ FM-recorders,

which record from DC on, if one is interested in the wave-form of a predominantly low frequency
acoustic signal. In this case. one would also use a signal conditioning amplifier with a correspon-
dingly lower roll-off frequency of e.g. I Ha. Such an amplifier would affect the phase only up to 5

or 10 Ma. Even for a helicopter noise signature - with substantial acoustic energy at frequencies as
low as 20 Hs - such recording would now be suited for acoustic wave-form analysis.

Choice of the filtering and recording, therefore, depends on whether the interest is in the fre-

quency-domain (spectra) or in the time-domain (wave form). In aircraft noise certification the

information of interest is only in the frequency domain since either the overall A-weighted sound

pressure level or the band-pressure levels in 1/3-octave-bands is required. In the frequency domain

a phase-shift Introduced by a filtering has no effect; thus one can safely employ DR-tape-recor-
des. provided their lower frequency roll off frequency is sufficiently below the expected signal

frequencies.
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(4) Granhic Level Recordiw . I
Flyover noise data are usually analysed off-line in the laboratory. It is useful, however, for the
test engineers in the field to have a "quick-look" possibility to verify whether the data, as sent to
the recorder, are valid. One might thus wish to monitor the output of each. microphone not only on

oactlloioce-.sorene, .but. also employ graphic leoel reordings to have an instant record of the

(e.g. A-weighted) flyover noise time history. This not only provides an ad-hoc feel for the data,

while they are takenj but also helps to detect "unexplainable" differences in the levels from aide-

line microphones or to identify other unrelated acoustic disturbances. Suitable graphic level re-

corders for this purpose are the 56K type 2317 (single channel) or the S&K 2309 (dual-channel)
(Fi•. 4.13). These recorderssaccept different potentiometers, ranging from 10 to 75 dB. In flyover

noise testing a 50 dS potentiometer is usually appropriate for the typical ratio of useful signal and
ambient noise floor. If more than one or two microphone signals must be monitored, then

multi-channel graphic level recorders can be used.

4V.

Fig. 3.13 Dual-channel graphic level recorder (M&K type 2309)

3.a.4 Casibwat•mn

Prior to testing, it is necessary to calibrate the acoustic measuring system to determine both its

frequency response over the entire frequency range of interest (e.g. 20 Hs to 12.5 kHs) and its

acoustic sensitivity.

(a) Frequency Response

Frequency response calibration serves to determine deviations of the entire recording/reproducing

system from an ideal uniform frequency response. In noise certification testing such calibration

would beat, be donm in l/3-octave bands. The calibration of a system can be executed in one of two

wayst (1) either an overall calibration is made (i.e. from the microphone all the way through to

the final, analyser out,-put), or (C) each of the major subsystems (e.g. preamplifier, power supply,

signal-_onditloew Prior to the -recorder input as one sub-system, and the recording system through

the analysis system as the other sub-system) is individually calibrated. In the latter case, the

• , : *• : .. .. • :4
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calibration signals are inserted at the input of each sub-.ystem and the output is obtained at the
last com-poet ot the sub-system. The electrical respose of the entire system is then the arithmetic

Sof the ildividual respnsem ri(o eah dOb-eyetsm.

befre determining the system response, the pressure response of any microphone can be obtained by
means of an electrostatic actuator, employing for example a reciprocity calibration apparatus (e.g.
UOK type 4148) in conjunction with an adapter (UIK type UA 0668). When applying an appropriate
sine-signal to the actuator, the resulting electrical field will move the microphone diaphragm in a
way similar to an aceustic signal, providing the frequency response of the microphone itself. Fre-
quently, however, the manufacturer's calibration sheet on microphone sensitivity is accepted, since
only mechanical damage of the diaphragm or some gross mishandling could alter its frequency re-

sponse.

The system-response is obtained by feeding an electrical signal from a sine/random-noise generator
to the microphone-preamplifier from which the microphone cartridge has been removed. The signal is
then swept through the frequency range of interest. In noise certification testing a broad-band
signal (rather than a discrete-frequency signal) sweep is employed; an appropriate broadband
signal would be 1/38-octave filtered random noise, since in measuring aircraft noise it in the
1/3-octave band spectra that are of interest. Instead of white noise (noise of uniform spectral den-
sity A absolute constant bandwidth), pink-noise (white noise fed through a -3 dB/octave filter) is
sometimes preferred for calibrating an acoustic measurement system, since it provides a uniform
level for a 1/3-actave (A relative constant bandwidth) representation.

The output at the final component of the system (or sub-system) then constitutes the frequency-
dependent deviation from the original Input, i.e. the system's frequency response to any given in-
put signal. This information is then used to correct the sound-pressure band levels.

(b) Acoustic Sensitivity

While the above -calibration serves to determine the linearity of the frequency response, the abso-
lute sensitivity is beet determined by means of an acoustic calibrator generating a known sound

pressure. An appropriate acoustic calibrator is the pistonphone. Pistonphones (being light in
weight, portable and battery-driven) are held on top of the microphone-cartridge, where they gene-
rate an extremely stable, reproducible and constant sound pressure level of e.g. 124 dB at 250 He.
There are other types of pistonphones that operate at 1000 HU or at other preset frequencies and
adjustable levels. It suffices to check the acoustic sensitivity at one frequency only, as the
frequency response is already known from the calibration procedure described above under (a).

(c) Insert Voltage Frequency Calibration

In field testing, where a substantial number of microphones is used that are often located at large
distances from the central measuring station, it is advisable to use the insert voltage calibration

technique. This is a convenient method for remotely field-checking the electrical sensitivity of a
complete sound measurement system, including prea.nplifiere and cables. The method does, however,

not account for the mechanical parameters which determine the acoustic properties of the microphone
cartridge itself.

A special preamplifier such as the B&K typo 2646 for a 1/2 inch diam microphone cartridge is
then inserted between the microphone cartridge and the power supply; the power-supply is connected
to the priamplifier input sacket of a measuring amplifier or a frequency analyser of a type that
can supply an insert voltage (e.g. the 3&K measuring amplifier type 26M). It is also posible to
use an external sive-generater with variable frequency and voltage output. The entire frequency
and level calibration of the measuring system ("downstream" of the microphone cartridge) can then

be, done remotely, eliminating the need to perform individual piatonphone calibrations on each

mirohoe

Z,-
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(d) .Measaua-instisnt Detector/Indicetor Characteristics

The calhbratitn-precedures discussed so far apply to "ontinuous signals. Aircraft flyover noise is,
however, inherently, transient in nature and semetimes highly Impulsive. In these cases the detec-

tae/indicator chtaracteristice of the metering instrument must be well understood in order to correct- A

ly .interprete the signal observed. -

Sound level meters (aLMs) are usually equipped with several preset response characteristics, e.g.

termed 'impulse', 'foot', and 'slow'. These designations refer to the speed with which the indi-

cator-needle on the metering instrument (the "acalo") approaches a maximum value. The critical

parameter is the 'time-constant' of the 'exponential* averaging circuit' in the instrument; these

time constant - in "Precision SLMs" - are 35 ms, 125 me, and 1000 ms for the detector responses

'impulse'. 'fast', and 'slow', respectively.

If a (tonal) sound burst is applied to an SLM, the needle will start deflecting. But before it has

reached the deflection that would correspond to the maximum signal level, the burst has ended and

the needle will fall back again. The speed at which this happens is a function of the duration of

the tone-burst t, and of the detector time constant T . The number of deciBels Delta L by which the

needle "fails" to reach the maximum can be calculated from

Delta L = 10 log ((I - exp(-ti/ )

For example, if a tone burst of 200 me duration is applied to the SLM set at the detector-response

'fast', the needle would come up to I dB of the maximum level; if the detector-response was set at

'slow', it would miss the maximum by 7.4 dB.

Aircraft do not emit single tone-bursts, but "sequences of tone-bursts" (repetitive sound events of

short duration) which for a helicopter under a blade-slap condition would translate into a periodic

emission of impulses of identical wave-forms. A four-blade helicopter with a main-rotor speed of 400

RPM will, for example, smit 20 impulses per second, each perhaps only 10 ma long. The sound level

meter will then show an average needle-indication, several deciBels below the maximum sound level

during the pilsers.

The amount Delta L, by which the needle misses the maximum sound level is again a function of

the detector-response time constant and the burst duration (or some characteristic time duration of

the individual impulse-signal), but now also of the repetition rate of the bursts T, given by

Delta L - 10 log (((1 - exp (-ti/t))/((W - exp (-T/ )))

These dependences are illustrated in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15.

It is therefore necessary to specify the detector-response characteristics of the sound level meter

that is used to measure aircraft flyover noise levels. ANNEX 16 specifies a "slow" setting of SLMs
(or equivalent measuring amplifiers) in all cases. This is not wrong, even for impulsive type

sounds, as long as it ts understood that the levels obtained depend strongly on the particular time

constant selected;, naturally, a 'slow'-reading produces lower levels than if a 'fast' or an

'impulse'-reading was taken. But if one agrees on one particular setting, then all aircraft of a

certain type are treated equally.

This last statement is not enUrely true, since impulsive type sound signatures are alco characte-

rised by their ores-bfao-'. The crest-factr is the ratio of the peak sound level ao the root-

mesn-'quare vakle of a wave during a given period of time. A very steep needle-type wave-form

* W tiilavggg~inz refers to the fact that averaging occurs continuously, i.e. is up-dated
iWU . n contrast, linear averaging refers to averaging during a preset time Interval

~- --- ------



has a highertcrust
S• factor than a sine-

waive. Theretor", Car-

specified for prect-
• '• €l~t~ruol iot.-81,a: the error

must be within

I/ dB for a tcrout
S• tfactor of 10.

An Instrumentattion

chain must therefore

not only be calibrat-

ad for its frequency-

response and theFig. 3.14 Response to at 20 me tone burst at various
detector time constants lImpulse,, troutt acoustic sensitivity,
'slow' but salso for its re-

spense characteristics
to Impulsive sound, especially if helicopter noise or propollor-aimrsrft notes of predominantly impul-
sive nature is expected. Accordingly, individual tons bursts at several frequenciese (e.g. 100 Ha,
1000 He) and of different time- duration (e.g. 20 me, 200 me) should be applied at certain repeti-
tion rates (e.g. 20 Hs. 50 He, 100 Hs) to the system and the response characteristics determined.

0 tsodMl In dSle m fare Z° ontiimw dplWi lvd

--40

Fig. 3.15 Rtsponse ofr rectifier to twoe buret of varying durattion

In addition, one miglht want tot chc the measurement system for its response towards ainigle--cyclo,
t&me bultsto again by comparing the input signal to the finatl stignail output after recording and

procese1ing. Withint a carfu study 161 it was I on sstratted that at singlle low-frequency ( e,.g
I00 Uis) tlos burst oossistinig of M sine-waive becoese highly distorted when recorded an a direct-

rur taeford (sen alsoalsatian 3.2.3 above). No such precaution to nesessMr when the
!•8-"id is used or It only spectra• and overall levels are required. rather than the exact wave-

form
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3.2.8 Data Ausalysi

It is good practice to decide already in the preparatory phase of a teat on the particular analysis
instrumentation to be used. Several aspects must be considered: If a Chapter 6 or a Chapter 10 test
is to be conducted, the "end-product" is the maximum overall A-weighted sound-pressure level
(acquired with the instrument detector time constant 'slow'). This value can be readily obtained by
means of an appropriate precistio sound level meter (PSLM). Since these instruments are portable

and usually provide a digital read-out, the most important values can be read on-line in the field.
For a more extensive data analysis using the taped information in the laboratory, such a precision
sound level meter can also be used there and no further equipment is required.

The IEC-Publication 661 deals specifically with "Sound Level Meters" and their electro-acoustic
characteristics, IEC-Publication 179 with "Precision Sound Level Meters. ANNEX 16, in specifying
sensing, recording and reproducing equipment refers to these IEC Publications.

Although not presently required in any of the ANNEX 16 noise certification procedures, one of the
ICAO-CAEP member-countries certificates ultralight-aeroplanes in terms of a time-duration corrected
A-weighted sound level, the Sound Exposure Level, SEL (or Lp,AE). The SEL is defined as the con-
stant level which - if maintained for a period of 1 second - would have the same acoustic energy
as the (transient) A-weighted measured one-time noise event, i.e.

tz

(SEL ) L•A log -yJ 10 dt

ti

Actually, in this particular noise measure the time duration during which the sound was within
10 dS of its maximum value is accounted for. It is argued that slow aircraft with a correspond-
ingly long "exposure time duration" would cause more annoyance, than fast ones.

An SEL-measurement can in principle be conducted over any time span (e.g. over a number of fly-
overe), although in aircraft noise certification only the single event is taken into account.
SEL-values can again be readily obtained (on-line and in the field) by means of (portable)
integrating precisien s*md level meters.

If however a Chapter 3, Chapter 5 or Chapter 8 noise certification test is to be conducted, where
the "end-prioduct" is the EPNL, then data must be recorded for later processing and no on-line
EPNL readout is possible. While the transient flyove- event with respect to a Chapter 6 or Chap-
ter 10 procedure only calls for one (maximum) sound level, the computation of an EPNL requires the
acquisition of complete 1/3-octave band spectra every 1/2 second during a time period where the
signal is within and below 10 dR of the maximum tone-corrected perceived noise level, i.e. over a

time period that may extend over at least 1 to 30 seconds. An appropriate analyser must therefore
be capable of storing and processing continuously and in real time the transient flyover event over

a sufficiently long time period. Hence a real time analyser is necessary; of course, only the
recording in the analyser's memory must occur in real time, while the analysis as such can be

performed after the signal has been recorded.

There are two kinds of (rapid) real time analysers producing a complete spectrum in parallel bands
and displaying it on a continuously updated screen: the digital frequency analyser produces 1/3-
octave band (or 1/1-octave band) spectra i.e. spectra with constant relative (logarithmic) band-
widths, while the lP? narrow band spectrum analyser produces narrow-band spectra with constant

abcsluta band-widths,

As stated above, for purposes of a Chapter 3, 6, and 8 noise certification, a succession of 1/3-
octave bands is required, and hence the spectral resolution of 1/3-octaves of the digital frequency
analyser suffices. If however a more sophisticated and perhaps rather more complex research type

iIiTT
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flight-noise measurement program is undertaken, where certain discrete frequency sources - though
of transient nature - must be identified, then FIT real-time narrow band analysis would be indi-.
osted.

The characteristic* of some of the above data analysis instruments will bo briefly described in the

following:

(a) Precision Bound Level Meters

The typical precision Bound Level Meter (such as the B&K type 2235) used in the field as the
Indicator instrument for flyover noise events has a large stepwiss adjustable dynamic range; this
range may extend from 24 dB to 130 dB. Also, several detector time constants (sometimes referred to

as 'time-weighting'), specifically 'slow', 'fast' and 'impulse', can be selected. The instrument has

a built-in frequency weighting networ), (A-weighting) and is capable of resolving levels to within

0.1 dB (a resolution necessary for aircraft noise certification). A digital display and a maximum
hold provision allows a direct readout of the maximum flyover noise level. Some LUMs can be used

with both unpolarised and pre-polarized microphones, since they are equipped with an internal

polarization voltage source. Usually, the microphone-cartridge/preampliftier-assembly can be removed
from the SLM, thus allowing use of an extension cable, if the microphone station is some distance

away. The output from the instrument can be fed into a tape-recorder. Several types of SaK SLMs

are shown in Fig. 3.16.

Fig. 3.16 Several types of Sound Level Meters (B&K)

(b) InteoraAinM Precision Sound Level Metor

If a 'Sound Exposure Level' (SEL) is desired in measuring the flyover noise (at present not requir-
ed in ANNEX 16. as stated before) then a precision Integrating Sound Level Meter (ISLM) would be
needed. An instrument such as the SAK ISLM type 2230 has the same features as the ELU described
under Wa) above, but has additional internal time integration capabilities, which allow theSeeasuremet and display of the unweighted or A-weighted Sound Exposure Level.



(*) ft~rinsLankill

While both the UNi and 16W can be used in the field for real time data acquisitiont, they can also
be dal nthe labortery to analyst taped data for LplA max or UL. In the laboratory there are

usually seuturing saplifiore available (much as the BUK type 2410 Fi,31) Such amplifier also
has a built-im A-weighting and mIsmew and 'fast' time Oconatan. Use of much an lastrument may,
however, be an "overkill", since It to really & very Sophisticated laboratory Instrument with
measurement capabilities well in excess of what Is necessary for aircraft noiese studies.

Fig. 3.17 Measuring einplifit.. (M typw-*IM)

(d) Digital Filtering Real Time Frequency Analyser (1/Uocav Band nli)

A suitable laboratory-type instrument for transiLpW fl*ve totes data reduction is the digital
filtering real-time analyser (ICIA), Such as the 109 typeo33($gU~) This particular analyser

features 42
1/3-,octave
band channels

20 kHz allow-

averaging
and an inter-
nal A-weight-
ing network.
Such A-weight-
ing would be

Of special
interest only
in a Chapter-
6 or a Chap-
tor-lO type
measurement.

P1014~' 3.1 to al tbas anatlyus (MR type 313)

---------------- .



For the IPIIL-computation the "noy-weighting" of the successive 1/3-octave spectra io required, as

outlined In Appendix A to this AOAftDograph. Since averaging-times (both linear and exponential)
mybe freely selected between Lilt second and in1 aeconda (in binary owtes), a flyver may be

Aoev m u the display-screen in real time (in the field er from the tape in the laboratory) at,
seV,1/2-wuntime intervals to obtain a feel for the speed with which the spectra change. The

digitally stow-d 1/3-octave spectra at 1/2-escod time Intervals can else be transferred to a
amputor for SPNOL-csleulatione.

A typical flyover can produce as many an 30 to 40 individual 1/S-octave spectra. A whole toot with
at least 6 teen flighte and several microphones will thus require the etarege and processinR of
several hundred individual 1/3-octave band spectra.* As an intermediate step the data can be stored
an a digital casette rec odr, one casette of which could easily held more than 000 such spectra.

I e)FFTMeteland Seek Time hmotrum Anairesr Narrow-band Anjalysis)

leal-time nvtfw-band anialyais is 91ton used in flyover noise studies to observe rapidly changing
discreWtefreetey co*emmike in the noise aspetrum while the event occurs. Again linear or expo-
nential avereajg "an be employed to obtain (or display on the screen) the instantaneous spec-

trum over short or long time-spans
within the flyover event.* An appro-
priate instrument for this purpose
would be the BU type 203 'Fast
Fourier TransCorm Narrow-band Real
Time Spectrum Analyser (Fit. 3.19)
which provides a resolution of 400
lines in different frequency-ranges
(from 0 to 10 Hs. up to 0 to
20.000 Hz). In this case the band-
width corresponds to the ratio of
the upper frequency limit and the
resolution (eg. for a frequency
range of 0 to 1000 Ra the constant
absolute analysis band-width would

- ~ be 4 1a). Such an instrument is not
required for noies certification but

Fig. 3.19 FFT narrowbapnd real time spectrum analyser is often used In basic saroacoustic

(86K type 30m) studies.

(I) FIFT spectrum sad Wavesforms Analyser.

lIn most certification tests isan- malee research in general) real-time analysis is not required. For
off-line data reduction an 'PIFT-Opectrum and Waveform Analyserl is then a very versatile instuv-
ment. Appropriate analysere are the NICOIJT model 4M0. the OOLAITUON 1110 Signal Processor, the
lWATWJ Etlectric Co. ON-100 Signal Analyser, or the NP-tUA (Iri. .3). These Instruments are
ideal for the analysis of steady-state (stationary) meud events as they occur in noise testing of
aeroplanes on the ground, in noise studise with wing-mounted microphones in flight or in aero-
acoustic wiad-tunnel. studies. These aralysers can also be used to analyse transient noisei in the
time domain, where %bsy "an reproduce the wave-form ot the noise over predetermined time incre-
wanate (ftem a lew mi"Oisscsdg OW a ,pift fraquesm rmW le several mimutee, in a very narrow tre-
quency roage). Wavsbdw#.*sA hhedan" subsequently spectrally analysed in 1/&OOcTav (or V/1-
octave) beads or in navbmsitbaremasetion thAt sagamdepsat a* ýthe selected frequency

The"e Instruments often come in dual-channel versions, allowing the simultaneous display of two
events am fth screen A typical Instrument might have a frequency range from 0 to 23.0M0 Ha. while

xi-.-
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Fig 3.20 Wavwform Analyser (Hewlett Packard Model 3562A)

another one might cover a range up to 100.000 fIz. with resolutions of typically 400 lines starting
at a range from, 0 to I As up t: 0 to 106.000 Hz, with steps in between. Thus an optimum range for
the purpose at hand can be selectod.

'g) Plotters

To obtain a hard copy of spectra or wave forms, as analysed and displayed by means of the above
discussed analysers, XY-pletters can be uscd which provide annotated graphic plots of frequency
spectra and/or time functions. Such plotters generate one plot of given x- and y-extent, such as
individual specI ra within a predetermhied frequency reng'i or a waveform within a predetermined
time span. Thsere are many makes of XY-plotters available, which differ in handling convenience,
plotting speed and resolution. 2lotters, such as the B&K tyre 2308 (Fig. 3.21) and type 2319, or
the HP-7550A ave high quality laboratory type instruments.

Fig. 3.21 XY-Plotter (B&K type 2308)
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To graph~ically monitor flyover time histories, such as the time-dependence of the A-weighted noise
level of an overtlying aircraft, continuously operating graphic level recorder are more useful than
XY-plottpes. They produce continuous time histories on- a- papertv-11l. They,,usually -satUM. eschange-
able dynamic range potenticmfstet ~110d0 to 751 0) Ma4 "uWto i .and, p :w bhqad6. Al-
though thssý greeh :,o lvol recorders can a&I be utisi *pot je ti o uwlk~ with
special 4re, ,enqw %nalyses th~is is rarely done as, X*-plettW* are WW~t iA moe~v nt to
handle.

Slcinof the apprariate data acquisition equipment depends n l-t test tw. iW conducted -and io

larelydetruled y- henumber and location of the m!"~hee witfw, respect to the 'central mea-
suring station. As outlined earlier, the simplest noise certification tests (from the view point of
equipment and, data analysis) ore those required in ICAO ANNEX ISCatr6adCatr1,i.e.
thorse relating to light propeller-driven aeroplanes. In both ease@ only. oen micropohone is needed.
and - in principle (though probably never in actuality) - a simple 'visual'reading from a precision
sound level meter. set at A-weighting and detector speed "slow" would suffice.

A basic setup for a Chapter 3 (heavy propeller aeroplane and subsonic jet aircraft) or a Chapter 8
(helicopter) certification test would require between 3 and 8 microphones. In this case either a
number of autonomous measurement stations (with one tape-recorder each) or a central multi-channel
tape-recorder would be used. The system is calibrated by means of a pink-noise generator in addi-
tion to pistonphone calibration. Signals are then led via individual preamplifiers to a multi-
channel signal conditioner (amplification and filtering), followed by a multi-channel tape-recorder
which is connected to a multi-channel after-recording monitor. The signal conditioner is conveni-
ently connected to a gain-setting printer (where the indivtdual gains of all amplifiers are printed
out, since it is impractical to write these down by hand durilg th,. test).

One track on each tape-recorder must be used to record a time code, obtained from a master time-
code generator. This helps to synchronize the flyover-noise time histories with the signals from the
tracking system (such as a camera shutter impulse).

All such equipment would normally be installed in a control van or container, where it can be
checked and calibrated prior to the actual test. It is cumbersome if the equipment is pretested in
the laboratory, then dismantled and put together again at the test site, requiring a new calibra-
tion and check. In sophisticated noise certification test programs a well equipped con~trol van or
mobile measurement container should be used, since all the logistics for the non-acoustic equipment
relating to tracking and. atmospheric data acquisition must also be provided. (See Section 3.3
below).

3.8 Other Test Equipment

% 3.3.1 Aircraft Tracklfl Instrumentation

In the process of noise certification testing, the test-aircraft must be accurately tracked. Precise
information on the, trajectory in terms of flight path and flight speed is necessary for correcting *
measured noise data towards reference conditions, Three parameters, in particular, are affected by

fdeviations at the actual flight trajectory from reference-

o spherical attenuation (attenuation for geometric distance following the l/rl-law),
o atmospheric attenuation (humidity and temperature dopondent sound absorption, ex-

pressed in terms. of level-decrease per unit of distance), and
0 sound exposure time ("1O-d-down time").
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Continuualy ,trAcking an Aircraft is not necessary -for a Chapter-$ or a Chapter-1O noise certifica-
tion test, Here only the height above the microphone ts of interest. In that case, determination of
one point in the trajectory -. preferably directly overhead the measuring microphone - suffices. But
even for. the relatively simple Chapter-I teat procedures it would still be more desirable to ascer-
tain that the aircraft follows a level-flight path, not unintentionally climbing or descending. Deter-

mination of at least 2 points of the trajectory, e.g. one or two seconds before and after the micro-
phone was overflown would be useful to obtain an indication of the actual flight path.

For all other noise certification procedures, where both centerline and sideline acoustic data must
be measured and - more importantly still - where the noise level must be established in terms of
an EPNL (i.e. Chapters 3, 5, and 8) tracking should be continuous - or at least a large number of
positions in the trajectory must be measured.

Trajectory measurements are usually made with ground based equipment. Sometimes onboard systems

(such as inertial platforms or aircraft mounted cameras) are better suited for the purpose. As far
as ground based equipment is concerned some test ranges iiear airports have, sometimes extensive,

Spermanently installed equipment. Most trajectory measurements are however made with mobile equip-
ment since noise certification measurements are often executed at or near rather ill-equipped
landing strips. Employment of mobile and ground based equipment generally requires good advance
planning, especially, if time synchronisation with onboard equipment and with several ground acou-
stic da.a stations is to be maintained.

Depending on the particular flight-test procedure and on the degree of accuracy required, one may
select one of the following tracking methods:

Optical Tracking/Ground based Systems:

o single camera
o several cameras

kinetheodolite

o laser

Optical Tracking/On-board Systems:

o forward/side-looking camera

Radio/Radar Tracking:

o radar

o microwave airplane positioning system (MAPS)

o radio altimeter

o Mini Ranger

An excellent survey on flight tracking methods is provided in 17, 81.

The advantages and disadvantages of these various height-measuring and flight trajectory tracking
methods will be discussed in the following.

(a) Optical Tracking / Ground-based Systems

Single camera

Aircraft height and lateral deviation from the vertical can be determined with only one camera. The
optical axis of the camera must then be very accurately adjusted in the vertical. This is achieved
by means of an inclinometer, laid directly on the camera-lens rim or by some appropriate bubble-
level. Preferably the camera should be equipped with a Polaroid back-plate to allow immediate

picture development in the field within a time span of about one minute.



Slottlet sfi the ppnisprtat focal Length of the. camera lens d@Mnd*,we the U(ateral)- dimematorne of
U~ewassiSuru4*tn".wa4WK" ;of the aircstaft-to be ýuaed for distance determination (e.g., aeroplane

wiag.sp1~ e hl p~ slde, methetypica" height range and the preferred imago else within the
usie fiel-of:th ptfklj ter. frin It -would not ho' -aensible; te let 'the wing-span fill entirely the

laisel qptet'. theIma (even though, tAbt would, provide; for the- meet accurate, dimeabsion-read-
tagý inul rads, only betwee US1 -and-'8a. at' A644 Thior would allow 16r: wase lateral trajectory e-do
viatione and would also' p#omit the' -approaching aircraft to appear in the viewfindeat in time for the
operator to react. and push the button. For a 36 mm slide camera, for example, certain focal

lengtha Af leagee eoerempand to the, following approximate fields of view*

The exposure time should
be as short an feasable
within the prevailing light
conditions, since an air-
craft overhead may fly an
appreciable distance during
the exposure time. An air-
craft moving along its

level trajectory at a speed
of e.g. 75 rn/s would fly
0.75 m during an exposure

time of 1/100 a. That may
be tolerable, since ihe

blurring would occur in
ths longitudinal dimension,
while the lateral dimen-

sions used for the reading
would not be much affect-
ed.

The camera with its lens
in place can be calibrated

in situ by photographing
-i objects on the ground at

appropriate distances. If
that is not possible, the
height Hi of the aircraft
above the camera-lens can
be calculated by means of

Fig. 3.22 sxample of flight height and lateral deviation photo- thfolwneqai:
grpic check pertaining to "valid" and "invalid" test

'"5"' H - f (S/81),

where f is the lens focal length, S io the lateral dimension of the structural component selected for

the purpose and 6' is the dimension of the particular component as it appears on the film-negative.

A typical result for a propeller aeroplane in flyover (obtained in a 'Thapter-fi noise certification

tests) isshown in FilJ .2 . Two cases are illustrated: one, where the aircraft was well within

the reference fligIbt.path and height, and another one, where it was too low and off to the side.

The, achievable accvuracy by mieans of this method is not very high, but generally sufficient for

nois" certification purposes, where an error of several meters in 300 m would lead to only a frac-
tional decillel-error.
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it a level flyover mus* -be aecertained, at leasnt two ground-stationary cameras should be used. Two
cameras would also allow todtriethe ground speed (provided the aircraft was not accelerating
or decelerating, in which case, three cameras positioned directly under the flight-trajectory would
be a minimum requirement). The camera expoure click should be monitored on the same tape-
recorder where the acoustic flyover event is recorded.* Calibration of a possible time-delay between
the abutter-operation and the actual taking of the picture may- be necessary.* In some cameras there
is an appreciable delay between "pressing the button"'and "taking the picture", in the order of
perhaps 1/4 second. Within that time span, the alicraft may have already flown several tens of
meters. When determining a ground speed, both the lateral and the longitudinal deviation of the

aircraft at the time the picture was taken (and the ,wxposure cick recor4d*) m. A bo accounted for.I
The principle of determining height and ground speed is illustrated inFi..

In cases where more accu-
Prom rate tracking io required,
Fram Feamme 2the n~Amber of cameras

should be increased (up to
~.aj*f*45 ~e.g. 5). However, each

camera station must be
manned and if a number of

I I I autonomous acoustic mean-
I aurement stations are also

Exposure Click KI Exposure LClik K2 required, the test crew
Meamt Obtar", becomes substantial. In

A *~ such cases it is preferable
~ '4 ' -. to employ more sophisti-

ca ted tracking equipment,
fl tdiretionas discussed below.

Instead of accurately ad-
justing the cameras for
verticality on a tripod.
wws may employ a "photo
overhead positioning system

camera 1 - -omae ( OUaytM)". SU 'ch a Sys-
tam was utilized in a

Fig. 3.23 Principle of =qgt/lateral/tongitudinai, deviation and recent helicopter noise
overgroundj ,e -eemnainby 'moans of 2 vertical- maueetoinagib

ly rietatd ~the us-FAA 1*1. Each

of the several systems conssts af two wires, parallel to the ground and In a vertical plane ortho-
gonal to the flight pathl(s 3.1$), The photographer, lying beneath the POP initially positions

the (hand-held!) caeafaapmielith th etclp aneo the two guid.-wires. He then tracks
the, approaching aircraft to tripte situtip at. the instant when the aircraft crosses the super-
imposed wires. In this Potialcurp tt a slidewt was teedl by prvj"ctid the slides on a screen,
a relatively high degree olat orc in One qrder of is&*a achieved (considering the very simple I

and certainly elegant M~tq~~~

Kinetheodolitee (on sturdy su~pport structures!) provide photographic pictures of the flight vehicle
im rapid succession. The aircraft io visually followed through a high quality finder-scope. Azimuth
and elevation of the optical axis of the theodolite -camera/telescope appears directly on the frame
each time a Picture is taken. Each film frame shows the displaoement of the target from the optical

ai.A picture may be automatically obtained at intervals atofn- or two seconds. The achievable
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Fig. 3.24 Photo overhead positioning ("POP") system

accuracy across the line of sight of a typical Kinetheodolite (such as the ABKANIA Kinethoodolite 61
It tit. 3M25 for a typical aeroplane flyby at SWG m distance would be in the order of 0.3 meters.
Such an accuracy is more than sufficient. for the purpose. ,AMOSg the line of sight, however, the

accuracy is inherently more limited, especially, If the aeroplane is followed at some low slant

angle, where the relative' alesio variesr`ýapidly.

It is better therefore

to employ two kine-

theodolites, one on

each side of the

flight path (some 500

the track). Then the
crossing of the two
lines-of-sight allows

very accurate track-
ing, within approxi-

mately I m absolute.
Fix. 3.26 shows the

geometries involved
In a two-kinetheo-
dolite trajectory

clear that the kine-

theodolite tracking

data must be exactly

synchronised with the
Fig. 3325 ADCANIA Kinetheodolite 61 8 acoustic events, i.e.

both kinetheodolite

ry
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ad on the &*aeiti* data

thias)f tests. an- esst-

Fig. 3.26 Measurement geometry in fli ht tracking by means of 2 diinensainAk" Ie. they
Kinetheodollte. (from Rf.g 7f . ~ o~ vmla

During a genuine take-ott or landing approach flight test, for oxampl*, 4he aleoraft tfolewa the
runway center line and only height information in a vertical plane through that oemtewline to of
interest, assuming that the aircraft is always directly above the center line track. A single kine-
theodolite. poaitioned near the middle of, and sufficiently far away from, the trajectory to be Mae-
mired. would then keep the teat aircraft in sight, without even moving the optical axle in the ver-
tical. provided the range of elevation was small.* There are special klnotheodolites that allow only
a "iett/risht"l-motion. For such systems the poet-test processing effort naturally will be much loes
than It, say, two Idnetheodolites with free movements about two axes were used.

Iinsteodl -esurements are-still considered to he the most reliable means for close range track-
ing of aircraft. Experiencud "oprators are required, however, to follow the aircraft visually. Data
processing to very laborious and time consuming, since all films have to be developed and Manual-

ly measured frame by frame. Kin.-
theodolites are very useful for
measuring trajectories where speed
and acceleration of the aircraft
must be determined. For noise mea-
surements, where these are loee
important, single-picture cameras

often suffice.

Lager Tracking Equipment

Optical rays in the infrared are
used in laser-tracking equipment.
Here, short duration bursts of I&-
ser energy from a laser transmitter
(Fia. 3.27) are pointed towards the
target which must be equipped with
a ret-o-reflector (cat-eye-princIple,
Fig.3.28) to send the signal back
towards a receiving telescope,
whose output to directed to a 4-

~ ~,i ,. .. quadrant photo-detector. When the
F1I~~.JY DLILame tra~mlterreceverteles""p axis Is pointed precisely

at the target, all quadrants recei-
ve an equal portion of the target-



set~m4m~m~nd~te~ds outIewputs ane eual. An optical automatic gain control maintains ami-
*toot WS meeMoaksigaa ierss, at the detector and anr deviations are automatically adjusted In

?a Initiate tracking, the aircraft is first
virnually followed by a, television camera
attached, to the laser transmitter; onces the

tracking beceme automatic. Etlevation and
sasiruth are determined directly from mont-
toring in two axes the position of the tole-
scopes, while rang. is determined from the
time-interval between transmitted and re-

ceived optical Pulse. Data must again be
processed by a computer system, to provide
the time-varying aoorinates In tabulated or
graphical form.

Lasers have only recently been introduced
for aircraft tracking. Although the system
to technically rather Involved, it in very

Fig. &.a Uem-roefleotor attached to under- convenient to operate by one single engi-
aide of aircraft

near. It also provides on-line data pro-
cessing, a tremendous advartago versus the KIM or the photographic camera-approach. It works for
heights very cloea to the grouand (within a few meters), in contrast to the radar-tracking system
(asee paragraph c below), where the conical radiation beamn-of the radar precludes measurements
much below several tons of meters from the ground. Safety considerations must be observed, how-
ever, atmo some laser beams are hazardous to the eye, including the eye of the pilot towards
whose aircraft the laser beam is directed?

The Societe Anonyme do Telecomimunication has recently developed an Infrared Trajectography
System, named the 19MINILIR"I-Syatetn. This systec is capable of real time automatic tracking of a
moving target fitted with an infrared source 1101.

Wb Optical Trackins / On-board Systems

Forward/downward looking Camera

*Forward and downward looking camera systems Installed in the *Jaorf are capable of acheving
* extremely high acotarsoisa depending on the test cmndcaiti . Accuratelyý surveyed ground targets are

required, however. Of these, 3 or 4 must he. visible In e"ok Ifil frame before the camera position
(and thus the aircraft position) can be "O~puted. arphitiatiOd oallbwtion reading and corrective
techniques are necessary, however, to obtain accurate dtAa. MAthax and ambient 'lighting often
hinder testing. Data prjaoeasing and analysis are slow a"d waiting time Is costly, particularly if
data turns out to be unsatisfactory.

For a T"Chapter-311 approsch noise certification test the Fokkr Company has successfully emploped
an 'Automated Landing flight Path Measuring 8ystsol, Uemaod *ALANW". mere,.oiio a velocity
data during automated approach/andingS ppia er obtalmed. This subsystem baa betw pelsly
used to' check the performance of the Fok~ M10ý Wistgt -nmated landing system..y* Th tu,-tion
as such is perforaosd by a combination sUf #haespasu anMW inertial manin g: ýA qe-sn
camaretaskes approuimately 8 pictures per second of the runway (lights) during the last phase of
the approach wan lending. The output of the flight 'inertial navigation system' (INS), of a radio
altim*Ws end of a preessurs altimeter encoder are recorded in the digital instrumentation recorder

IlT



-t a,,fl4 ,, th e isr o. d weld saed at aos~ lending oppsegimawey Spietue an. used to
P0006b 40 eAPO Imsatism an attitude -of the olvrarfl. These data issethar with altimmea infer.

~U~Dqmthew~in~.ahlimfter .d 00e pregaure-aituhde saosier is Used to update the, Moht UN&
tt -tw eat 14c the U4tt path Goordinates wari established. w"t an aesumbeg of 10.0 at a ka
bqfta.,* *R1~p-th@Wld, rodeing to @54 a ia a- and 0.3 a in y- and a-courdimste inning
"Ch ft" a" VR Cut.-

(a) Rai s wooiabed

Radr Tafta maing Tramaasnders

GOuAnd..haooi rafioue uaslky provide semewhat left accuracy than kinethecdaliteo, but their sper-
stieq. A data preeopqalp As tully sutemasi., A moeti/ueiigantenna as used by DLRI U1l

ipbwa AwLa !Ig.J* The oleftrmagaeitc pulse eptitted by th radar' transmitter is- reflected
4kg!ft I'm the ahnursf bmook to the receiving aetemas. Ialslotles a speodalt transonderi an the
teek-aircraft is used to retlat the apprprately amqlintl. signal (probably at a different but
known freuency) back to the ground staticn. The primaery radar systmes in an FAA teat used a 3.1
sigafhtra-sigmal., System ane available up to 30 sib (A I am wavelength). In operation the systest
measuares the tims betwern pulses emisson sad retleaead signal Meurm with an accuracy in the crier
at several 0aep-asceMdA4 this t-011041048 lAte a slant. oftuo netany approximately I a. It
ebltou be unesto *M ** m-ramomsnjad treqi y towards the arwund station will have

undergone a Dapples-shift cn account of the motimn of the object to be followed.

3,i p~~-f

Pig J pdp5rcktg tass~tiesiesiwig anteesmt.4[gji

;0 .,. . .



I& PVMaft. 01100 se spetata has dlweited One antenna arstem avwd the rawg su avowss iiteido
the 'teamseequilatmn window", the radar can switob inib an automated trashing -mode. It thten
duk~imlft-, suemo the taS a w s4aref in torm at Irange, elevation an@ latimuth.' hue a"e
m6Uerem Wt Ceuqegem 41SrlANtS -by eaane it a aimputor systemd in of der to yiuld the required
p! WIttHmAsu Ow n form of: tabulated or platead data. Only one traickift radar to necesseary,
since It measures all 3 coordinates of a target simultaneously, a distinct advantage vs the use of

MewaeAIrolan-efPstimin &itM (MANS)

The Seeing CommercAia Airplane Compainy recently introduced their "Microwave Airplane Positioning
8sytam (MAP8)" for risive certification testing of YSY and MS subsonic jet aeroplenee 1 13, 141. The
Wosyo (fta. 8,N) maweree range &ad range rate free several ground transeponders to an airplane
OWnd muftee the airplaem psetifte using a SALMM filter algorithm (essentially a "least; square
fffter- algerithm). The airplane -position relative is a fixed earth coordinate system is available

her recording and for cockpit display several Uimes per second.

In tOW Nseing approach. a number at microwave trsnmitter/receiver (T/R) units are located at sur-
,.yed 610rdinafto ilk 6 respectively optimum ground pattern. Airborne equipment includes an "inter-
rogator", a digital processor, data storage units,- pilot guidance indicatort and a quick-look engi-
neering station. In operation the airborne system interroaftes each ground T/11-tinit in serial
fashion and computesi slant range and range rate from the response. The computer performs position
calculations in real tiee. Data are used to drive panel Instruments which allow the pilot to follow
a specific flight profile.

trig. b4 0smpirlyout for~ Microwave Airplane Positioning Systtm Mam. etf. 13)

"ah flight (Idd ofin)slow a usead by. ihj) A**r ~ etii
oatizig thi *0111" tthe16 30eing fhK. IhW fteim %weAMp deelpe in

for resd~ ~ ~m4,sptsermna The aosio Was also been
used during eN"140'r n44se mesuumemts (see Pat. 11). The MR Uk III is a pulsed radar distanoe

VWaaring system operating at a frequency of 5.5 Wks. The MR Mk III console (situated In the
alruraf I) taborrealsaee'l gretadbased trans mhe The A I"a placed at locations with known coor-

"IN
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dinatee, To envisage the movements of the, sitraftc (pitch and roll) two transpenders are located
longitudinal and Ohe ether two lateral on opposite sides of the runway. The flight path 11ee within
it quadrangle dofimed by the traiispefide#. Vo calcmulatingl the position Vf tht &ltw#ft ome lUteally
and one longitudinally located transponder is used. 4n this fty the "Position este is mae& ts
small as possible.

The aircraft speed an* heght are detemiNed by moeautifg aircraft statis pressure, Impact
pressure and total Pir temperature. The onboard pirowes controls system-timing, perform. dota
asqatioten aod icalibration, teltAlstim, data conversion and data ýoutput. Calibratiout'data, io put
intoe the prosesaws noot-volatile memot y before a' meaaureftht session. A special Aftlie transmitter
drives the localism- and glide-eope-ars through a dummy MAV receiver, using signals generated
by the GUP. Thus the pilot is provided with guidance information which 'enable* his to fly a
predofined flight path. -

Comparison with the more traditioinal 11TH procedure shows the"s two systems' accuracies as better
than I mitero, provided they operate within their design envelopes. This precludes Measurement of
aircraft altitudes less than ap'proximately 50 m, essentially eliminating take off and landing
approach measurements. In that came owner means of altitude determination are necessary such as
radio altimeters or pressure altimeters which have their own limitations.

1d) TMAkIN. SYStem1 Considerations

For purposes of noise certification (in contrast to airworthineas type certification testing) tracking
requirements ball for an accuracy of not much moen than 1%e, since errors of that magnitude would
still only result in fractional deciflel-errora. eNcei, the inherent measuring accuracy of (albeit well
maintained and opersatel) kinetheedolitos, laser or radar tracking equipment in the order of 0.1 to
0.3 m at measuring distabces Is about one order of magnitude too good, leaving some comfortable
margin towards loes than ideal operation.

If, test vost and availability of sophisticated tracking equipment at the test site is of concern. one
or several vertically orientated cameras will suffice for moat noise certification tests. However the
cost of in-the-ield operation and not-up Ione man per cameora) and of the subsequent laborious
data-proosasing must be weighed agairat the other aspects of using more sophisticated and
automated tracking methods, such as kinetheodolites, lasers or radar. Laser tracking is probably
the most accurate and versatile tracking method. presently available; unfortunately, it is &130 quite
expensive.

23.2 mooefteeooical Instrumenstation

Precise information on the prevailing atmospheric conditions at and niar the test site, at and near
the teat-aircraft, and in the air space betweon the test-aircraft and the measurement station (i.e.
along the sound-propagation path from the source to the receiver) is important for correcting mea-
sured acoustic data to reerence conditions. ITh moat important parameters are temperature and
humidity, and wind-speed and -direction; ambient pressure is usually of less importance.

As had been stated earlier, sbieaotionterature at the test aircraft affects ail speed-related para-
meter. because it changes the. vound speed; it follows that the same flight speed and rotational
spied (of prohellers and fiellcopter-rotors) corresponds to a diffetent local Miach-number. The coinbi-
nation: of temperature and humidity along the sound transmission path cffects the atmc~philric ab-
SorptIon (attenuation). AINs, a temperature gradient between' aircraft and microphone nay bend a

noute-ray, making source identification and path-length definition difficult.

W64do, Oalft, Along the soaail'itransmission path and at the ground tetst-at. affect the flight trajec-
to"~ of the 'test-aircraft, the proosagation-path of the radiated sound from the test-aircraft to the



microphoe, Ond. may generSate memeetw "wIad-iodsew a" at do 6uegb

esoagol ot 0001d waVes duringt PCGPagatls

1hmbl Presente affe"t the indicated arspeed, hos ale es mo~ m sm as~
ma""e and will slightly obage the sigal-eswemgs of P~dia"Oe effmboom.

surments must be made outside %has wiadefe - preom4bl OM UM fo~o toAm s On
spheric effectsý froMth W e ft-dat. o. all Of the Oese 0005kr PSNSOS A&MN
and monitored during the Wet.

(a) arond-based Rovimsent

Tes-inatefs-atmoralcical BaIl.t

The measurement of temperature sad humidity meow so %M efts will mum *am m a m
230,o 10 m (depending on the particular ANNEX1 Chapter) aovee WesgmM dMO me a qs
support-structure. There are numerous commercially available mon-nn
such as the VAISALA HMP14 probe, which empleys a thin-film empmas iew Is ssh e bomf
and a linear thermietor-resistor for temperature mseenuemsm. Leafter sonSe -o a so .g
LAN3RBCHT type S19 psychrometer. These sensers have a (really se anmmfl goe vu e am
at fractions of seconds. They measure temperature typieall~y v *Mt 4,&S 1C. sedvhtmsbnit
within */- 3%. Ambient air-prosaure can be measured by on 01 swM soeesdlef evfou5 -

lute pressure indicators or trwnsducers, such "s the LAMWT sm o "0 UL M a-
surng such relatively slowly changing parameters ems aesitat or da~sm-pls me"w 6 to 0asmo
suffices.

Measuring devices for local wind-speed and -dirsetiem (seebs esoWe LCWNK type 1450) typi-
catty comprise a 3-cup anemometer for wind speed in combinatiom witb a wimi-vams. "bathb is at-
inched to a potentiometer to indicate wind-direction. The a Ineme only m sUreSW the bMrA06OW
wind component 0B parallel to ground). Its output is separated itoft a heed- or tal-wind cosmpoet
and a croams-wind component, both of which are specified is the appropriaft NUUX-Chepassr/##Ps-
dix. Wind information must be measured with a fast-response detector to "cafthshorter duratien
gusts, but the "130-second"-averagea are also required for the corrections. A typical amessmoer
would determine wind speed with an accuracy of 2%1 (or about +/- 0.1 knot in~ a 10-knot wind) and
wind direction to within approximately +/- 2 degrees.

Sod"r

Although godar has been developed for wind-sheer detection around airports. it can be used to de-
termine atmospheric and wind information between the ground station and the test aircraft in the
context ot noise certification. Using such a syestm io much more complex than using a simple
ground based anemometer, since oomputsr-pracessing io necessary to provide the three-imensional

wnd information along the line of measurement. A Sodar is capable of measuring wind speed and
wireto by emitting acoustical pulses into the atmosphere "n measuring. the intensity of the
drecturiongplesb Changes in wind speed and direction wit cause measurable cagsin in-

system Wuar. wind aseed in thre dimensions (and thermal atmospheric structures) at various alti-
tuodel *nth atmosphere above the teo" site can be determined. The height at which these values
are measured is determined by the elapsed time of the returning echo after emission of the initial
pulse, Thus layered information at, say, every 20 m in attitude towards, and eves above and
heimd the oset-aticraft "am he obtained. The accuracy of the NEMUTCH Deppta-er~dor. for
ezemple, io specifiedi to he within 0.3 rn/s for wind speed WAn within 3 degrees for wind direction.



to most case Sois--infurmation will not be directly used to Worest acoustic data for wind-Oefets.71 .
Suds. is often used to establish 'whether excessiei wind at substantial smanersepio turbulence axista
between %M. teM aircraft and the usasAroMftt satelism that would not be apparent from the ground-
data.

lime reqired .eseerslegIoa intafmatioat can often be obtained from a nearby airport tower, if the
6-000o Is eloe to an airport twhich "closeness ta itself entails howeVeram rather severe

disadvan&uitgo). An airport tower continuously monitors macrosuopic atmospei Conditionsil the
* asuses of Its normal operation and will usually have information available on wind speed, wind-

itreete sand tebmperature near the ground and at altitude. It is often better, though, to obtain
fteos'sint at the teSt site-

Weather ballo.. sea be used to determine changing wind directions above a teat site. They must
be 43-deoseionellyt) 1 aehe by mesais of an extra KTH, while the accuracy of the information -
as ft me *W I to mesd - Is *I) rathe limited. quite, apart from the excessive cost of operat-
ft baome~ fa pooposea of so sestifeatiem atmopheric sounding. Such a free-rising metecor-
Issund bellows (ame ealled j~oad Woom~ or "pibal") would Initially have a diameter of about
WS 4m; it umotol rise to amtitude .of IM to 7M3 a, where it would burst at a diameter of
81 1 - 1b U go.

A pO :~ 01M 66 n 1sed opp~m~ufts1 sees per look heur and be tracked to a height greater
-m _____ soMMM soes 6 44f do. WeO airweret within fth next hour.

Tethered Radio-sands

A tethered radio-
sands can provide
infeormtion on tem-
perature.* air-pres-
sure and humidity,
as well as on wind-
speed and direction
(Fin. 3.31). Temnpe-

ratures are sensed
by a thermistor. A

thermistor is a do-
vice that changes
electrlcal resistance
in prcpartion to the
air tomi'erature; the
variation of reesi-
%once io however not
linear and individu-
aI calibration is re-

quired. Far wind, a
41 cup-anemometer and

Fig.3.3 LPO" a raio and fo meeoroogial ouning a combination of a
Pig, SS Indg of Ueie"~ radioti scomparmsslooic ondn(used by MMS Langley at wallop& Plight ceagetctomas

and a potentiometer



for wind direetlen is usned. It the air is turbulent, the bellews may oscillate laterally and thus
produce apparent fluctuatioas in the measured average wind speed. Als.. the axis of the

oup-mummetrmay %o tilted frem true vertical. Ouch potential errors should be a**eesed by
puniodWally halting the balloon during ascent and descent.

Data, from the radioeonde should be transemitted continuously by a IIHF-transmitter to a receiver in
the ground station. Data should also be plotted on a printer showing tire of day, static air pree-
sowe for the dtiferese" between the pressure at ground and aloft, which Is a measure of the height
above gremeed level). Dry and wet bulb temperature and speed sad direction of the horisontal co-
pemesa of the wind should be printed out.

The tethered rudio-sands should be lot up and hauled down. if feasible, at least once per hour. An
ascent rate of 30 to 6 st/minute should be achievable. The tether-line should be about 1000 a
long. Because letting up and hauling down the tethered radio-sonde io noiseless and far away from
any flight path flown by the test aircraft, It should be possible to operate the radio-sonds while

*the aircraft is being tested. The variation of pressure with height is determined as the difference
between pressure at the surface and the pressure aloft.

Meteorolosical Airplane

*Another common and oust-effective way to obtain vertical atmospheric information is the use of an
atmospheric probing aircraft (Fig. 3.32). The aircraft should fly along ascending and descending
paths parallel to the microphone arrays. Alternativel~y, a curved ("cork screw type") path around
the center microphone can he flown. Meteorological data should be sampled every 30 m in height.
The aeroplane should climb to an altitude that exceeds the top altitude of the test plane by at
least 100 m. Typically, the aircraft would conduct a probing flight twice per hour. The rate of
descent or climb should be low enough to accommodate the response time of the instrument for the
gradients in temperature and humidity. The total time to complete an ascent/descent manoeuvre
should not exceed 10 to 15 minute$. To avoid interference, the meteorological flights should not be-
gin until the test aircraft has departed from the test area. The test aircraft may hold somewhere
while the meteorological data are sampled.

The height as calculated from an aircraft static pressure measurement will be accurate to within
+/-3 to +/-6 a for heights greater than approximately 30 a. Below that, ground effects are known
to degrade the accuracy of a pitot-atatic system. In that case a radio altimeter Is recommended.

Fig. 3.32 Schematic of monitoring atmospheric parameters above test sits
by means of a probing aircraft
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38.3. Tim tndurymisatima Igulpmeat

In order to correct for deviations of the actual flight path from a reference flight path (specifical-
ly for atmospheric attenuation) the exact distance of the aircraft at the time, when the signal for
'maximum tone-corrected Perceived Noise Level' (PNLTM) was emitted, must be known. In addition,
the flight-operational and engine parameters at that same "instant" in time should be available.

Therefore, time-synchronization betweeat acoustic and flight-trajectory recordings is very important.
Every optical flight-tracking station (camera or kinetheodolite) must transmit (preferably by radio-
signal) a synchronisation pulse each time a photograph is taken. In the case of a kinetheodolite
(KTH) such radio-signals would be related to the shutter trip. A typical frequency value for a
helicopter flyover KTH-sequence is, for example, 0.6 Hz. These synchronization pulses are recorded
on the cue-track of the data-tape-recorder. At the master station receipt of each synchronization
pulse could then be used to obtain a print-out of the exact synchronization instant (with better
than a 1 millisecond resolution).

While this procedure synchronizes flight-path and emitted sound signature, the aircraft-operational
parameters, such as rotor or propeller RPM, indicated air speed, torque, or any other pertinent
engine-parameter must also be recorded. As an illustration, a procedure that was employed by a
British team 1151 for helicopter test flights will be briefly described. In this case, the cock-pit
instrument panel was continuously photographed at a rate of one photo per second using a 16 mm
movie-film-camera. Film casettes, containing several thousands of frames were used, which allowed
casette-changes in day-light. Each test flyover was identified by a number written on a note-pad
attached to the cockpit-panel (Fig. 3.33). Synchronization of the noise recordings (on the ground)
with (a) a ground based tracking camera and (b) the movie-camera on board was achieved as
follows: each time a ground camera was operated, it fired a 27 MHz radio-signal. The signal was
received through the helicopter's on-board 27-MHz-receiver, which - by means of a special camera
control unit - caused high-intensity LEDs to light up. These LED& were mounted in an analog clock
on the cockpit and visible to thK movie-camera. In the case described synchionization to within 1
second was achievod, where the '1-second' is a consequence of the selected movie-camera photo-
graph-sequence.

Such a comparatively long

"uncertainty-time" is no
problem, since operational

- parameters of the aircraft
do not change appreciably

within one second. This

rather lax tolerance must
not be confused with the

much more stringent

requirements for flight

tracking, wherei the
"position must be known to

within a fraction of a

second, since the aircraft
may fly several tens of

meters during such a time-

span. This approach

involved howeve- visual

inspection of each test-run

movie to identify the

instants, when a ground

camera was operated.
Fig, 3.8M Camera eeV i eocpit instrumentation panel

at tire-instant wl.en pround based camera triggerpulse was rieieuM

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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Alternatively, time synchronisation between continuously operating tracking devices and the read-

ings of on-board parameters can be achieved by means of filming the display of a digital clock on

the instrument-panel. In that case the clock itself must have been calibrated to a very accurate

ground-located master clock, wanitored in turn on the data-tape by means of a time-cods recording.

If rcorde•s onboard are used then a start/stop detector (31)) - as used by the Fokker Company -

is helpful. Its main function is to start and stop the recorders in the aircraft simultaneously with

ground based recorders and to advance the ID-code of the time code generator. The commands from

the central ground based station are received in the aircraft by a VHF-FM receiver and detected by

the SOD. The receiver is part of the SO1. The SID also provides a start and stop criterion for the

flight path measuring system.

3.3.4 On-board Aircraft Initrumentatiotn

While ANNEX 16 specifies that. certain aircraft flight parameters must be determined by aircraft-in-

dependent means, such as flight height and ground speed, and - if necessary - aircraft side-slip

direction (in the presence of strong cross winds), certain other parameters must be measured on-

board, notably indicated airspeed, aircraft attitude, onflow direction and speed ("wind vector"),

outside temperature and ambient pressure. To determine the helical blade tip Mach number of a

propeller or the advancing blade tip Mach number of a helicopter rotor, the blade-tip or rotor-tip

rotational speed, the true flight speed, and the true ambient (static) temperature must be precisely

known.

All engine related operational parameters are recorded on-board the aircraft. Relative humidity may

also be determined by on-board means. By comparing outside air temperature and relative humidity

aloft with those obtained near the ground one may obtain an indication of the general temperature/

humidity pattern between the aircraft and the ground measurement station.

(a) Propeller or Rotor Rotational Speed

Usually, there is a propeller or rotor tachometer on the instrument panel, calibrated in terms of

revolutions per minute (RPM). These kinds of instruments are not accurate enough to provide the

rotational speed to within the necessary +/-0.1%; such an accuracy is required to ultimately obtain

the blade tip Mach number to within the third decimal. Especially if the temperature or Mach num-

ber correction factor is to be determined by means of varying the rotational speed (see Section

2.5.7) the rotational speed must be measured by a more accurate procedure.

One such method is to employ "resonant reed tachometers" (Fig. 3.34); these are attached to a sui-

table point on the aircraft-structure and resonate in response to the vibratory environment in the

aircraft. This resonance is directly related to any, however slight, rotational imbalance of the

rotating system. One can then, in

a straight-forward manner, read
the propeller rotational speed from

the beam-resonance frequency.

This type of instrument might still
not be accurate enough. Light-

beas emitting devices directed to-

- wards the propeller blade which

carries a small reflecting pad are
also used. Blectronical counting of

the reflected pulses provides a
Fig. 3.34 Resonant Reed Tachometer (FRAHM) direct indiceteon of the propeller

rotational speed.
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A third possibility is to monitor the acoustic signature inside the cockpit. The rotation of the pro-

peller or the rotor espresses itself through an acoustic line-spectrum consisting of a blade-rotation

fundamental and a number of harmonics. Selecting any particularly strong harmonic within this

line-spectrum will yield the rotational speed with a very high degree of accuracy.

In a helicopter, the main and the tail rotor are mechanically coupled with a known gear ratio;

any particular and suitably strong tonal component In the cabin interior narrow-band acoustic

spectrum may then be taken to derive rotational speeds. Since the frame of reference is the air-

craft, no speed-related Doppler frequency shift occurs. Further information on engine-rotational

speed measurement may be found in I161.

(b) Air Speed and "Wind Vector"

The flight speed of the aircraft is normally obtained on the basis of a Pitot-static read-out on the

cockpit instrument panel. Speed is initially available in terms of the "indicated airspeed (lAS}".

The value of the lAS. however, still contains instrument errors and errors resulting from the in-

stallattmn of the sensor cloe" to aircraft structural components; the latter cnes are termed "position

errors". The actual amount of these errors is available from the aircraft-specific flight manual. IAS

is also affected, among other things, by aircraft weight and the particular configuration as flown,

notably by the wing-flap angles. These effects may quantitatively be determined from information in

the flight manual. Accounting for these errors will now provide the "calibrated airspeed (CAS)".

The CAS must further be converted into the "true airspeed (TAS)" by considering deviations from

ISA sea-level atmospheric conditions of ambient pressure (flight height dependent) and temperature

utilizing appropriate tables. Since flight Mach-numbers in noise certification procedures never

really exceed a value of approximately 0.35 any compressibility effects on the pitot/static-reading

can be neglected.

Most modern aircraft are equipped with an on-board air-data-computer which provides TAS directly

from IAS-information.

Both aircraft attitude and wind vector are of interest in the context of noise certification. Since

aircraft-specific noise generators, most notably propellers and rotors, exhibit a pronounced direc-

tivity, it can be important to know their flight-attitude with respect to a geodetic coordinate

system. Furthermore, the noise genera-

tion process as such of propellers and

rotors is also affected by the air on-

flow direction and velocity (i.e. by

the "wind vector"). Aircraft attitude

can be determined by an on-board

gyro or inertial navigation system.

The wind vector can be derived from

information an aircraft angle-of-attack

("alpha"), aircraft angle-of-side-slip

iObeta") and TAS. In the practice of

noise certification one can assume that

a flight condition involving a relative

side slip does not really occur. There-

fore, the wind vector can be readily

derived from speed and angle-of-attack

information only. More directly, true
Fig. 3.36 Dornier-developed "Flight Log": airspeed and wind vector, respective-

an airborne true flight speed and edtermined with the
aircraft angle-of-attack/side-slip
indicator (DORNM IR-developed) "Flight-Log"

(fig. 3.35). It uses a light and fast-



responding rotating "windmill-wheel" which is attached to a cardanical!y supported "wind-vane".

The rotational speed of the "windmill-wheel" and the vane-direction are electronicelly monitored to

provide a direct and very accurate measure of flight speed and wind onflow direction. Understan-

dibly, this instrument must be placed at the tip of a sufficiently long noae boom on the aircraft

and outside of any aircraft-related flow-disturbances.

(c) Ambient Temperature and Relative Humidity

Outside air-tcWiperature can be measured by a number of commercially available thermometers such

as those manufactured by the Rosemount Company. Modern sensors for measuring outside air tempe-

rature in the aircraft are always total-temperature probes. They typically use a tube-shaped hous-

ing (Fig. 3.31) mounted parallel to the free-flowing air outside of the boundary layer at the fuse-

lage. Internally there is some sort of a temperature- sensitive resistance element. On account of

FLOW -"RIGHT AcNL PeoDucEsDIRECTION PiARTICLE SEPARtATION 1t

LAYER CONTROL
HOLES |a

AIRPL ANE SKIN

Fig. 3.36 Internal structure and
housing for airborne
temperature or humidity
sensor (Rosemount)

internal air-flow deflection ahead of this element the air is turned by 30* (In the cane shown)

before it passes through the measuring element. Thus water and dust particles leave the probe

without affecting the element itself. The air which enters through the tube orifice Is nearly totally

decilerated and adiabatically compressed.
The element thus emntially measures sta-

tic temperature. At the typical flight

speeds in noies certification the tempera-

ture rise on account of compression can

be safely neglected. Such "resistance
thermometer" have a typical measurement

range from -00 "C to +300 OC. more -than

sufficient, of course, for noise cortifl-

cation purposes; this type cf thermometer
is also very accurate and widely used.
An excellent survey on temperature mea-

suring devices for use on aircraft may be

found in 1171. Outside relative humidity
ca.i be determined with instruments uti-

lizing the humidity-dependent capacity

Fig. 3.37 Humidity sensor elements (Vaisail)
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Slecting an appropriate test site is probably one of the most crucial decisions that must be made
by the engineer responsible for planning a noise certification teat program. A number of important

criteria must be checked: If actual take-offe and landing& are required near the acoustic measure-

ment stations, then the teat site must be close to an airport. If, however, that airport is very
busy, it will be next to impossible to run a smooth test program. Under normal circumstances the

airport traffic has preference above the test flights. Hence, commercial airports are not suitable for

certification noise testing.

Busy air traffic near the test site not only constitutos a flight hazard but also produces disturbing

noise which might invalidate the teat results. DLR frequently uses the Braunschweig airport (EDVE)

for noise certification testing, a small municipal type airport with no commercial traffic. Only GA-
type aeroplanes use this airport. Even Fo, it is difficult to find "quiet" periods to conduct a test

flight (which itself may take no longer than a few minutes of active data taking).

A smaller - preferably abandoned - airport or lamding strip has distinct advantages. The runway

provides a visual cue to the test pilot for finding and passing overhead the central acoustic mea-

surement station, provided the flight trajectory is parallel to, and to the side of a runway. In

this case an experienced pilot can readily fly alongside unless the cross-wind component is too

strong.

If the airport was not in sctivt use, air-traffic related noise should be minimal, a decisive ad-

vantage. An abandoned airstrip, however, would not normally have an air-traffic control tower.

which could provide local weather information. Since meteorological data should be obtained by the

test crew anyway, this is probabl) not a severe handicap.

Although a concrete runway is necessary for jet-aeroplanes or heavy propeller-aeroplanes to take

off and land, the actual measurement site should be away from a concrete surface. ANNEX 16 calls

for an extended area with short cut grass, above which the microphones should be positioned at a
height of approximately 1.2 m and where no nearby reflecting surfaces (e.g. buildings, trees)

would interfere. Hence, though the general orientation of the test-flight trajectory would be close

(i.e. parallel) to the runway, the test sate itself would be off to the side and in a suitable grass-

covered area.

It is somewhat ironic that ANNEX-16/Chapter-lO now requires an artificial round hard surface very

close to a grass-surface below the inverted microphone (see Fig. 2.22). It would seem more

straight-forward to take advantage of an existing hard concrete surface close to the beginning or

to the end of a runway, or of a nearby taxiway. In such cases the microphones could be positioned

directly on the surface or could even be inserted in a hole into the concrete (FIE. 3.38) to provide

ideal non-reflecting conditions. Thermal turbulence directly above a concrete surface might however

occur during periods of intense sun-shine. Associated problems could be reduced by applying a

layer of white paint around a sufficiently large area surrounding the microphone.
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!f the presence of emergen-
cy landing facility or run-
way visual orientation for

the pilot Is of lees con-

cern.* testing can be con-
ducted away from runways.

In certification testing
there occurs hardly ever

an actual take-off or land-

ing. Rather, reference

flight trajectories are

Intercepted and subsequent-
ly followed for noise test-

ing. In these cases (suý)-

sonic jet, heavy propeller

aeroplane and helicopter
noise certification testing)

Fig. 3.38 1-inch-diameter condenser miciophone embedded in

concrete runway surface it might be better to use a

remote test site somewhere

"-'out in the country" and away from any airport-related air-traffic. Finding a suitable site in a

densely populated area, as in Central Europe, may however be difficult.

The availability of electricity close to the test site is usually a minor concern. Most of the equip-
ment can work from batteries. If excessive amounts of electricity would be required (say several

hundred Watts), as for driving 'visual approach slope indicators' or a number of tape-recorders

and analysers, a small power generator may be necessary.

The elevation of the test site above mean sea level affects the acoustic power produced by the air-

craft engines. The influence of reduced atmospheric pressure is negligible at elevations from zero
to 300 m, light effects must be expected up to 1000 m, and above that elevation increasingly larger

adjustments to the measured sound pressure level are required, if the reference elevation is sea

level.

3.4.2 Teat BSO-up

(a) Surveying

In order to accurately position the microphones and the tracking equipment with respect to the

flight trajectory, the prospective test site must be accurately surveyed. The procedures will be

illustrated for a representative test site at some airfield (Fig. 3.39) in the United Kingdom, where

DLR, WHL and CAA jointly conducted a helicopter noise test 1191. This particular test went beyond

the scope of a Chapter-$ noise certification.

This particular test aerodrome has 3 run-ways, 03/21, 12/30, and 07/28. Here 0' (A 00) corresponds

to North, 90' (A 09) to East, 180' (0 18) to South, and 270" (A 27) to West. This airfield thus pro-
vided 3 options for a measurement set-up. All three options were surveyed prior to the test. Thus a

quick re-arrangement of the instrumentation set-up was possible, should the prevailing long-term

(like one day) wind-direction change from within, say, 16' to both sides of a runway to 16' of

another runway. In the particular helicopter noise test, 3 microphones had ta be positioned ortho-
gonally to the flight track. There was one center microphone, and one each 150 m to the left and

the right side of the center microphone. The test involved all three procedures (take-off, horizontal
flyover, and landing approach) and all flight trajectories had to be measared very accurately.

This was done - in this case - by means of 5 cameras positioned along th2 flight track: two

cameras before, two behind of the center microphon- and one camera close to the center microphone.
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The basit test set-up (as sketch-j

* Qo ed in Fig. 3.40) consiated ot the
-N 3 lateral microphonesa and the 8

cameras. Their locations had to
be predetezinlned at appropriates
positions besides each of the 3
run-ways that were to serve as

pilot cues. In addition, there
were two other markings: the ro-

totion point for the take-off test
and the location for the preci-
sion approach path indicator
("PAPI"). All these points (3
microphones, 5 cameras. rotation
point, and PAVII locations) had

* j ~ .. to have fixed positions with re-
* spect to each other. Peripheral

equipment, such as the control-
I van and the weather station in

particular, were positioned at a
Fig. 3.39 Airfiesd in the UK with 3 runways used as convenient location "out ojf the

flight noise maesurement test site wyl

Following the edge of the runway chosen as a datum line, microphone and camera locations were

carefully marked, using a aurveyera tape. Small inaccuracies (in the order of one or two meters)

ir the microphone-positioning can be tolerated. Any Inaccuracy in the positioning of the cameras

..*-. k -h. l @
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Fig. 3.40 Typical set-up and cabling uap for aircraft noise teat
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would however have rather adverse consequencee. a their relative distances directly enter into the

ground-speed. To accurately align the array of cameras (and to some extent alse the array of
microphones) a surveyor-type theodolite is indispensable. This theodolite *an else be used to deter-
mine any undulation in the test site surface. A hardly noticeable height variation of one or two
meters in the area of the cameras would Influence the effective aircraft flight height above ground.
The micrephuons were positioned away from any reflecting surfaces (including the am l van).

Generally, there should be a distance of at least 10 m between the concrete runway edge and the
closest microphoea, since the change in ground impedance from concrete to grass effects the sound
signature under grasing incidence conditions. Aleo, relative positioning accuracies in the herionhtal
plane, between microphones about 150 m apart, should be better than */- I m.

Once the primary, as well as the alternate, locations of the center microphone station and of the
lateral microphone stations were established, the flight track and the significant points on the
track, such as the rotation point, were marked. For this purpose a number of fairly large, promi-
nently coloured (orange) blankets were used along the track, every 100 m, or so, plainly visible to

the pilot for orientation.

Of course, similar considerations apply to other than Chapter-4 type test. Par example, in noaie
certification testing of heavy propeller aeroplanes or subsonic jet-aeroplanes (Chapter 3), the

lateral microphone array must be 450 m to the side, with at least one, preferably several, check
microphone(s) on the other side of the track, again at 450 m distance. Their positions would have
to be accurately iurveyed. Likewise. the position relative to the flight track of KTH-, radar-, or
laser-equipment, it of the mobile type, 'r of ground-based transponders for the MAPS sst-upwuuld
have to be accurately determined.

Su-h surveys and location markings should be done well in advance of the actual testing. All sur-
veyed points will have to be marked clearly by stakes, for example. In the event of a quick teat-
site change, all geographic positioning information will then be readily available.

The general location of the control van, the weather station, the electric power station (if neces-
sary) also have to be determined in advance. Optimum layout of cables from microphones to the
center recording station and other electric cabling should be planned for all of the potential sites.

If not already short enough, the grass at the test site, where the microphones are positioned must
be cut (by means of a lawn-mower or, environmentally much more acceptable, by means of several
sheep) shortly before the test.

(b) Equipment Set-up

Setting up Acoustic Instrumentation / Central Acoustic Control Van

All required microphones (i.e. microphone cartridge, dehumidifier, preamplifier) must be set up at
the predetermined locations on their microphone stands at a height of 1.2 m above the grass our-
race (FW.z 3.41a). Since grass is not a well defined surface, deviations from the nominal 1.2 m are
unavoidable. As had been stated before, thiR fact is particularly bad for propeller-aircraft tests
and tu a lesser extent for helicopter tests, For Chapter-10 type teats the microphones are invertedly
positioned on the hard-solid round plate (Fit. 3.41b). Hence the position is much less critical and
acoustically better defined.* For research purposes - to be distinguished from certification type
measurements - one would certainly prefer the ground-proximity arrangement, or alternatively the
microphone(s) to be positioned about 10 m above the ground as shown in Fig. 3.41c.

SIt should be mentioned that ICAO encourages noise certification testing to be conducted with
both microphone arrangements (1.1 m and 'W' m above ground) to establish a broad data base
for an eventual decision on using one or the other microphone position for other ANNEX-Chapters
than Chapter 10
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Fig. 3.41a Micopoeo with wind WIl on 1.2 emter higth stand

rig. 3.41b Inverted microhon configurations (loft: *arty version, right: specified version)

Pig. 3.41c Micropo armay an 10 motor higth Poass
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UWAIng instrumsatale.

Depending to the mierephmso Meaitivty, lbs type of aireraft Mid its expeftsi elaeset uproeah to
the istorohem. the widebsad NO4 signal veltags from thm preamplifier might range ire. 106 pYV to
I V; this U 0 lDfane must be adjusted prier to regrding, mosh that tbs maltimum Voltag e (ame-
ting for crest latsose sd the Impulsivity of tbe eapested signal, no sectien 3.2.3) is closes to lbs
proervmi value. Bush adjustment usn be sahieved by using a precision sound level mstep (ILM),
being a low-selse, wide-band signal cenditifter with low di~1otie.

Maximiuing the electric signsl-to-notse ratio requires continuity of the electrical shielding from the
preamplifier all the way to the input of the FILM. As radio signals can be picked up, the shield
should be groundsd at the tape-revordsr end of the signal cable by an Insulated wire, so that con-
tact with lbs metal structure of the control van (which houses the tspe-recorder and the FILM.) is
avoided.

Bach microphor.spower-supply data channel is connected to its own paL", which in turn is connect-
ed to lbs multi-track tape-recorder input. As stated above, FILAs and the tspe-rscorder should be
located inside the central control van or container for operation by the acoustic test engineer.
f-connectors are used to connect peripheral instrumentation, such asa one or several graphic level
recorders (to monitor flyover A-weighted preemare-level time histories). Oscilloecopes, preferably one
for sash channel are very useful for monitoring each microphone output, as tesch microphone reciv-
as its own tranaient signal, not necsesarily identical to those of other microphones (sapecially of
side line microphones).

Precision sound level meters and research-type tape recorders are equippsd with overload indicators
to allow adjustment of levels on the signal conditioning instrument. If an A-weighted signal is to
he recorded directly, then the input-attenuator will be adjusted for maximum wide-band, unweighted
signal strength. and ltw output-attenuator for maximum wide-band wotid signal strength. This is
not normally dons, unless a Cbapter-4 or Chapter-1O type measurement to carried out, or It dynam,.
range compression is impartant. In all other cams and especially when an IFI4L-vslue must be
determined, tbs unweighted wide-band signal is recorde.

At sash acoustic msasurement station a plstcephone, preferably one that is capable of generating
several dinmr__e- hequenoy towne (e.g. MNO a, 50 Ma, 1000 Us), should be available. in addition it
is advisable to smpOsW a pink-notes generator to Ahec the entire frequency response in the field.
It distances between individual acoustic meesuremenft stationa ane net tee large, 'hand-carrying" a
calibrater (discrete, or wids-banod. to the variousa stations elimisates whatever alight differences
might *vIst between Individual calibration eqtipment.

it relatvely few marerpheme stations (e.g. 3i are use each data channel can be equipped with ita
own MA.. It many micrephemes are used (e.g. 0 w. mere) the u~s of individuali FIL~s would be x
rather supensve undertakng and use of a multi-channel signal cenditlenr would be a better

approach
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If many chamnels are to be ecen and menibtrmi, it is mopractilal to write down all gain-
sottings fr each channel manually, especially if gain settings have to be changed frequently for
succaalvo flights at differemt heights. In that case, a gain-setting printer should be connected to
the aignal conditionor.

In addition, a head-4et monitor should be connected to the PSLM output or to an apprehrioato output
connector on the tape recorder. This is hdlpful for the teat engineer to acoustically monitor in-

coming signals "by ear"t. ince - if in~lde the control van - he would not normally have visual or

acoustic contact with the approaching telt aircraft. Also, the voice-microphone for annotation on the

cue-track of the tape recorder would have to be activated with a switch to allow the alternate re-

cording of a voice annotation and the time-code-generator signal on that same track.

If only Mw multi-track tape recorder is used, aynchronization between the acoustic measurement

statien(s) is no problem. If, nowever, several autonomous acoustic measurement stations are used,

each station constitutes an entity in itself that must be set up individually. Typicully. the PSLM.

the (I- or 4-track) tape-rmeorder, and the graphic level recorder will be placed on some field-lab

table with a protective shading-umbrella some distance (10 m to 11 m) away from the microphone/

power-aupply assembly to eataure the 76* or 50 non-reflecting cone around the microphone vertical.

The only difference then is that time synchronization between tape-recordera must be established, an

will be discussed in the following sections.

Settline up Time Synchronization

Time synchronisation must be established between the various acoustic measurement stations, the

aircraft tracking stations, the meteorological stations and the aircraft cockpit and - if applicable -

the air traffic control tower. Although Universal Time (UTC) or Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) ore

continuously broadcasted by radio-stations in America and in Europe, these signals are influenced

by electromagnetic disturbances with ensuing variations in signal-to-noise ratio. There are, how-

ever, geostatiosary satellite systems from which signals from a ground station are relayed back to

ground. In the United States these are continually synchronized with the National bureau of Stan-

dards time. The equivalent in lurope is synehroniaetion with the time standard of the German

'Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt'.

This time aignal can be encoded for recording on a tape-track using an appropriate format, such

as the IRIO ("Intor-Harge Instrumentation Group") time code. The "IRIG Time Code B" is most wide-

ly used for aircraft time synchronisation. It uses a 1000-Na carrier frequency with a I-second time

frame containing 100 tone-burnts to provide a resolution of I ma. The radio receiver in the control-

van can pick up the signal and convert it to an amplitude-modulated 1000-Ha-wave. The master

tape-recorder, the autonomous tape-recorder stations and the tracking stations must each have their

own imlae-code generator. A portable time-code generator - synchronized with the master time code

generator in the control van - can then he carried to each measurement station for initial, and

also for subsequent reoeated synchronitation among all the time-code generators used. A time code

reader will be required for data proceeaing later.

Establishing Radlo-Comounicattoit

The folowtng radio-commnicatloa links with one, two or three specially licensed receive/transmit

VHF channel frequencies (in the 10 WIle to 300 Jlts; ragse) should be available for transmission

o from the control-van to the teat aircraft and to the meteorologial aircraft and vice versa-;

o from the control-van to the acoustic, the tracking and the meteorological stations and vice

versa;
o for the ground personnel amongst themelvese;

o from the control-van to the air-traffic control tower and vice versa. j



The following reosive-only links wwtld be required, in eoder to monitor (en etisting frequency
bedOl

Scommunication between test ai•raft and teweHl

* omuniseitiUn at air traffic Controll
Sesmmunlieoatin at ground trffic control.

Naýs, appropriate special radio-c.munication equipmnt is to be set up in the control van, in the

too ad mteorological aircraft and at the various outbound stations

getting up Trackins Inuijment

Special requirement* anr to be observed in setting up any mobile tracking equipment. Independently

) which system to used (e.g. kinethdeolite, laser, or tracking radar) its position with respect to

the goe-stationary coordinat, system must be carefully determied. Also, careful leveling and deter-

mination of systematic errora is paramount, since deviations of the order of fractions of a degree

will result in gross tracking errors. luch errors might result from boresight axis collimation

errors. range biau. and leveling misalignment. All these should eventually be taken into acount in

the evaluation process.

If permanently installed systems are available, say near airports, the important coordinates are

already precisely known. ft mobile or portable systems are used, coordinate.. can be freely select-
ed; to facilitate the trajectory data analysis in case of a take-off or landing flight procedure, it

would then be advantageous to select the coordinate system (in which date are presented) to coin-

cide with the runway center tine, and a line vertical to the runway center line.

Modern trajectory measurement systems such as kinetheodolites and tracking radar are usually

equipped with time synchronisation. If. for example, several kinetheodolites are used in a certifi-

cation test It is advantageous to synchronize both by triggering them at regular itervals utilising

the same time base. The trigger pulse could then also actuate a film-frame counter In each kine-

theodlaite, such that each frame number would now also be a measure of time.

Since precise time synchronisation is of the utmost importance for tracking, the time-instances of

shutter-operation (if still-picture cameras are used) must be relayed to the master tape recorder by

means of signal cables or by radio. Likewise. kinetheodolite time signals for each of th,' film-

frames must be transeitted. If continuous tracking by laser or radar equipment is used, the time-

code signal is recorded and plotted in real time with the flight-trajectory coordinates. Laser or

radar equipment will usually be several hundred meters away from the ground track and will

therefore not constitute a reflecting surface to be concerned about.

Bettina un Meteorological gquisment

For ease of handling, a 10 m high weather mast - usually consisting of several telescopic sections

to be cranked up toward& full length - is often mounted on a trailer. Telescopic configurations pro-

vide good mechanical stability; otherwise stabilizing wires will be necessary. The weather mast

should be poestioned esloe to the measuring microphones (but not too close because of possible

reflections) and *ome distance away (100 to W m) ftem the (heat-producing) control-van. The

meteorological meaWaring Instruments should operate continuously from the start of the day, so that

any gross changes in atmospheric conditions during the actual testing will be immediately

apparent.

Weather stations close to the ground arce somewhat easier to handle. ANNEX 16 requires that for

Chaptor4 and Chapter-10 type measurements atmospheric information be gathered at 1.2 or 2 m

above ground.
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If meteorological data aloft are measured by a tethered radio sonde, its launch station should be

prepared in advance of the test. This station should again be sufficiently far away from the cen-
tral acoustic measuresent station to avoid noise contamination and reflections.

Bettina up an Approach Guidance System

Landing-approach aaise testa where a specified descent angle must be maintained precisely require

excellent ground based guiding systems for the pilot. For helicopter approach noise tests, a fre-

quently used mothod involves the operation of two "Precision Approach Path Indicators (PAPI)". The

type 2/Mark 5 cf the BARREL LIGHTING Co. Ltd. (Fix. 3.42) is a portable version of such a PAPI.
This particular instrument pro-

jects two beams of light towards
the approaching aircraft. The two
projection lenses are arranged in

the vertical; here the top light-

beam is white, the lower one red.

For visual pilot guidance two
PAPIs are required. The two units

are arranged to the left and
right of the approach path cen-
teriine, equi-spaced several
meters (e.g. 5 m) to either side
of the approach-path/ground-
plane intersection. One unit is

adjusted vertically, such that the

red/white boundary is at the
lower limit of the desired
approach angle (usually 0.5° from

Fig. 3.42 Precision Approach Path Indicator "PAPI" the nominal, e.g. 6.00 - 0.5*),
(Barrel Lighting Co) the other unit at the higher limit

(e.g. 6.0* + 0.5*)

The approaching pilot will then see one red light and one white light if he is within the glide-

slope limit; he will see two whites, if he is too high; he will see two reds, if he is to low.
Following these guide-lights, the pilot can now readily adjust his descent-slope to within the limits

of the selected glide slope.

The two PAPIs must of course be aligned in the direction of the flight track. This alignment is not

very critical and may be done "by eye" using for example the center microphone position as a
reference. Aligning the units in the vertical plane must be done much more carefully. This is

achieved with a built-in inclinometer which is accurate to one or two minutes of arc. Also, the
PAPIs must be mounted on a rigid support. If this support structure is laid on soft ground, it may
sag in the course of time. A misalignement by 1 or 2 degrees will already produce significant

* errors in the results. It is, therefore, advisable to check the alignment frequently.

* Westland Helicopters Inc. 1201 has shown that the actual approach angle can deviate by much more

than 0.5 degrees when such a PAPI is used, as illustrated in Fig. 3.43. Although the PAPIs are
aligned to 9 +/- 0.5 degrees, the dotted lines show that the actual app.roach angle can actually

vary between 8 and 10 degrees even when the PAP! indicator otherwise works perfectly correct
throughout the aircraft approach.

This shows that a PAPI-system is really not capable of meeting the most stringent tolerances that

are required at present.

, . , .-. .
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Fig. 3.43 Possible flight path deviations of between 8.00 amd 10.00 with double PAPI system
sot at angle 9.00 +/-0.5*

The Control Van

The control van, housing the master control and communications center, will contain all acoustic
recording and in-the-field analysis equipment, the time-synchronisation equipment and the read-outs

for meteorological information. The test engineer is in radio contact with each autonomous acoustic
measurement station, with each tracking station, with the pilot and observer in the test aircraft
and, as the case may be, with the air traffic control tower. It may be necessary to air-condition
the van, not so much for personnel comfort but for equipment temperature reliability.

3.5 Test Ezecution

The details of the noise certification test will to some extent depend on the type of aircraft (fixed
wing propeller, fixed wing jet, or rotorcraft) and on the particular procedure (take-off, level fly-

over, approach). In general, however, noise certification tests have much in common, and the pro-
cedural aspects as discussed below are essentially relevant to all types of aircraft noise testing.
As stated above, data to be taken fall into the four following categories

o acoustic,

o aircraft operational,
o aircraft tracking, and

o meteorological.

Prior to all testing, a well thought out and sufficiently detailed test plan and test matrix must be
established and distributed to all concerned. Also, a thorough pro-test briefing must be held, so
that everybody fully understand@ what is required and what are his or her specific tasks. Specifi-

cally, the ground test crew (acoustic, meteorological, and tracking) and the test pilot and the
observer must be thoroughly informed.

2.5.1 Acoustic Dats Acquiti

(a) Tape Selection

Enough high quality, low-noise tape to cover the entire expected teeo duration should be readily
available. The typical 14-channel tape-recorder requires 1-inch tape, which comes in reels of 6,
10, 12, and 15 inch diameter. In a typical aircraft noise test the highest frequency of interest will



be at least 10 kHs. rore often 12.5 kils; the tape speed should then be no less than 15 in/*. It is

desirable to employ long tapes to eliminate frequent changes during a test. Changes will not only

require recalibration but can also jeopardize comparability, as there are differences in the electro-

magnetic properties of tape of up to I dB. For each tape these must be determined through prior

calibration.

It several autonomous 2- to 4-track tape-recorders are used instead of one central multi-channel

tape-recorder, these would typically take 1/4-inch tape. Again. the tape-speed will be dictated by
tefrequency range of interest, although now the taps-length is much less, requiring more frequent

tape-chang:s. It is good practice to start all individual tape recorders simultaneously with a now

reel, so that changing the reels can occur on all tape-recorders at the same time. The necessary
oaliratons an hinoccur simultaneously while the flight test is interrupted.

(b) In-the-fleld System Calibration

All electronic equipment, i.e. microphones, power supplies, precision sound level motors, tape-recor-
ders, graphic level recorders, monitoring oscilloscopes and analyser. (if used in the field) should

be switched on at least 15 minutes or better still one hour prior to the start of testing to allow for

a sufficient staoilisation-period.

The measurement chain in its entirety should then be calibrated by means of (preferably only one)

plstonphone for discrete frequency (sinusoidal) response at - if possible - several frequencies. The

pistonphone is slipped over the (live) microphone cartridge after removing the wind-ball and held
r. : .. there by (a steady) hand, while sach calibration tone is recorded for a period of 15 to 30 seconds.

The gain settings should be written down and annotated on the voice track. It should be remember-

ed that the output of a pistonphone depends on the ambient pressure which must therefore also be
recorded.

An in-the-field pink-noise calibration for overall frequency response is also advisable, if only to

check whether the system response has stayed the same since the preparatory laboratory calibra-
ties.* In that case the pink-noise generator will be connected to a dummy-microphone after removing

the microphone cartridge and a recording made on the data tape track.

In addition to recording the pistonphone signal, its level should also be monitored at instruments
within the measurement chain,* no~ably at the sound level meters and at the indicator instrument on

the tape recorder.

Such calibrations should be repeated at appropriate time intervals; in any case, however, at the
S beginning and at the end of each data tape and, for long tapes, even In between.

(c) GrOUtd-orew Briefins

On the basis of the test matrix, the test engineer will brief each of the ground crew members about

the sequence of events prior, during, and after each flyover occurs. It should in particular be

made clear how the approaching aircraft will be announced, how gains must be set on the instru-

ments, how the test must be annotated on each of the tape-recorder voice tracks, what information

should be written down (preferably on prepared note-pads), when to switch the instruments on and

off,, when and how calibrations should be conducted and what kind of immediate response is expect-

d right after the flyover.

Similar briefing information must be given to the tracking personnel.

(4) N" R~*

Each PAmte. oot, requires a sufficiently detailed test matrix, available to all test participants,

S. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .... . - ' • , ,
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including the pilots. A tet-number must be assigned to each test, to be mentioned on the voice

tracks of all tape-recorders prior to the event.

As had been disouesed in previous sections. 4t is of great importance to ensure adequate gain

settings for all instruments, taking into account the characteristics of the expected signal.

Obvtousl.i, a sufficiently large margin below the overload condition is always necessary; however

for a predominantly broadband signal, such as for a Jet-propelled aircraft, a small margin will

suffice while for a strongly impulsive sound type, such as from a helicopter under a blade slap

condition a larger safety margin will be required.

Preferably, the optimum gain setting for each acoustic measurement station should be determined

during prior test flights. Such preparatory flights are usually made anyway, as the pilot will want

to practice the test procedure. If that is not possible, estimates of the expected sound level could

serve to initially adjust the gains. The levels to be expected can often be taken from tests on

similar aircraft. As a very coarse guide-lUne the following fiCures can be used: a light propeller-

"driven aeroplanu at 300 m height would produce between 70 and 80 dB(A), as will a helicopter at a

flight height of 150 m.

The corresponding levels for subsonic jet aircraft may range somewhere from 80 to 90 dB, for

flyover, sideline and approach (Note, that these are A-weighted levels, which are of interest in

setting the gains in the field, rather than any RPNLs, which do not allow a gain setting in the

field !).

Immediately before the actual test flight, the test engineer should announce the upcoming test num-

ber, the direction from which the aircraft will approach the measurement stations (if a "to-and-fre"

type flight test takes place) and should check with each of the outside stations to make sure they

are ready for data recording; he should also check whether the pilot is ready, and alert, as the

case may be, the air-traffic control tower about the upcoming test flight. If everything is ready,

the test-pilot gives a warning just before the beginning of the test. The test engineer will then

alert all test stations (including the tracking stations) and issue the command to switch on all

recording instrumentation.

The recording should start well before the noise from the approaching aircraft emerges from the

background noise and should continue until the aircraft noise is will below the background noise,

as illustrated in Fig. 3.44. Thi. practice also provide3 an indication of the background noise,

which should be care-

fully monitored by the

test engineer. The

broadband (unweight-

Wkw WOqs~ 0ed) noise signal
ZO T should at the very

least exceed the

3 broadband background

noise by 15 dD. This

I NOW must be considered to

be marginal, since the

""'WO-dB-down points"
must be at least 5 d5

m -to~l above the ambient

noise. It should be

recalled that for the

uPN L-omputatiorn the

SeO-d9-down- points of1'.8.4 lt~~ins i eqec the lmaxtnn=m tos-



correCted Perceived Noise Level', PNLTM, are required for data-processing (es Appendix A to this
AGARDograph). If the difference between (the readily available) maximum A-weighted signal level

and A-weighted background noise becomes loe than 15 dB during the toot, then the test engineer

must decide whether to continue or to terminate testing. Prior to recording the flyover noise the

engineers at each of the autonomous acoustic measuring-statione should annotate on their tape

recorders the upt sing test number, the time, the flight direction (eg. East-West, or flight

direction 27. or approaching from such and such a land mark) and all gain settings on the sound

)evel motors (or whatever signal conditioning instrument is used), Redundancy of information is

certainly good practice! After the test aeroplane has overflown the measurement stations, each of

the outside test engineers must report to the control van that the aircraft flyover noies has

submerged into the background noise and wait for the command to switch off. The test engineer
then inquires at each outside station about the acceptability of the data and the occurrence of any

problems. He would further ask the test pilot on board, if engine and other flight operational

parameters have been within specifications. If tracking information is readily available, e.g. when

a polaroid picture or a real-tise laser tracking are used, he can then proclaim the flight a "valid

one", and - unless a sufficient number of valid flights have already been flown - call for the next

test flight. The test aircraft would then either prepare for an approach of the measurement station

from the other direction (if it was a level flyover) or intercept whatever climbing or descending

flight path was specified in the test.

3.5.2 Flight-epm-aima1 Cmsdoratcms

(a) Pilot Briefing:

The test pilot must know the required settings of engine parameters and the flight trajectory to be

followed. The following should be considered as a typical pilot briefing pertaining - in this case

- to a Chapter-S helicopter noise certification test. Here the pilot is informed about the details of

the take-off procedure, the level flyover procedure, and the landing approach procedure (for refe-

rence see Section 2.7). lis (written) instructions will include the following information:

o Take-off procedure:

- approach the rotation point at an altitude of 20 m (66 ft);

- maintain a stable airspeed of Vy +/- 3 knots throughout the entire flight;

- maintain a stable rotor speed at maximum (top of green arc) normal operating RPM;

- begin climb-out with take-off power at the designated marker, maintaining the prescribed

stabilized airspeed and rotor-RPM;

- continue the stabilised climbout until informed by the test engineer that the test is over.

o Level Flyover:

- pass over the center-line microphone at a height of 500 fit;

- stabilise airspeed at 90% VH;

- stabilize rotor speed at maximum normal operating RPM (top of green arc);

- maintain thee conditions from 500 m before to 500 m after flying over the center

measurement station.

o Lad Approach:

- maintain a steady approach angle of 6"+/-0.51 as indicated by the PAPI-system;

- stabilise airspeed at Vy;

- stabilise rotor speed at maximum normal operating RPM (top of the green arc);

- omameme approach at 750 ft asove ground lovel and conbinue until reaching 100 ft above

-rm level.,

smd.o. .-
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Wb Co-Pilot/Obverver Briefing

airspeed, outside temperature, indicated rr-to-of-climb or descent and flight altitude (although on-

All this information, identified by the test number and the time corresponding to the flyover-instant

above the central measurement station should be written on a note-pad. A typical page from such a

note pad of a helicopter noise test is reproduced in Fll. 345. It shows columns for run-number,

time, weight in terms of fuel remaining, indicated airspeed. titor RPM, torque (in terms of % of

the maximum), flight altitude. rate of climb or rate of descent, outside temperature. as well as a

column termed "Remarks". This latter column can be very valuable in the data evaluation process.
For example, observer remarks such as "cross wind too high", "lots of turbulence; speed build-up

slow", "bumpy over center mike". "badly stabilized, lots of control req"' etc. are quite helpful in

the later interpretation of data.

6A1~ O'ISS t 3i, 1V* 10 -T._______

(0 3 2 3o. JIS 100t 1'

tt 160 O 12+f lob V5

AI2- 14W (d3 -C 
__ __

Fig. 3.45 Typical "flight log" an generated by observer/co-pilot

Imsttead of writing down information, a camera in often used to take pictures of the cockpit instru-
mentation at predetermined time intervals or following specific commands from the teot-engineer on

the ground. More conveniently, pictures can be obtained autom.Aically either by Means of a

cine-camera taking a picture every 1/2 or 1 second or by a video-camera. Time-information should

appear on the picture framnes.

(c Weight Watchimis

If. for whate*er " W sugo, many son togt fligt an. rquired thans specified as minioum anmber it
may be neesamw= either to reftel or to add ballast it the specified flight naow falls Weoof the



allowable minimum maea (e.g 10% below maximum). Is a medium-weight- heliospter teat, for example,.3it can be aftmesary to add ballast (such as lead-granulate bags) every hour oi flight time and to
refuel evea? third step to maintain the specified flight meass.

3.5.3 Voltmerlmial Data Acquisition

Depending again on the technical sophistication of Ohe tes. ground-meteorological data from a 2-rn
or a 10-mn pole are either recorded automatically or are written down from visual readings. Since
a too high wuind speed or cross-wind component will invalidate the test flight, such information
must be readily available to the flight teat engineer, Renoe the 30-second average wind-oseeds must
to acted at the instant of flight over the center measuring station~. A typical note-pad page is rim-
produced is rlu. 3.46, showing columns for time, run-number, relative humidity, air-temperature,

wind-speed, wind direc-
11Y7 'RU le R T" W WIND FUGHT 0Mtioui, flight direction and

VP listings would be made
35 it.i' - .- ; . 1f for air-pressure; there

Ai.. ~ * tat.readings every 15 minutes
~ LL. 7D0 L. ~would suffice.

s__2~ W.I A.U __L +L flight trajectory infor-
1 1.2.L.± .S4 ~ .. ~.4 ..... _ mation available to the

121 .&A .a.A. R~ 2M1.1 444.44~'' flight toot engineer in
1,1 . 1.az.4.i AirL4 4I 0 .- ..L . ±1±.. "real time". As had been

* :.~i~~ ~ .23~a ..~. .41 ....- discussed previously, the
11 .2&.4f 3.)a. aS~ .t laser-tracker and track-
- -a .uaJ4 J4 .LL its ...... tt ing-radars are the only

..L$.aL R _2L-& _..tB_ AML 3.-- ,L systems that provide suchffi4 2R2 A4 L Information Instantaneous-

~ liL.&. ~ a~:. ~I. ~tracking methods (as do-
* ~ .14046 34 .~. - i scribed previously in

£4~.f .. a...L .k* ~ ~~T ~Section 3.3.1 where e.g.

~Lk .L.L. ..~.z.~..z ~ , nboerd processors pro-
vide ad-hoc guidance on

Fig. 3.46 Typical note-pad page from meteorological ground the flight path for the
station pilot) can be. and nor-

mally are, used in anyI; mprehasslvo aud involved noise certification tests of, say. subsonic jet aircraft or heavy
prepellor-driven aseoplanee. A les" sophisticated metWe tait provide almoet Instantaneous infor-
matIon is the polaroid-backed still-picture camera; the cama-saeper tar can EeteMine the height of
the aircraft by means of a megnifying-lense reticle reading. This can he achieved within one or
two utiautode tumoo developmemt of the instast picture takes between 1/2 and 1 minute, 4opeading on
tile outside temperature). This to actually quitsa long. &in=e a .~oliooplar or a light praopller-driven

arlanmco twom 1we the neut test-flight in les" than that lime Mpan. Still, fth ether systems.
sev as kinotheodelites, sesqire off-line procesesing. 1t is. thearefoe a good idea to have as Insm
No polarii..amerat twiundem to the colhV aetmwet to ProwIde idatntameus tracking



Trefiag prsvidse - singing ~e. W~age - informatiun on $rsomd Speed. 40' importat Input to s-
pus&th ar. WKl. IM Us t lru e iood delasimins from em-beard tnetrumme, lS. 00 te ether heand, is 811

impu"tea paramete to comate *ea-munmbqa sad do. advaaoina, or oliseal bed. tUp M1ach-AMaisrs
for helicopter raiose aUd aircraft v 00110mr.

3.6 11010

This secsUO describes She psot-bW~ 615alySi of 410 Wosueti data, mpeotfiGaLl1y the deteminatimt of
either a 4amanm £-wgasils fipws. misn lewd*, as required for the 0eioe-eertifioatioi Of l1ght
propeller-driven aoerpleaee (AMEE Chapters 6 and 10). or an 101sUhe t*M. Pemwdsoe Sawe' for

helicopter, heavy propeiler-4uiven aeroplane and subeonic jet-aircraft (ANNEX Chapters 8 and 3)
raite* certifioation. lIn the course of this katise., it will he demenstrated how tracking and meteoro-

logical information is utilised to correct flight noise data towards retrence conditions.

3.6.1 Data Asetrais - DWk~milathif Of the CWURNSftAtM MealMm V-eako Fb b Ue ee

The first acoustic information available after completion of a test series is probably the A-weighted

flyover noise-leve time history as measured in the field at each measurement sateion. A typical
recording appears in Fix, 3.47.

d In addition a plot of the typical

d Twn Sngine background neise - also weighted
-ub~o. should exist, such as shown in

£61 lka/h immediately Inspected visually

for any evident non-test related
disturbances. as might result
from wind gusts or extraneu

le-Us ~noiese sources. Next, one would

Time check if the flyover signals wr
sufficiently above the ambient

SIl noise* level. In the case of a
pistonChapter 6 or Chapter 10 noise

""110 kg. 13 PS. Icertification test, a 10 dB
34£ ~ Isignal-to-noise ratio will usually

-jsuffice. The maximum levels thatI_______________________occurred during the flyover must
3 1 then be corrected to establish

5,Time the final noiese certification
________________________________level. These corrections are

MFO 6*0quite easy to perform for the
duI~ ~ ~Chapter-S test but somewhat mer

involved for the Chapter-10 test.

u~j. SI~fa .jRather than visually reading
them maximum levels from a

A ~'lgraph like Fig. 3.47. all the
Ties "good" recordings are usually

Pig. 3.4? Flywoer A-%veglod moles level time histories hir replayed through a laboratory-
preOUs-divoisesesplanesat differm4 take-eff baued proisieem esoud lovel
mes ei saglus poersM at a flight hoeigt of

$ No meter. The molra jewels am



then red frem a peak-hold dial-
*_______________________________ tat instrument, or, it such an
* ~ &natrumeet is Not available. ftrom

A-~t~m a___________________ n analog iradietaw instrumenlt.
Oftb L~ gotine measured maximum levels

Lpj~gand the associated aircraft ope-j retiemal and meteorological in-
3060M formation for a minimum of4

1W ~(Chapterst) or 6 (Choptr 10)
valid Uiltajhs at. them used in

an aeseemwent of the conf idence-

Fig. 1.S8 Time hissery of typical daytime sAwiem limits as specifted in the ANNEX
A-weighted noiese level ("background noise') e

(a) mSh ..iJ. Us Tea O t oton 2.6 of this AGARDograph)

Flyffer en: 5 151 -owvalusa must he corrected for deviations of the teat helical blade tip Mach-
mumber from their rhterenoe values which are due to deviatiens from the reference temperature. No
height osrrection is required if the test aircraft was within *10m/-30m of the reference height;
also, atmospheric absorption need not be accounted for, since the teat must be conducted within the
t~emrature/relativo humidity windoW shown in Fig. 3. 16.

The following example of a Chapter 6 Test is to illustrate the procedures. Let us &asume that the
test environment and aircraft operational characteristics were

Propeller disaseter - 2.0 m
Reference propeller RPM - 27M min 1

Referene. flight speed - 200 km/h
Reference temperature - 25 *`C
Reference flight height - 300 m

From this. ore computes a reference helical blade tip Mach number of 0.63U.

rn1U54 below liats (hypotheIcal) measured noise levels, test-flight operational parameters, and
test environmental conditions. TheA operational and environmental parameters deviate fnom reference.
They are, however, alt within the allowable test windows. Recall that the temperature window wast
2 *C to 35 *C, and the height window was 270 m to 310 et.

TABUI 6 9xample of Date-heet for a Chapter-1 Noles Certification Test (Tre 25 -C, M~ 0.932)

Test L p V 0 RPM TT Hr MT1  MR-M*T All LpA.cor.:

Nbr dB km/h I/mmn C IN dO dB

1 78.2 210 266 33 306 0.= 0.012 0.3 79.1
2 75. 15 2W as 25 0.1 0.01 1.2 --.

3 77.3 u0s 2110 37 230 0.6&M3 0.001 0.0 17.3
4 77.2 200 270 31 36 0.624 0.006 0.6 77.6

1 73.1

ax 1.6
u 1.36

.4. --



TOMs1s to Ol d 4 dow signficant deviation& of the helical blade tip Much number, as is evident
fromd ad"* eums - 11T. In all these e&ase the test Mash number was lower than the reference
M&a memer, tUm making a Mach-number amosriouin mandatory. When the test Mach-number is
highstan the* ralmnmee Math number - as in Test 3 -*ANNEX il/Chapter 6 does not prohibit a
cuveetion, aoea *thi culd only raise (rather than lower) the nelee eartification level.

if Pe results from noese sensitivity flight teats, are available. ANNEX I6 requires the addition of a
factor Delta S a 180 leg "IM.. this factor is also liated in TABLB 6. The corrected levels in the
right-ama eislmai aft aritfAstically averaged, to pr-odue a final average level I - 71.1 MIA)
with astlandard deviation f - 1.4 dil. For a sample of N a data points and accordingly
N - I - I degrees of .'em TABUE 9-1 in Appendix I lists a Student-factor t4;0.10 of 3.363,
eur02p..dimg to a as eenfieoa limit of 1.36 do. As this value is still lees than the permitted
value of 1.5 d@, the flight test produced a valid n~ois certification level.

This example illustrates a Chapter 6 noise certification proceure which requires a performance
mierrcion. If the aircraft had the operational capabilitiee of ths example of Section 2.5.7. a Malus
of 1.31 dD io added to the sabve noese certification level. This would then lead to a performance-
am aected value of 73.3 43(A), just below the permitted S0 dDIA), it the aircraft had a take-off
msea in excess of 1IN0 kg. Nsne, the aircraft would have passed the noise certification test.

In the habve example it was tacitly assumed that the environmental tmiperature/relative-humidity
conditions were within the permitted area shown in Fig. 2.16 and that the wind-conditions were
acceptable.

(b) Chapter 1-) Teat (See Seetio'i 2.6 of this AGAflDograph)

A (take-off) Chapter 10 noise certification tool. data reduction will require an atmospheric
absorption correction (under certain conditions). a height correction, a helical propeller blade-tip
Mach number correction and an ambient preaaure correction.

While Chapter 6 requires a level flyover. Chapter 10 Involves a take-off. desa, the operational
parameters of the test aircraft at the reference atmoepheric conditions exactly define the flight tra-
jectory; hence no performance correction is necessary. Suppose that the test aircraft in the previous
axample has he be tested &coordIng to Chapter 10. Then a minimum of 6 valid teat flights are
required. T&MI 7 belew gives a list of (hypothetical) measured data.

TABLE 7 :xrv.ple o' Data-Sheet for a f'hapter-10 Noise Certification Toot
(Tro - I6 SC, X~ re -1.647)

pet LW..- y RM TT NT M7 Mg3-MT AM Al A2 LpA,corr

Nbr do km,*h I/min 6C 0 dS dl 13 d

1 70.2 210 Ift0 U we6 0.420 0.067 0.5 ^ýI 2.1 61.3
2 76.4 lae 2000 26 2VS 0.317 0.0%1 0.6 1.2 2.3 78.4
3 7.6 WS .?IQ 27 ISO 0.33 0.014 0.6 1.6 1.1 80.3
4 77.3 am 273 31 US P.M o.m 0.4 1.0 1.3 30.3

a ?R.4 3R5 2730 32 WP 0.646 0.60 0.6 1.9 0.6 73.3
6 "3.1, 19 3100 36 230 0.611 0.036 0.5 1.3 2.3 62.7

1 60.3
1.3

up 1.47
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Recall that for this test, the reference temperature Is 18 "€. Then the r eference helical blade tip
Moth number is 0.64?. Suppoee that the reference flight height (during climbl) above the acoustic

measuring station was 3 m, i.e. much less than the one actually flown during the test (perhaps

due to s ame heed-wind). The test day average relative humidity is taken as S•.. On account of the
observed temporatures, all tests ware outside the atmosphercl 'nr-correction '-window. ANNEX 16/
Chapter 10 then requires a Delta M correction. ior a relative humidity of W% and temperatures
ranging between 25 *C and 38 OC the absorption coefficient in the 500 Ha bend - 0.3. Thus,
the Delta M correction of 0.7O,)"T/30 equals -0.5 dBl for all 6 teat cases. The height eorrec-

tion of Delta 1 - 3o lag IH/HR) must be individually ecmpated as shown in TABLE 7. Referring to
Section 2.6.7 it is evident that for helical blade tip Math numbers above O.BW the deviations are

Salways geater the- uvermittod; also, the test Mach numbers are all loweri than the reference Mach

numbers. MHnce, a ý4,ch number correction is mandatory.

Thus, in the end, an atmospheric correction Delta M, a height correction Delta 1, a Mach-number
correction Delta 2 and (not included in the ex~ample) an ambient pressure correction Delta 3 must be

added to the measured levels to obtain the fully corrected noise levels. Again, the 6 valid levels
are arithmetically averaged, to provide the aircraft-speciric certification level. In the example

Sshown. using the minimum required 6 data points (A valid teat nlights), the aircraft would have a

noise certification level of 80.3 dB(A) with a 90J confidence level of 1.47 dB; this confidence level

just barely suffices.
hn the above illustration, a factor K - 150 for the Mach-number correction was again used. It will

be recalled that ANNEX also allows to establish this factor through dedicated flight tests. The
following example, reported by CAA 1211 illustrates the proceduie: within the framework of a
Chapter-6 noise certification test measurements hod been made at the relatively low ambient tempe-

rature of a *C (Fix. 3.49) open triangles), corresponding to a helical blade tip Mach number of
0.87. The reference temperature. however is 25 'C. with an associated reference Mach number of
0.84. To derive a notse* sensitivity curve (in this came L pA,max va helical blade tip Mach number),

the propeller rotational speed was reduced in steps down to a helical blade tip Mach number well
below 0.84 (as shown in Fig. 3.49, dark triangles). The noise sensitivity curve permitted the cor-

rection of the measured noise

levels to those at reference
90 I I Mach number. Since the actuald1B 8 °C DATA Mach number was rather high,

Correction Curve the correction amounts to sme

8 dB, (which is actually larger
through RPM-Change 

than permitted). Still. in the

85- tase at hand, it was possible

0 to repeat the measurements at
-I the higher test temperature of

S20 *C DATA 20 "C at some later time.

on ) 

Fig. 3.49 shows that these data
8points (open circles) agree veryso 4 

well with the original sonsitivi-
8 R enety-curve, thus lending credibi-

Condition lity to the correction procedure.0 
In the example shown here, the

. 3 factor K would have a value of

.7 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95 1 ,0 approximately 220, "

helical blade tip Mach number

Fig. 3.49 Mach number (or temperature, respectively)
correction through Nin the tield method"
by mans of repeated flights at different
propeller RPDU (from Ws. 21)

7-
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2.61 Dat Ambi - h.laatim .1 lse l •'ft~h ,.tittive Purusived Nibls .,t'

In order to determine a (final) ffctivo Perceived Noise Level, the poscedure outlined in APPEN-
DIX A to this AGARO eph hould be feolewed. loI the following, the pr wre will be illustrated
by mans of specific datu example., pertaining to helicopter noise teaJts Ull 2l. It shouad be re-
called that the nols eerttlloation of a hellqoptar is particularly Comple, sice masurementi must

be made simultaneosely using three mlirepbenee, oriented at right angie to the flight path. Thus,

each microphone position requires Its own distance-correction far the point In time, when PILTM

accurs; this point in tims must net necessarily be the *asa at all mlcophennee Far the lateral

mlcrephones this at" involves a fairly complex atmutation at slant angles. The averag

PML-valusa obtained at eath at the three mi•rophoe (after Individual rrecUton) will yield the
final IPIL, and this for each of the three procedures 'take-of, 'lel flyever' *nd 'landing

approach'. As a remilndert for beavr propeller-driven aeroplanes and for subeonic jet-aircraft bnly

oMe maximum sideline level and one flyover level Is rquvired for a take-off test, and only am

flyover level tor the approach test, rather than 3.

Though the final certification nois level will be the IPHL, It Is advisable to check the data firet

in terms of A-weighted flyover time histories. Disturbances In the noise levels are readily evident

from a visual inspection of A-level time histoar traces. An exaaple of such trace. appeare In

Fit. 3.50, where for the 3 microphone-positions, i.e. 'sideline left' (in the flight direction), 'cean-

torllno center'. and aildelln* right' the L-pAislow -raes are shuwn. For certification, six such fi-
gumre will be required. It Is of course not surprising that the 3 microphones exhibit rather diffe-

rant traces for the some test Mlight. Then differences are due to (1) the difference In the distances

SWWUNE PONT CENTWNE SIELNE ST3OND

so-B
70

70

go

60 A

'go

LANO
70 APPROg~

-20-100 300 9030 00'a -30-20-10 10 -0 30 s

FLYOVER 11 IL-C&MIT

Fig. 3.50 Typinal helicopter flyover A-weighted noles level tim histories at 3 microphone locations
'sideline port'. centerline center' and 'sideline starbord' for certification procedures
'take-o"ff, level flyover' and 'landing approach'
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to tbe aireratt, and (8) the Oifbreomee to wele direetvivty, whieh are kaewi to be rahrpo

of a highly dircetimnal blade stop conditien). It will be rmailed that different riesucsdi

nthe durigim a yia eioee eetW anapocigheiotrm ihtfrtba h

etae musv yemi o signals. Since each of these sourcee has Its own speed dependence

ooptr ws drtiy aovethecoater micoephone. The maximum notes levels of the microphones will

Inspection of oucceseive fyover A-level traces made

All inder nominally identical conditions. as shown in
Fix. 3.51 for 6 level flyovers allows a Judgement on
the repeatability of the teat. The similarity or die.
elmilerity in the A-leVel tracee for repeated test
flights are indications of the steadiness of the

flight path (as affected by wind ansd atmuspheric
turbulence), the ability of the t#41. pilot to repro-
duce* the operational conditions for each successive
flight, and the sensitivity of sound generation and
radiation mechanisms to slight operational or atmo-
spheric variations from test to test, tet More im-
portantly, from such initial level traces. one can

Wý17 select the time span which must be analysed to en-
sure the 10-dUl-down-points required foa ~he PNLT-
com putition. Since A-weighting differs, fromn the noy-

weighting, onet cannot simply take the A-level

lO-di-down time spans as available from the A-level

Aý time histories. A time span should be selected which

comprises approximately 1S dD below L pAmxbefore

\A, and after the occurrence of L PA max* A typical time
span for a helicopter noise test can range froms 15
to 30 seconds, thus yielding between 30 end 60
individual 1/S-octave band spectra.

The first stop in the subsequent iterative processing
13 of the data then involves tht reduction of the re-

corded sound signal into 1/3 octave band spectre in

_M -20 - 1 a 10 20s30 a frequency range from S0 Ha to 10.000 Nz, i.e. in
Ties the 113-octave frequency bands, from No. 1 is 50 14s)

to Me. 24 (5 10,000 110. This data is usually digi-
Fig. 3.61 Typical helicopter A-weighted tised and atored at 1/2 second intervals on a digi-

noise level time histories at
microphone location 'centerline tal magnetic tape for further processing. For the
center' for 6 nominally Identical analysis, Annex 16 reocommends exponential averag-

('tae-ef') lyoereIng with a time constant of 1000 me.

tach of "hse uequentially measured "raw" 1/3-oclave band spectra must then be adjusted for

"o miorephe frequency response
"* wind-all effects
"o reoring system frequency response

r



I.

The lrphn• e freque1 reispon•e is available hie p• r s.allbcon supplied by the manufah-

tutuf or frees a frequency reap".. oheek .1 the sicr@phone made primr to the test (nae, that mitre-
pho -eslightly chtage their frequency response in the course of several years. especially at high-

or frequenciee).

The frequeaey-doespdent ineortIon Ion mf a wind ball can be taken from data supplied by th
mantectlIturer.,

Adjustmenta for rscording system response will be made on the basis of previous recoi•ding of 'pink

noise' (oenstant energy per Ill-octave band), whereby an additional individual aortion for the

pin' neise gemerateres output may be neceesary. A typical compilation of such spectral Corrections

is shew in [jiL.Jl listed fIo band numbers I through 114. They accon t for the "rquenoy

responses of (a) all the wind-balls. (b) each of the microphonee (microphone number* 1. I3 and 3),

(a) the (one) pink-noise generator used and (dM each of 6 data channels. According to the sign,

these oorrections will be added to or subtracted from each frequency band level.

CImI iusH- *lM1 NIf M 111RS PINE N. PINK MOM CAINlATICN NO TAPM NO.
111U. W IL eft Camor right CM. 1 2 a 4 a a

s0 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 -0.4 0.4 0 0 0.3 0.1 -0.2 0.3
63 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 -0.4 1.4 1.1 0.3 1.1 1.0 1.0
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.4 -0.2 -0.6 -1. -1.1 -0.6 -0.0

100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.6 -0.0 -0.4 -0.5 -0.9
136 0.0 Od 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2
100 (1 #1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.5 -0.3 -0.7 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6
300 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.0 -0.4 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4
250 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
316 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.3 -0.5 -0.3 -0.4 -0.8
400 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.5 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3
so0 -0.1 0.0 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 -0.2 -0.3
430 -0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -0.8 -0.3 -0.4 -0.6

-M0 -0.? 0,0 -0.2 0.0 0.3 0,0 -0.3 -0.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.,
1000 -0. 0.0 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.4
1310 -G.! 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.4 -0.2 -0.5 -0.5 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7
1500 -0.5 -. l1 -0.3 0.0 0.4 -0.4 -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 -0.6 -0.6
a000 -0.6 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.4 -0.4 -0.7 -0.6 -0.3 -0.6 -0.8
2600 -0.7 -0.3 -0.3 0.0 0.3 -.0,9 -1.2 -1.3 -0.5 -1.0 -1.2
3150 -0.8 -0.3 -0.3 0.0 0.3 -1.1 -1.3 -1.2 -0.4 -1.1 -1.3
4000 -0.1 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.1 -0.8 -1.0 -0.7 0.2 -0.7 -0.9
6000 0.5 -4.6 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 -1.1 -1.3 -0.6 0.4 -0.8 -0.9
am 0.4 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0.3 -1.1 -1.3 -0.1 1.1 -0.4 -0.6
3m 0.3 -0.8 -0.1 -0.3 0.5 -0.9 -1.1 0.7 2.2 0.1 -0.0

10000 1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -0.3 0.3 -1.4 -1.6 1.0 2.7 -0.0 -0.3

Fig. 3.53 Spectral corrections (in di) of the data recording/reduction system

At this point then. the instrumentation-related response-corrected 1/3-octave band spectra at 1/2-

soond intervals during the flyover are available for each of the microphones. One such corrected

spectrum might look as shown in Fig, 3.63. &von In this relatively coarse resolution, one distin-

guiheso a rotational fundamental o. the rotor around 50 He and several harmonics in the 100 He.

NO Mis. mad 315 It bnds. They imply the presence of pronounced 'to41ee" which may affect the

PILT-omiputation. If the time span for the flyover (within a 15-.dB-low-tmauimum A-level range) is

30 seceads. one would obtain 60 L/3-octave band spectra at each of the 3 microphones, i.e. a total

of som 10 spectra.

The aircraft posltion at the time of the maximum tone-corrected Perceived Noise Level. THUPML',

must be kneIt for applying the allmospheic and the distance correction. in addition to the dura-

tion corr•tion which aleo depends on the ground speed. As a first step the ,measured MVNL" is

determlned, i.e. the EPWL without yet applying any duration adjustment or atmoopherto-ebsorption

amdustmat.
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Fig. 3.53 Typical flyover 1/3-octave band spectrum

* As outlined in Appendix A to this Ir" ;TM NilLVI. I4 4454 * *Alssmm

AGARDograph. this involves apply- ia iztlii

* Ing the noy-weighting to the 1/3- 11:E1 'z111",".lIzs 'Iurz7

octave band spectra, the weighted Itll 1,.141115 IlIzIf I IuIa I7I.I
13105 IIIIIII11tii ilIII 10 dB down value ~ ni

summing of the perceived noisi- 14.21 Z1181184111IfIII11181 .

noes ' PNI in each of the 1/3- .1 II88ltll8I8lus

octave band spectra in order to a4ll1l1l88111118 46?

arrive at the "Total Perveived ........1I8811I8118 I.

Noisiness 'N'"1, to be further con- .....181181811111114.

verted into the Perceived Noise 1::%, l'l 1, , 1 INN.lIl'll~l ..

Level 'PNL'. Thus, each 1/3- 155 1188188888114.,6

octave band spectrum in convert- g, 1, 1,SZ1IlIN 1 1, 111 1iII

ed into one PNL-value. IIIMaximumI8IIIIIIIIIIII 84:

4.137 111111115811 81181 8111 l l 44.5
Next, one must apply the tone 214.55 188l1888II1111 114.

correction. Application of the tone *.s 888l8188888I8l4.

16431 8 111 81 8I8181811118111 II 4.1
correction yields the tone-correct- 16.7s 8888188888881

ed Perceived Noise Level 'PNLT'. 111 1, ~ : 1,1 N1.41
By means of this procedure, one 24.7 l81Illl888I 4.

29.25 18188 l3l l~~l4.
obtains one PNLT-value only for 11105 I1888I 11l88I811 5.

each of the time-sequential 1/3- 14.75 81818881881118881188lil8 41.

octave band spectra. One may now :33 8I~88Ill~~8I 41.

plot a PNLT- time-history such as 39.71' 181811l8818888 45.'1
.1.25 .... 'I ......... 10 dB down value -~ro.

in Fig. 3.54. This ttme history 3~7 81 1. 188If88 I4.T
34.45 T818811118117.

clearly has a maximum PNLTM at *,1 lS8888l88~

one point in time and 2further 5.1 IllI~ll~8l7.

points prior and after that maxi-
mum, which lie 10 111 below that
maximum. Fig. 3.54 Typical PNLT-time history for take-off flyover

(each of these 51 data-Points corresponds to
just one evaluated 1/3-octave band spectrum,

By means of this procedure we as shown In Fig. 3.53)

have now determined th. instant

in time and the position of the
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aircraft with respect to the microphone, at which the sound signal left the aircraft to produce, a
short time later, the maximum PNLT on the ground; more importantly, we have determined the sound

radiation angle between the aircraft and the receiving microphone. As will be recalled from Section

2.4.7 above, this angle is considered "aircraft specific" and independent of its flight trajectory

position or of its climb- or descent-angle.

The next step pertains to correcting the night trajectory to the reference trajectory. The actual

flight path had been determined by some aircraft indepentdent means, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.

A typical trajectory plot (as obtained, incidentally, by means of kinetheodolite tracking) for a

helicopter take-off is shown in Fig. 3.53. Clearly the helicopter deviated both laterally and verti-

cally from the reference trajectory. It is particularly important in this example that the climb

angle deviates from the reference climb angle.

It in now a straight-forward matter to derive from the known angle 0 that point on the reference

trajectory, where the aircraft has radiated sound at that "specific angle" towards the ground

microphone to produce PNLTM (see Fig. 2.12). From those points on the measured and on the refe-

rence trajectory one may now determine the slant distances QK and QrKr, which are used in the

correction procedure. As had been discussed in Section 2.7.7 of this AGARDograph, three particular

correction parameters, Delta 1, Delta 2, and Delta 3, must be determined individually for each of

the (also three) microphone positions.

GROUND PLANE TRACK

-Z -w a. i, .... .

Sms

ALTITUDE PROFILE]~e /5 ~ t

DISTANCE ALONG CENTRELINE X(h)

Fig. 3.55 KTH-determined helicopter take-off flight trajectory in the ground-plane and the
height-plane in relation to the reference profiles

As a remirder: the Delta-l-correction accounts for (a) the atmospheric attenuation due the diffe-

rence in temperature and humidity from reference, (b) the atmospheric attenuation due to the diffe-

rence in slant range and (c) the (inverse square) distance attenuation due to the difference in
slant range. A numerical example had been given in Section 2.4.7 of this AGARDograph on the com-

putation of a Delta I correction. Delta 1 - PNLTref - PNLTMmeas is to be added to the measured

EPNL-value. Let us arbitrarily assume a value of Delta 1 = 2.1 dB..

¾ •- , * _
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To deri•e the second correction term, Delta 3, it should be :recalled that the RO-dB-down-time is

both k'Tfunction of 'distance and ground velocity. Therefore, an adjustment to the duration correction

is required, when reference and measurement distances and ground velocities (A the flight velocity

relative to the ground), respectively, differ.. This additional correction, which must also be added

to the originally measured EPNL-value, is

Delta 2 = - 10 log (QK/QrKr) + 10 log (V/Vr) *

If the relevant flight-speed V (in the case illustrated this would be a best-rate of climb-spsed Vy)

is 190 km/h vs. a reference speed of 200 km/h, Delta 2 would come out as -0.7 dB.

If we take the PNLT-time history plot shown in Fig. 3.54 as the pertinent example, we would read

PNLTM as 88.8 dB at time 22.75 s, and the 10-dg-down-points as 79.7 d8 at time 13.75 a and 79.5

dB at time 33.25 s. From these, one determines EPNL Mas. an 90.3 dB. To this value, the correc-

tions Delta I and Delta 2 must be applied:

EPNLcorr = PNLmean. + Delta I + Delta 2

- 90.3 dB + 2.1 dB - 0.7 dO

= 91.7 dB.

This corrected EPNL-value pertains to one microphone location and to one particular flyover. By

W means of a similar procedure, the EPNL-values at the remaining 2 microphones is determined. Each

flyover is characterized by the arithmetic average of these 3 EPNL-values. Such average EPNL-

values must now be determined for a minimum of 6 valid test flights. A typical printout for such a

test is shown in Fit. 3.56, where there are columns for EPNLcorr. in dB, LpAmax in dB, PNLTmax

in dB, C (- tone correction) in dO, D (- duration correction) in dS, Delta I correction in dB, Delta

2 correction in dB, and OASPL (- the overall unweighted maximum sound pressure level) in dB.

This information is provided for 6 test rune. The lower portion then shows the 3-microphone aver-

ages for each flyover, and - as the ultimate certification level - the average over the 6 test

flights (88.8 EPNdB) and the standard deviation and the 90%-confidence level.

This final EPNL-value is then the specific noise certification level of the helicopter for one of the

three test-procedures, in this case the 'take-off' test. This level must then be assessed against the

noise limit (see Fig. 2.24).

This entire effort must now to be repeated for the 'level flyover' test, and for the 'landing

approach' test.

For the level flyover procedure, however, an additional correction term, corresponding to a source
12 noise correction Delta 3 must be determined, if any comoination of the following 3 factors

"o airspeed deviation from reference

"o rotor speed deviation from reference

"o temperature deviation from reference

results in a noise correlating parameter whose value deviates from the reference value of this

parameter. Now, in the case of a helicopter in level flyover, this parameter would be the main

rotor advancing blade tip Mach-number Madv being a function of true airspeed, rotor speed and A

outside ambient temperature. Suppose that the advancing blade tip Mach-number at reference con-

for application to helicopter noise certification ICAO-CASP intends to change this term into

Delta 2 m - "7. log (Qi/QrKr) + 10 log (V/Vr). The reader should consult the latest relevant

addition to the ANNEX, as issued by ICAO.

~ ." .......................
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RUN-... MIM S.A(M) PNLT M) C DUKMP) D Delta I Delta 2 OAU't
(IPN) (dB(A)) (TPNdB) (0l) (sec) () (WPNd) (EPNdB) (dB)

SIDELINE NOITH 160 M

13 90.3 75.3 88.8 2.5 19.5 -0.5 2.1 -0.1 82.7
14 66.7 70.1 83.4 1.6 23.0 0.4 3.5 -0.7 78.3
16 90.9 74.P 87.7 2.1 20.5 0.2 3.9 -0.9 82.7
17 86.4 69.8 82.8 2.2 27.0 0.6 3.7 -0.7 77.4
16 87.7 71.6 85.7 2.5 20.0 -0.6 3.1 -0.6 80.5
21 85.4 66.9 81.3 2.2 26.0 1.0 4.1 -0.9 76.4

MAN 87.9 T1.8 79.7

CENTER LINE CENTER

13 89.2 74.2 87.0 1.7 30.5 0.1 2.4 -0.4 80.•
14 86.5 72.5 85.2 1.8 22.5 0.3 4.1 -1.2 79.3
16 90.0 71.8 84.7 1.4 25.0 1.3 5.5 -1.6 81.5
17 89.2 73.2 86.3 1.7 23.0 0.3 3.7 -1.1 80.3
18 88.7 73.2 86.8 1.8 19.5 -0.5 3.3 -0.9 80.9
21 88.7 71.5 84.3 2.0 25.5 0.9 5.0 -1.6 78.8

MEAN 69.0 72.7 60.4

SIDELINE SOUTH 160 M

13 89.3 73.6 86.7 1.1 27.0 0.3 2.7 -0.1 81.0
14 89.2 71.9 84.4 1.0 27.5 1.4 4.3 -0.9 78.7
16 90.0 71.3 84.1 1.2 35.0 2.0 5.0 -1.2 78.2
17 90.0 73.6 86.8 1.4 26.5 0.4 3.6 -0.8 01.0
18 86.5 72.8 85.7 2.2 25.5 -0.0 3.5 -0.6 78.9
21 89.3 70.0 84.5 2.1 29.5 1.0 5.1 -1.3 77.9

MEAN 89.4 72.2 79.3

AVERAGE OVER ALL THREE MICROPHONES

13 89.6 74.4 81.5
14 88.1 71.6 78.9
16 90.3 72.4 80.8
17 88.5 72.2 79.6
18 88.3 72.6 80.1
21 87.8 69.5 77.7

MEAN 66." 72.1 FINAL RESULTS 79.8
STD.DCV. 1.0 1.6 1.4
WS CONF. 0.8 1.3 1.1

Fig. 3.56 Summary of exemplatory noise measurement results for a helicopter take-off procedure

ditions had been determined as 0.860 and that - for whatever reason - measurements were conduct-

ed at a lower Madv. Then one should obtain a "poise sensitivity curve" (dependence of PNLTM on

Madv) through additional dedicated flight tests.

- Pis. 3.57 illustrates the general prob-

lem on the example of noise sensitivity
A-osA

P-dl , .curves for a number of medium-weight

t so-us .-• helicopters. The rather pronounced

- sensitivity of EPNL on Madv is quite
-\\w % obvious. Fig. 3.58 now shows an ex-

trema case; here EPNL-values were
available from approximately 0.606 up

to 0.845, while the reference condi-

".7%0 a0m iSO tions called for an MNdv of 0.86. In
Mb.IP this case it would be permitted to

Fig. 3.57 Noise sensitivity curves for three
medium weight helicopters utilize the elope of the sensitivity-

.. ....
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curve to extrapolate to the
reference value. In the came

shown this would involve an
H~rn upward correction of approxi-

mately 3 d0, probably a ra-
95 FLIGT ther exceasive correction. In

d@CIC the end, the value of the

Isom Delta 3 source correction must

be added to the measured
I- go EPNL-value in addition ,

Thssection on the determine-

as tin ofa noise certification
EPNL-value used the hall-ta

*0 noise certification a; an
exrample. The noise ceritifia-
tion procedures for heavy pro-

SC0 -~ .2 ~ . poller driven aer,3planes and

ADVAWCM4 TIP MACH NUMBSER for subsonic jet aeroplanes
require similar evaluations to
produce a corrected EPNL.

Fig. 3.58 Determination of noise sensitivity curve through
dedicated flight tests for purposes of source
noise corre'etion

4. TEST A8UCTS AND ANALYSIS TECHNLME IN FLIGHT AND WIND TUNNL MOISIC REBSARC

The noise measures L pA and EPNL havt been accepted for certification purposes. They are, however,
much too coarse to provide much insight into the inrportant aeroacoustic source mechanisms of the
various noise generators on flight vehicles. Understanding the source mechanisms of aircraft related
noise generators such as propellers, rotors, fans, jets aet. in their dependence on aircraft opera-
tional. geometric and atmospheric parameters is however paramount not only In making these

sources quieter but also to enable improvements in the noise certification procedures themselves and
to eventually allow for more stringent noise limits.

Noise testing and analysis techniques fai- the purpose of flight noise research differ - sometimes
substantially - froin those in the "well-established" noise certification procedures. In research there
is often a need for an extended range of parameter-variations and for a much more detailed analy-
sis. For example, narrow-bandwidth analyses in the frequency-domain and analyses in narrow time-
increments in the time-domain are called !or.

lit aircraft noise research both flight and wind tunnel tests are conducted. In planning and exe-

cuting such tests, there is a need to understand their particular advantages or disadvantages. To
ilutaespecial techniques involved, the following sections will discuss some testing and analysis

aspects in conducting aeroacoustic research. Six specific areas will be treated:

Flight (and Ground) Noise Testing of Subsonic Jet-Aeroplanes
Flight Noise Testing of Propeller-Aeroplanes

a Flight Noise Testing of Helicopters
oJet Noiese Testing in Wind Tunnels

Propeller Noise Testing in Wind Tunnels
0 Rotor Noiese Testing in Wind Tunnels



The intent of this AGANDogreph-Chapter is however nt to provide a fully comprehensive discussion

of all pos8ible test and analysis procedures that may occur in the course of aircraft noise research

in- the widest sense. Rather, selected test and analysis techniques are introduced and exemplified

through a diascuasion of several recent aeroacoustic research projects. From that the reader should

obtain a "gut feeling" for the variety of experimental aspects in aircraft noise research as opposed

to those pertaining specifically to noise certification.

While the material in the previous Chapters 2 and 3 is in principle sufficient to plan and conduct

noise certification work, the account in Chapter 4 is a sequence of carefully selected acoustic re-

search experiments, which is no more than a brief introduction to the vast and complex subject of

aeroacoustics. Work on such topics as 'identification of noise sources' or 'reduction of acoustic

signatures', certainly requires the collaboration of a specialist. In order to moderate the optimism

which might result from the rather successful acoustic experiments described, some of the less obvi-

ous effects which may occur in aeroacoustics are noted in passing and render this such a

challenging subject.

4.1 Plight Testing vs Wind Tunnel Testing

When studying aircraft related acoustic source mechanisms, it is generally advantageous to "break

down" the noise as emitted by the aircraft into its various constituents. For a propeller-driven

aeroplane these will be the propeller(s), the engine(s), gear boxes, and the engine exhaust. For

other types of aircraft airframe noise (e.g. from wheel-wells, landing gears, flaps, slats, etc.)

may also require special attention. Such airframe noise can be a problem especially during the

landing approach phase of subsonic commercial jet aircraft. For a helicopter the main rotor, the

tail rotor, the engine(s) and the transmission produce significant noise components.

Though each of these noise contributors acts as an individual source, some also interact: for ex-

ample, the propeller flow field and its noise-generation are affected by the engine-rowling, the

wings and - in a pusher-configuration - also by upstream struts and tail-components. The particu-

lar installation of a Jet-engine or of a propeller may also influence the way it radiates sound. A

wing or fuselage may act as a reflector and redirect or even emphasise the sound. The tail-rotor of

a conventional helicopter operates in the highly unsteady wake of the main rotor or in its trailing

vortices or in the wake shed by the main rotor hub. Thus, the interection per so of individual

noise-contributor, is an important additional source of aircraft noise, requiring particular atten-

tion.

Flight testing the actual aircraft in its natural environment gives the most realistic information.

The aircraft operates the way it is intended to, and there are no scaling problems. These advan-

tages must, however, be assessed against limited variability of the test-parameters and the stati-

stical uncertainties of repeated measurements. Also, acoustic signals from a flying object are af-

fected by Doppler-shifts and the sound passes through an inhomogeneous and turbulent atmosphere

before arriving at a ground-microphone. These latter are often positioned some distance (e.g.

1.2 m) above the ground, which can cause critical ground-reflections. Furthermore, the aircraft

must be tracked rather precisely to allow unequivocal synchronisation of sound signature and air-

craft position. Hence, data acquisition, reduction and eventual interpretation are affected by a

number of non-source-related influences, which often result in severe data scatter.

Many of these problems are avoided in wind tunnel testing, especially, if high quality open test

qection tunnels with low noise are available. Wind tunnels allow essentially indefinite test-time

under usually very stable and reproducible conditions, since the environment can be fully control-

led. Also source and receiver are in a fixed relative position, which facilitates source identifica-

tion. Wind tunnels permit the testing of components (propellers, rotors, fans, jets) by themselves or

in appropriate combinations and off-design operation can be safely executed.
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Appropriate (anAbeeka) wind totanela for aemeousUc testing must thwatems fulfill a number of
requiremenlts They asust foemsust posaaea the aerodynamic featume of high quality wenventionel
tunnels. saut as asptl flu, quality (straight veleoity-profile a&" low turbulenoe). For aeroacoustic:
teating only vied tunnel with n span ea" aection oam be used. The oPen teat saetMM must be
surrounded by a large &nao"*i te" hell is provide the necessary frea-field conditions. The wind
tunnel drive system (fan) should generate as little noise as possible and - as an additional
measure - the duct walls and the guide vanes should be treated with absooshive material.

In an open teat section tunnel. the "lower"-frequency-limit at the absorptive treatment on the
surrounding toot hall walls may in effect he rather high. Such walls may in cases more reflect
than absorb the impinging sound. In wind tunnel testing, it will he often necessary to employ
scale models. In that came one is faced with Reynolds-number problems, which can adversely affect
both the aerodynamics and the acoustics of a test.

Another Important feature is wind tunnel alma. In the "best of all worlds" it would be possible to
determine the sound-field around an aeroacoustic noise generator still within the potential core of
the tunnel free-jet but in the geometric/acoustic farfild (the latter requirement is related to the
physical sise of the model and to the wavelength of the seund considered). In such a came sound
propagation through the shear-layer to avoided. This requirement calls for test croes-sections many
times larger than the model to he tested.

There are a number of highly qualified tunnels that fulfill all or most of the above requirements.
Examples are the German Dutch Wind Tunnel (1MW) in the Netherlands (Fis. 4.1a), the CEPRA 19
Wind Tunnel (Fig. 4.1b) at Sacele near Paris, and the oSwing Large Anechoic Teat Chamber
(Fig. 4.1c) in Seattle. The D?4W combines all aerodynamic and acoustic featuree in an optimum way.
and many experts believe that it is the beat facility for aeroesoustic research available at present.

Aircraft noise research cannot rely on one type of experimenitation only. Often a combination of
full-scale ground and flight testing. sand full-scale and xmodel-scale wind tunnel te-ting is neces-
sary to obtain all desired information.

4.2 Flight cand emTama beieJtAa

Noise certification of subsonic jet aerepl~ane requires a minimum number of 6 valid flights for each
of the two teat procedures 'Take-off' sand 'Apreach'. linces bolt flyover and sideline noise data
are to be obtained within the tak*e-eU night, IA principle only 10 fllt$) ane neemery. The actual
acquisition of noise certification data af a Chapter 3 aircraft, for example. could thus he achieved
within a relatively short time span.

In practice however, preparation, Owhw-w and data rediseion I~peeeets a emaekantial ef-
fort. Frequently, the validity of a No ftwwmca osemip W*066a she4 ma. lme 'Whew the fact",
when oil-line analysis bad been peri.mod. In that 46,0 a_-w IM aeriti MMa .1mena. ncessary.



Fig. Cla German Dutch Wind Tunnel (DNW) in the open test auction configuration

Fig. 4.1b

ONSRA CEPRA-19 acoustic
wind tunnel, a facility of
CUP, (Centre disasais des
Propulasur)
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Fig. 4.1c Bo•ing Large Scale Anechoic Test Chamber

An airframe manufacturer, having to go through the noise certification procedure for a newly

developed aeroplane would therefore attempt to obtain a broader acoustic data base on his "datum,!-

aircraft, expecting the eventual development of "derived versions". Prediction of the noise levels,

and of noise certification levels in particular, for such a derived model could then to a large

extent. or even entirely, be based on data from the original aircraft. Perhaps only a few check-
flights would be necessary or flyover noise measurements could be eliminated altogether.

Deriv.'d versions differ physically from the original aeroplane in a number of respects: for

example, there could be an increase in take-off weight or engine thrust, or there could be changes

to the power plant. Also a derivative aircraft could be stretched or shrunk. Such measures are

likely to affect the noise as generated and radiated by the aircraft, as well as the reference-speed

and the distance between the reference measurement points and the aircraft. If enough information,

say, on the effect of engine power setting, of airspeed or ground-speed, or of distance (slant

distance, in particular) had been obtained on the original datum aircraft, many acoustic changes
in the derived version could be accounted for analytically or by means of (moderate) data extra-

polation. It is imperative, however, that the original data set is extensive enough for the purpoee.

In the following some aspects if the acquisition of the necessary information will be discussed, and

"an approach he generically -aescribed how flyover noise may be predicted on the basis of full-scale

static engine tests and model experiments of jet engine components.
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An meatieasi, a derived version may be equipped with a modified power plant, whem -mm aooM4et-
celly aftessve changes, had been maed Is the original eujine or a different (thiough broadly
similar) engine by another manufacturer might hve* bose installed so the same airfreame. Flight
teoung For Weoe cortilfiction cse then often be avoided through compartive groud-ataitio tsas of
beth the nlight datum and the derivative power plants using static open air teat facil~l es.

eRon the philosophy to to first obtain acoustic date an the datum engine through a grond test.
The saeme engie - Installed on the aircraft - will then be noise losted under actual flight owdi-
tiens. night and aircaf installation effects on the engines ulse will thus becoine apparent. It

* will be advantageose to consider iadivideally - if possible - notese producing compoenste of the
engine (e.X. ton, compreesso, turbine, jet-eaheaust)-and of the airframe and to determine how they
(individually) are affected by the actual flight cooditione.

It is now argued that the nlight effects on a (broadly similar) derivative engine/aircraft configu-
ration are quantitatively similar. Thus, using aosustic data as obtained by means of a ground
based taet of a dsriva~ive engine am could eutrepolate towards the noie under flight conditions
with considerable confidence.

Ths crucial aspect; of such ý44 -pproach is the attainable aocurscy in projecting static nois data
towamds flight noise datAt for any particular given engine. An engine in flight operates under com-

ditius at high-opsed inflow; also the engine e*ausve jet is aserscousticaly, affected by the change
is relative aSmbin speed, loading to a downwn spreading of the jet-escurcee.

Individual aspects of this approach will new he discuseed.

(a) Engine Inflow

In static tests, the inflow into the engine must not he affected by ground effects. Any unsymmetry
in the intake-flow will substantially distort the noise generated. In flight, such unsymmetry would
not normally occur, certainly not under conditions of straight level flight. The "distorted-inflow,
problem" is minimised by employing large spherically shaped inflow screens (Fix. 4.3). The engine
itself should he mounted sufficiently high above ground to ensure essentially undisturbed and
radially symmetrical Inflow.

(b Installation Effects

In predicting the noise of the engine, as mounted on the aircraft, inrs.llation effects must be
accounted for. Usually, engines are mounted close to the wings or the fuselage. Exhaust noise is
particularly affected by reflections off nearby wing surfaces. Both the acoustic intensity and the
noise directivity could be substantially changed.

If the datum-engine and the derived version engine are broadly similar, one could expect the in-
fluence of forward speed and engine airframe Installation to be similar. Hence. a rather straight
forward static-to-flight extrapolation for the "derived version engine" should be possible on the
basis of the static-to-flight relationship of the datum engine.

(c) Dell Analysis

Neasuring the flyover noise* of a jet aircraft equipped with modern high-bypass engines is inherent-
ly complicated, The speed of the aircraft relative to the ground is typically much higher than that
of propeller-driven aeroplanes. it the flight height is low, in the order of a few hundred meters
only, as would be the case during initial climb or final approach, the angular radiation angle



Fig. 4.3 8herical intake flow straightener

In measuring the noise from a high speed aircraft in overflight the inherent Doppler-effect causes a

time-compression (during approach) and a time-expansion (during fly-away) of the signal in the

time-domain due to the source motion; hence, the spectral information obtained Is affected in a

number of ways. This is especially true if narrow-

() band spectra are to be determined which are of

interest in identifying certain tone-producing com-

ponents (such as the fan or compressor- and tur-

bine-stages). In analysing flyover noise signals

for reasons of tonal component identification it is

therefore necessary to "de-Doppler" the acoustic

Sinature. An excellent description of the relevant

(b) technique is provided in 1241. This technique in-

volves the calculation of the sequence of recep-
Uion-times corresponding to a particular set of

regularly spaced emission-times for an assumed

source position and velocity. This way an emission

time history is constructed from the received sig-

"nal. If the micropl-ne is sampled at these recap-
0 4 * S S 10 tion times, then the Doppler-effect it removed.

In spectral analysis, the agcuracy after transform-

ing a time-affected signal to the frequency domain
Pig. 4.4 De-iopnlerisatiom of high-speed/ depends on a trade-off between bandwidth and

lo-elUW flyover jet-aircraft
noi0, siPgnture (from ld. 24) averaging time. In flyover noies tests, the aver-

aging Ustm duration is limited, since the



emission a&gIe Ghange" repdlY. By uesia. however, a number of istarepheaee sMooed longitudinallyI
under the flight path. on ton effectivelyr increase the averaging time without losing angular
eoluO~tio. DL 4(erdcdfrom Not. 24) Illostat"se the dramatic improw mnt in frequency

"esolution after do-Deppiweattion. While In the original (Doppler-affected) signal the tone
although being clearly discernible - appear broadened and blurred. An-Dopplerisation now moves
these tones to the correct frequency (where they eon be related to known englife-aesociated rotatil*-
nal epeeda) while at the *same time inaking them appear such sharper and unblurred.

Md Separation of 9ngine-and Airframe Contributions

The noise signature of a jet-powered aeroplans contains contributions from the engines and the air-
frame. The engine noite* Itself combines fan, core (combustion and turbine), and jet contributions.
Airframe noise, which tends to dominate at lower engine powers, such as during approach, is caus-
ed by the external airstream over structural components (flaps. landing gears, wheel wells, struts,
stringers, etc.). The assessment or the contribution from airframe noise should always be an Inte-
gral part of any flyover noise study. This may by obtained by conducting flyovers with engines at
flight idle. The radiated noise wculd then essentially represent the aircraft's airframe notse&.

Airframe noise* increases approximately with the 5th power of a representative speed (A flight
speed). One could thus obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the airframe nois" at higher
engine-powers and flight-speeds, respectively, where airframe noise could not any more be deoter-
mined directly.

(e) Jet Noise/Core Noise

If'the affect of flight on jet noise were just a translation at uniform velocity, than an overall
Doppler shift and refraction of sound at the jet/atmosphere interface would he the only result. The
reality is more complex, because even if one was only to compare an aircraft in steady flight with
a static ground noise rig, the flow in the jet is non-uniform and unsteady. Thus the Doppler shifts
depend on location and time within the jet, i.e.,* on the flow structure.

Sound propagation in a jet is affected by vortices, turbulence, shear layers, shock waves, and any
other properties in the flow pattern. A Doppler shift varying in apace and time is equivaient to a
change in direction of propagation and frequency, i.e., all these flow effects change the directivity
and spectrum of sound. Also, even if there was initially a coherent sound boom, with all waves in
phase, propagation through the non-uniform or unsteady jet flow causes phase leads and lags, and
hence dis'tinct wave components can interfere.

There are successful examples of calculating flight effects on noise, but timy involve a careful
study of physical phenomena and sophisticated mathematical analysis. Simple formulas allowing the
prediction of in-flight noise from static noise tests have given at beat correct trends, because of
the difficulty in taking Into account all the effects mentioned above.

Prediction of the angine noise from static data should Individually cover the fan, the core and the
engine exhaust jet. In case of a modern high bypass engine, the engine exhaust itself consists of
the hot core jot and the surrounding annular cold bypass jet. The (full-scale) flyover noise from
the core and from the exhaust jet may. however, be predicted on the basis of model tests. Such an
approach is described in 1251. Here, a 1120-scaled coaxial hot/cold jet experimental set-up corre-
sponding to a Rolls-Royce RD 211 engine was placed in the large NGTEC anechoic chamber. The co-
annular nossle was positioned within a circular flow nonale of larger diameter, providing the for-
ward flight simulation air stream. Measuremenit& were taken with microphones placed at the correct-
ly scaled farfield position for later comparison with the flyover distance, By means of this set-up
the 'uninstalled-engine'l Jet-noise could be determined. To account for the fact that the aircraft
engine in mounted under the wing, an appropriately scaled wing was placed next to the model co-
axial jet set-up. Core noise was determined on a static full-scale engine set-up, where by means of
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certoin neltdysiswteehique, the jet and the care nelee contributions amid be separated. lleat. a
loudspeaher Stst. was put upstream of the internal Genterbedy of the primary waale In the model
set-up in the anedteic chamber. A broadband signal Wee played into the loudapeaker and the

resulting Mnise w• measured in the presence of a wine, but in the absence of flow. The resulting

directivity pattern was then applied to the "uninstalled oore-engine" notse spectrue, as measured

within the full-scale engine experiments.

This information was finally used to derive the combined "installed jet" and "Installed core" noise

spectra at various angles around the engine exhaust orifice.

Methods of extrapolating flight effects an noise applying to derivatives of an existing engine

assume that:

- for the existing engine, both static and flight noise data are already available-

- the derivative engine has a similar configuration, and only static noise data is needed.

This way of extrapolation assumes that noise generation and shielding effects for the original and

derivative engine are similar, which could be true if the mechanical configuration and operating

condition are similar.

On the other hand, it would be very difficult to extrapolate from the noise of a turbojet to that of

a turbofan, even if the core engine were the same, because: (i) the fan emits much more noise to

the front of the engine, and its reduction requires special techniques, (it) the noise of the jet core

Is reduced by refraction in the by-pass flow of the turbofan. Thus one might expect the turbofan to

radiate more noise to the front and less to the rear than the comparable turbojet. A quantitative

prediction of the effect or methods of noise reduction would require much detailed research.

4.3 Plight Moise Testing of Proieller-Aoroplanes

To investigate propeller noise characteristics by means of 'flight experiments, several approaches

are possible:

(1) Mounting the microphone, or an array of microphones, on the aircraft itself. This provides

a realistic environment for the tests and has the advantage of a fixed sourcelreceiver

configuration. Usually, only measurements close to the source are possible since the

maximum attainable distance between the relative positions are determined by the aircraft's

dimensions and its geometry.

(2) The use of a low-noise companion aeroplane which flies in formation with the test aircraft

and can therefore maintain a fixed relative position of source and receiver. Such a com-

panton aeroplane can carry one or more microphones. The advantage of this approach Is the

essentially complete freedom of the relative positioning of source and receiver: the

companion aeroplane may fly under, above, to the side, ahead or behind the test aircraft.

In this manner a complete survey of the propeller noise field all around the test-aircraft

can be made. The required accurate station keeping, however, makes this test difficult to

execute.

(3) Conventional flyover tests, where one or more stationary ground microphones measure the

noise of the test-aircraft flying over the measurement station.
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4.3.1 'tu-weaatlmim Toots by amm Of- Ahrl _Mod micobo
Nowifivldd noa" measurement. on popolloer atirraft can best be done by mounting miimophone I
dike(tly co the Aircraft. The microphones art often tluseh-mounted .inthe f"lep sufafce, a tech-
atque..:thl can only be sensibly used for wing-mounted-• •protele o4tea' twon ,r multipli-ehgite

aeroplanes). Altornatively, the microphone(s) can be mounted' on a support structure (strut, boom)

off the aircraft win$ or nacelle.

(a) Typsal and A nUfenta o!, n-fllght Microphones

Microphones embedded in the fuselage surface are normally. used to study problems related to inter-

ior noise. If positioned near to the propeller rotation planes such microphones are exposed to the
periodic impingement of the rotating, blade-associated, pressure field and to the nearfield acoustics
of the propeller.

The DORNIER Company used fuselage-embedded 1/4-inch-diem condenser microphones on their "TNT-
Experimental Aeroplane"; the microphones were mounted in the plane of rotation of the propeller and
thus at the given distance from the propeller hub 1261. The microphone signals are however affect-
ed by the surface boundary layer noise and by structural vibration. These effects are not very
significant as the microphones are very close to the source and the signal is strong.

Although used for noise studies on a commercial jet-liner (a B 747), rather than on a propeller-
aeroplane, the approach taken by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company is of interest in this
context 1271. Here a fluctuating-pressure transducer was mounted in a special housing inside a
rivet hole. This sensor had to be insensitive to weather and other environmental effects, small (ap-
proximately 1/10 " diem"), and capable of measuring surface-pressure levels or acoustic levels from
as low as 85 dB up to 130 dB. While condenser microphones would be the preferred choice for this

purpose, they are rather sensitive to moisture and cannot be installed in advance of a flight test
series and then be left exposed to the weather and mechanical hazards. Therefore a piezo-electric
type w~s selected. On earlier oecasions sensors had been bonded to the outside fuselage surface
with leads taped to the skin and routed to the interior through a window blank. As these sensors

protruded above the surface of the fuselage, they had a tendency to generate self-noise, thus
defeating the purpose of low-,noe, masuroments. The problem was solved by mounting an appropri-
ate small-diametor pressure .seeW• in an avala"ble rivet-hole.

Microphone-carrying

nose booms are also

often used. Figs.
4.5a and b show two

examples, one repre-
senting an array of
microphones on a
Cessna T207, the
other on a Fairy

Gannet, both for use
in propeller noise
studies.

In the context of a
natural laminar-flow
expertment on a
B 757 teat airplane,

a microphone probe
fo measuring- engine

"":i*M -ee array- M Cea a Aircraft

it.



Fig. 4.5b Microphone nose boom on Fairy Gannett aircraft

noise near the laminar-flow glove on the wing is described in 1281. Here the original condenser
microphone of a commercially available 1/4-inch-diam nose-cone arrangement was replaced by a
pieso-resistive sensor of the same di.-..eter. In this way the low self-noise qualities of the nose
cone arrangement with the sturdiness and the insensitivity to ambient influences of the piezo-rest-
stive sensor were combined.

Self-noise studies of nose-cone equipped microphones using a 'Janus' sail plane are discussed in

1291. Here, an &Lray of'several parallel booms on the glider wing (Fig. 4.6) allowed a direct comn-
.,;L vparison of diffe-

rent nose-cone

diameters under
identical condi-
tions. A dimen-

- sionless plot of
1/3-octave-band

self-noise spectra
for cones on

- 1/4"1-, 1/21"-, and
I"-diameter

* that the latter

was superior to
the two others
(Fig. 4.7).

fig. -4.6 Aitmorpte test set-up to phn/oecn
arrangements for self *6i A u*jW a *1t4e pump,~

(b) Propellor Noiser Measurements

Pearfiiid StudIn0 on Counter-rotaga-the roaliw

TMe U11 e dtw o the coumtor-r6441h i4 Wolse~ (0 t Aii th fatty' Ohnft airirath Vileduced a
ratheir tntWiguid 9*iperimental result: as both propellers could be operated Independently, it was
possible to drive them at slightly differeekt roitatonal 4'peeds 'At 4qual Rpis alid blade nUm'bers.
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both the steady and the unsteady source effects would produce noise components at the blade
passing frequency of one rotor and its harmonics, and no new frequencies are introduced by the

second propeller.
N Each propeller pro-

U.
duces, however, its
own set of funda-

WU mental and har-
T-I-.

310"monic frequencies
U 9L due to the steady

V*. sources (thickness

and blade-load-

so 0 00readily identified
FR 20, Hz nnaccount ofthe

_._RPM______ 4.8).

INTERATIOThi obvious peak
INTRACIONin between * now.

is due to unsteady

-' aerodynamic inter-

4 A^A. AJ 0 Aaction. These re-

NV ir -1suits are theoreti-
cally explained

_______________________________and physically de-

170 I80 scribed in 130 and
FREQ, Hz 311. The method

provides a powerful
diagnostic tool in
CRP-noi&be research.*

Fig. 4.8 Frequency splitting in the noise from a Hamilton
Standard Gannet counter rotating propeller
operating at slightly different RPMs (from Ref. 31)

Another interesting test restult of this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.9, providing the azimuthal
variation for the first four harmonics of t"e blade-passing frequency CEPF) * This tnformation was
obtain~d by very slowly .increev~nting the mtesh..point around the propellor circumference and record-
ing harmonic sound pressure variations a's function of time. Thus the pattern was moved past the
"stationary" microphone boom. (Thin result illustratea the importance of considering different



asimuthal loVA-
tions in counter-

rotating propel-
ler-noise ft-

2?@jMIlG se*arch. rather
I than only one

1 a0 V 0Vzimuthal loca-
1 lootion, as would

be sufficient in

'M BPFN 
) single propeller

4x OPP 278 as no angle of flow-

(1•) incidince).
Time in second Ae1

CircumferentialTime trace dmtvt
directivty

Fig. 4.9 Counter-rotating propeller circumferential directivity
at blade passage frequeicy and higher harmonics (from Ref. 31)

Separation of Prupeller and Engine-exhaust Contributions based on Pressure Time Histories

A piston-engine powered propeller-aeroplane radiates noise from the propeller and from the engine.

Since the engine "firing frequency" and the propeller blade frequency are often harmonically relat-

ed, it may be difficult to separate one from the other. For near-field flight noise testing it is

particularly desirable to separate these two to evaluate the relative noise contributions and their

dependence on flight operational parameters of interest. Such tests should preferably be done on the

flying aircraft.

A procedure is desr-ibed in 1321

where the two sources - after pro-

per identification - are electro-

nically separated to obtain the

"clean" propeller signal at a pre-

determined observer position, in
this case at a wing-tip micro-

phone. Fig. 4.10 shows the test

aircraft and its sting-mounted

microphones on the wing. Here 'M1'

designates the wing-tip microphone.
M1 Another microphone, 'M71, was

positioned very close to the engine
exhaust orifice. From the tape-

Fig. 4.10 Test aircraft Cessna T207 with microphones ec orded data the " aus -

for propeller near iteld noist studies recorded data, the "exhaust-noise
signal was subtracted from the

combined signal after appropriate adjustment in amplitude (to Rccount for the propagation path

attenuation from the exhaust to the wing-tip microphone) and in phase (to account for the sound

propagation time). Fig. 4.1. illustrates this process: (a) shows the engine exhaust signature of the

6-cylinder-engine measured very oloseby to the exhaust outlet - the repetitivo pattern for the 6

peaks ib clearly discernible; (b) represents the combined signature; (c/left) shows the (adjusted)

exhaust signature superimposead on the "contaminated" total eig.,ature and (c/right) the "clean"

sitholatu of the pripeller only, after subtraction of the exlhaust-nolse.
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-400 *

Exhaust pressure signoturv of 6- cylinder piston engine +
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P& PropeUter /engine exhaust signatureA A

.1Combined and ctean signatures

-80
Time ,2ms

Fig. 4. 11 Procedure to extract the "clean" propeller noise signature from a signature containing
both propeller and engine exhaust contributions

This approach is useful when the gear ratio between the engine and the propeller is such that a
direct source identification of the propeller and engine rotational frequencies is not possible.

Determination of Real-time Blade-Pitch Setting

Variable pitch propellers automatically adjust their pitch, depending on the instantaneous load on
the propeller. There Is, however, no direct indication in the cockpit of the blade-pitch since there
in no "need to know" for the pilot. In research it Is sometimes of interest to monitor not only the

average blade pitch angle but also its variation with time, since there is a direct bearing on the
noise produced.

For that purpose one could project a narrow beam of light towards the rotating blade which has a

narrow strip of reflecting tape at the appropriate location. The ratio between the duration of time
where light is reflected and where no light is reflected is an indication of the blade-pitch angle;
steeper angles thus cause shorter reflection blips, and vise versa. Since such optical information
can be readily recorded on tape together with any acoustic Information of interest, a direct corre-
lation between these parameters is possible.
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In the techniquo of "fly-by testing" both the test object (the propeller saroplane) and the micro.-
phone - att&4hed to a cmipanion saerolane - fly in formationm. Mei can be done at &lmiset 'any de-
sired relati"p speed - Aneluding sorb - and at any relative position with respect to each other
QMi. 4.12).-

Flyby testing offers the following advantages:

o realistic flight, condition
o abmsec of ground proximity effects, such as

- microturbulence due to solar heating
- strong temperature gradients near to the ground
- a ground surface atmospheric boundary layer

o absence of ground reflection to the microphone
o asence of pronounced atmospheric temperature differences between source and receiver
o generally similar wind conditions for both the "test-" and the "receiver"l-aeroplano

o very low ambient noise (only aerodynamic noise induced by the microphone) especially when
a glider plans Is used as a pacer aircraft

o possibility-oi effoctively shielding engine exhaust noise contamination by flying at the

"exas-vre" side of the best aeroplane

Tests employing a powered
glider (whose engine was

turned off during testing) to
carry the measuring micro-
phones 1331 showed the fea-
sability of this approach
(Via. 4.13). The test pro-
poller-aircraft, a single-

engine Jodel * passed the
glider at a relative speed
of 100 km/h, i.e. much loes
than the actual flight speed
of the Jodel (230 km/h) and
at a distance of approxi-
mately 100 m. An important
advantage of this slow rela-
tive speed is that the radi-
ated noise signature changes
more slowly than when the
microphones are on the
ground. The figure shows

the propeller noise pressure-
time-histories during three
successive 80 ma time inter-
vals. where the glider was
ihead, beside and behind
the teat aircraft,* respective-
ly. The changes In pulse

P-- 'I~ ly width. amplitude and/or
crest-fatoW et the individu-

--.. al pulson "a saf'anet of

rig. 4,1 ?l~y tAgepr=qsr.ae radiation diroeU" ane
evidnh91 I~

74aooa
OVA"'.
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Fig. 4.13 Propeller noise pressure time historiese as observed at &ngle& 'forward'.* in-plans' and

rearward' during flyby with propeller %atel 0.79 (from Ref. 33)

4.3.3 Flyoer ls. eauremeat

The moat widely used test procedure to atudy the noise of full-scale propeller-driven aircraft in the
flyover test, as also employed in noise certification. The aircraft flies over the acoustic measure-
ment station on the ground at a specified flight height. Possibilities to obtain incorrect data by
such a procedure are, however, manifold and the acquisition, analysis and Interpretation of
acoustic data must be conducted in a very careful manner.

Data acquisition techniques and procedures largely correspond to those employed in noise certifica-
tion testing. Data reduction is, however, often conducted in a different way, depending on the
problem at hand. ]Par example, data may be analysed In narrow-bands to facilitate identification of
individual noise *source". Is should be remembered that a flyover noise signature is inherently of
transient nature and certain precautions are necessasry to obtain correct narrow-band spectra from
a flywovr noise signature, as it is affected by a Doppler-frequency shift.

(a) Narrow-band Analysais of a Transient Flyover Noise Signal

Analyisi CemeI&MrUon

Owring a typical flyaove, the luaweigated or A-weighted) noise level will inre~ase, sometimes rather
rapidly, fret thbe amient aetee leve to a maximum sad drop back into the ambient. The frequency
comtent of the aobsrved signal will also change, because of the directivity of the source and the
Dopplu-offeet. Fai a narrew-band analysis relatively mall time-Increlments must be chosen, as both
diskasme and sleet &"I*e with respect to a pround based observer change rapidly.

The MoMOAsMte taea Of the psopelior noise appear In the frequency apsotrimo as the produc of
the ausAw of rowdiAtsae per **WeM =Wd the nuer at blades; harloelies are muiltiples of this
ftbiimgetal foequse. Pe. the groud based slooaverti fundamental prepeller bequsamy land

dl ~ ~ d~4aft theSor ftei .Pe a level flyer s. WUm OWbti dmeosrved psopalle
"~wh"Mi is losmmI Vih ghe aeteal popsler ad"e fWAdMAW as he somat whoa the
aobuever met~es Whe wind WMetw woeisbadirdW PISMO of retasis of 06, pVsdler.

we C



If the propeller RPM as not monitored in the cockpit the propeller rotation speed can aleso be deter-
mined from a plot of observed rotational frequency vs. time, or vs. radiation direction. When the
aircraft flise at low speed or at a fairly large height, iLe in a manner such that the emission
angle changes slowly with, respect to a ground based observer, the propeller rotational speed can
simply be taken as half the average ot the almost cenatant frequencies during approach and during
recess, respectively. asa illustrated in Fla. 4.14 1341.
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In order to Inoreas the statistical
- coalidas it is better to analyse

the transient signal on the baste of

oneeral successive samples. Whether
this io feasible A pends an the cbt-
racteristice of the signal time hi-
story, in particular on Its elope

39 Iwith time. If the signal changes

12 very rapidly, then only few analy-

____ _sis e samples, e.g. 4 can be made.
leading to 4 x 30 mas - 240 ma, or

W 1010 no • M lame 4 roughly a 1/4 second at analysis
time during which the noise level

Upper Frseoacy i eo FroqUeos y §end ftV may change by one or two des.
Taking more samples to increase the

Fig. 4.15 Dependence of sample time 'Delta t' and statistical confidence would danger-
analysis bandwidth 'Delta f' on the fre-
quency band range ously lengthen the analysis time.

Thus, when analysing a transient

(flyover) noise signal from one measuring microphone only, the combination of frequency band and
statistical confidence must be carefully selected. tmployment of several longitudinally spaced

microphones will again help in analysing a transient signal as previously discussed in 4.2.2(c).

Separation of the Propeller and Ruins Contribution based oi !rquency Sectra

rF. 4.16 shows flyover narrow-band spectra, taken at 3 second intervals from an ultralight air-
craft (an 1341); both propeller noise and piston-engine exhaust noise contribute to the signal. The
frequency band range was 0 to 1600 Ha. with a corresponding analysis bandwidth of 3.125 HM. The
propeller rotational blade fundamental was known, as was the engine firing fundamental frequency.
The gear ratio was suct. that thes frequencies were not related. Thus it was possible to differenti-

ate between propeller and engine-contribution in an unequivocal manner. Similar spectra had been
obtained ove the entire time span of the flyover. The contributions of each harmonic of the propel-
ler were added to obtain the overall ormaller-noise level, and those of the engine to obtain the
overall enzine-noim level. The time hilstories of both (A-weighted) Propeller and engine noise levels
are shown in Fig. 4.17. The sum of these two is also shown, together with the originally measured
signal. The latter is clearly higher than the sum of the propeller and the engine harmonic (•I) con-
tributions. The difference must be attributed to broadband-nois sources from the propeller and the

airframe.

A propeller or a turbine "mits noise not Just as a consequence of blade thickness or blade loading,

but also because it shods vorticity, which omits sound as it is convected downstream in the wake
flow. The fact that the wake flow is ales noisy implies that the overall 'nois source' would be
downstream of the propeller. When speaking of 'location' of a source of sound some care should be
exercind. Given a sound field, there are many possible source distributions which could generate
it. Among thes 'equivalent' model sources, the identifioation of the real source of sound may not

be an may task, unles there is s 'a priori' knowledge of the sound generation mechanism. In
the latter can we could, for example, distinguish the sales radiated by the propeller from the

noese emitted by varticity in the wake; the latter should have a continuum spectrum, since a range
of flow velocities and Doppler shifts are possible in the wake flow. This example illustrate&, how a
narrow•-bnd analysis of transiont flyover noiWs of preopller-driven aereplanoe can be used to study

nose contributions from different sourcos on an aircraft, i.e. propeller harmonic, engine harmonic,
sad aircraft breadband sources. It should be emphnsoson that the data shown in the previous
figures wer all obtained •by 0". of invee microphones above a ground board, the arrangement
as shown in Fig. 3.41b. The analysis would have boen much more complicated, if the customary
wmievpheme position 1.2 m (a 4 feon) above rgrund had ben used. This problem is the subject of

,. . L " • .4.•

'0". -v*u;
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The seem Ia problem of interfrence between directly Incident and ground-aetlected sound wave. &a
radiated fro &S alaciaft in flight is illustrated in Pi,4,4 Numerous papers 136 - 391 have
addreseed this linbtems. Th. following discussion to largely based an 1401.

(0) ~If direct and enacted sinusoidal

- - -. pressure waves with path lengthJdifference A r and wavelength
A interfere, the acoustic pro.-

sure$ at the microphone show
frequency-dependent differences
from these. of the directly inci-
dent wave. Pressure doubling -

coireepending to on Increase of
4 O - will occur. when the ra-

Ara h" Otio A r/ X~ aeesums values of

eal1 1. 2h 3.~~ etc.; alternatively, a
pressure cancellation -coe

spending to a decrease by
-as dB - will occur when the
ratio I -£ r/ X. assumes values

(hiof 1, 3, 5. *tc. The periodicity
of this interference depends onOL5 -7 (i) the microphone height above
ground, (it) the ambient temps-
rature. and (iii) the sound in-

V cident-angle.

dot, An increase in the microphone
0' 77 height would thus reduce the

Iy frequency difference between
these various maxima and mini-

ma, and vice versa.

Another important parameter that
affects the shape of the inter-
ference function is the analysis

/bandwidth. The Interference
shown in f&*. 4.19 corresponds

D to a frequency analysis with an/ infinitely narrow, bandwidth. In-
creasing this bandwidth results

AN In a "slurring" of the maxima
-V 1WL2m and minima. The upper-bound is

a frequency-independent level

POP increase of 3 dD (provided that
the integration was extended

lTni o--4ver the entire frequency-regime
T~ift*with a white noise source). If

()the nolssise tr cnanspo

nig. 4.1 as Udtenmtie reproossmtuo at ground reflection nouned tconal esuponents, as in

At W43) sigmal ona micraphone posttioned the meessured noise sphatrum is
dt~tS~5p,~the Plandstrafgly &MbOWe by the reltion

I.7.



of the periodicittee of the propeller rotatimnal
harmonica and the interference function.

FlaL.4.30 ilusraes two examples of ground-
0 -- - - - reflection distortions in the propeller flyover

01. noise spectra obtained free. microphones 1.3 mt

above a (graasy) ground. Coincidence of the
ground-reflection amplification frequencies in the
interference pattern and the harmonic frequencies,

I AM 2 3 4. as shown in Fig. 4.20a, represents a rare and
rather coincidental case. The more frequent and
typical situation appears in Fig. 4.20b, where

Fig. 4.19 Normalised representation of inter- seemingly erratic level changes of the first few
ference function referenced to free-
field condition (from Ref. 40) rotational harmonics may be observed.

- Hiab-froquenor Dread-band Moine Correction

Attemting to correct such a measured spectrum to compensate for ground reflections raises one
major problem:- When comparing the shape of the ground reflection interference - as calculated on

the basis of geometric acousticst - with
40 the measured spectrum, one obtains (cal-

CO - I&~culated interference caused) level-diff.-
70 - Eke.ooted Mike

hL rences of more than 25 do; measured
U I level-dips - caused by reflection effects

10 on the other hand amount only up to
50 -15 do at high frequencies. In this case

100 the prevailing noise floor would "il

I dL the level dips. Reflection corrections on
30 10 a purely theoretical basis would thus

20 necssarily lead to erroneous results,Iunless a poper interference integral

10 calculation is performed-, the latter takes

AeqUviy I into account phase differences and can-
cellation or reinforcement effects between
several wave components, and involves a

do calculation less straight forward than a

A. ft, in simple superposition of direct and re-

GD_ Le flected waves.

I&L110 Tua signal-to-noise ratio of 10 dB(A)
Le do h as required for the ANNEX-16 certifica-

0 tion - doss not suffice for a theoretical

30 1 _1 reflection correction. Worse still. it is
next to impossible to even realise the

Inecessary narrowband signal-to-noise
______________________________ ratio in excess of 30 do. In cons.-

o 1 d~s2 quence. one can not expect that a car-
rection of the high frequency (quail

Fig. 4.30 (a) EXampl of coincidence of ground broadbar d) propeller noise component
reflection-caused amplification and wileatoh cm nyadpd-3oaittenuation pattern and propeller willa tohecm nyadpd-sd
harmeato frequencies from flyover level difference in reference to the
meemurments,

(b) lasewpl of off-set amplifica- ground lecated microphtone. but rather to
tUsn/alitteustion pattern with some lesser value, such as -1 or -2 do,
respect to harmonic spectrum from, depending on the actual signal-to-noise

fl~evss 'situation.

A
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- Lw-feounoyTonal Correction

in Correctintg those particular low frequaency rotatienal Dote. eem0Pssta, Which slgnifi@aaUY eon-
tribute to the maximum A-weighted flyover noise level, of. should be aware Of the extreme level
gradioets within this interferenc function as apparent in Pit, 4.21.

20 rndefeto

dofo ditiferenatmicro-

-30 ph ne he g ts ab v

20 1ki 2Ground (efreton e.0

Frequeny f

The significance of these ste"p gradients on the accuracy of a possible subsequent reflection
correction is twofold:

"o The attenuation of a "destructive Interference" very close, to a rotational harmonic is influ-
enced by both the spectral width of the particular harmonic and the characteristics of the
filter network.-

"o Flyover noise measurementa employing microphones with nominal heights of 1.2 ms show the
~4ac!sj~ fective microphone heights to differ significantly. Even if the flyover-angle

Wharf maizmum A-weighted 1oev- occurs had been accurately determined, acoustically
effective microphone heights between 1.15 m and 1.30 a were calculated based on the
destructive reflection-interference frequencies. Not In every case do the Interference patterns
in narrowband flyover-noise spectra show up as clearly as in Fig. 4.20a. The relevant
interference pattern for a subsequent reflection correction cannot normally be recalculated.
Even a small deviation In microphone-height or in flyover-angle may thus result in large
level differences in the vicinity of the destructive Interference frequencies as obvious. from
Fig. 4.3b.

4.4 Flight Notses Testing of Halelcltm

of all flight vehicles, the helicopter has probably the most complex aeroacoustic source mechanisms.

Both the main rotor and the tail rotor act as Individual noise sources, but they also interact aero-
dynamically, giving rise to additional source mechanisms. To study theou sources - impulsive type
sources in particular - in detail.* similar techniques are used as in the study of praopller-aircraft

noise. For nearfield In-flight noise studies. microphones can be attached to the helicopter so that
tereceiver positions are well defined. Alternatively, the formation-flight ter-hniquo Is used, whore

theW microphoas-carrying aircraft hiles; paraliel to and at some distance from the test helicopter,
allowing fartield melee studies under realistic conditions. Thirdly, conventional flyover measure-
ments are fonducted. where the sound radiated by a helicopter in flyover is measured on the
ground. The advantages and disadvantages of these flight noise* measurement techniques have been
discuibed provleual$. In the Molowtitg. a few examples of the first two technique. are presented.

(An exoellent survey onthe state of the art of helicopter holes research -Including flight teeting
appears in 1411).

IL ** ~ * ' 4



4.4.1 201061afa~ma T"W b hi m at of Ue1te0es,-AWAmta xlumwn

In a jolmtU-m/elHlepa=ete roseearh program on helicopter rats of-fdynamloo and
ameaofaeties 1421. an AN-10 test helisepter was equipped wit several "nose-cose pateotted" can.

dmmwr micropheme
(rim, 4,21). They Wefe
located an a boom. on

te left and right
wings and aft on the
erAd of the elevator.
Blege the flow in the
V101inity at a helicop-.

I unsteady and frequent-

swiveling support was
used for the micro-

wm<7 #4phones. 
They could

J. then find their own
'minimum drag align-

Fig. 4.22 Helicopter mounted swivelling microphones for neararonacal i-
field noise studies (Bell-Nelicopter/Textron Test)

Such microphones inherently measure noise at one point. No survey to investigate a directivity
pattern is possible. Also, the microphones are rather close to the source. certainly In areas were
near-field and far-field conditions intermingle. This makes interpretation difficult. A typical
example of data is shown in Fig. 4.23. pressure time histories (PTHs) are shown for one main rotor
revolution under a condition of blade/vortex-interaction (BV!) Impulsive noise ("blade slap")
measured by the right-wihig microphone and at the nose boom microphone. The pronounced BYI-im-
pulses are evident. The more sinusoidal underlying signal In probably a near-field effect due to
the passage of each rotor blade. An advantage of this technique is the relatively larger distance
of the boom microphone from the tail rotor, thus minimizing disturbing effects of the t~ill rotor on
the main rotor acoustic signals. Since the signal, though very unsteady, is not of the transient
type, data can be averaged to Increase statistical confidence.

25- (RIGHT WING MICROPHONE) (NOSE BOOM MICROPHONE)

(al MEAWJRED WAVEFORM (a4 M&AIUJRE WAVEFORM

ftg. 4.33 "am raite presaure time history measured through helicopter noaelle mounted microphones
(trom Mtf. 42)

L
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4C.4 h@W~* 16m~m~ Tadoalauewby loom df a Cgeggglm Nommorisav Miaraft

Theo US3 £*ty has vvetmany yerar perfected the technique of:'emi~ flll helicopter noise in
the'ale iwin & *iet neewtngairos~t hichflia information with the test-helieoptqr 13

F~.4.34 shows such a ;ýpabf of aircraft i* flight. The easuring aimrc~f aT-A s ap orel.-
driven reconnaissane aeroplane designed tor very quiet oper~tion!. -it wdi iei'u4~p *itih Joia noa*-
oem mervolome an Ito taIl fia, i.e. as far as possible away: from the noiese producia; propeller.

Fig. 4.24 Formation flight measuring technique for helicopter in-flight noise research (US-Army)

Clearly, th* -measuring aircraft can again be positioned at any "fixed location" with respect to the
test-helicopter. In the case at hand the two kinds of impulsive phenomena, namely 'blade/ vortex-

interaction (DVI) impulsive noise', and 'high-
PLWAI.@LK SS~ speed (HS) impulsive noise' were to be investi-

gated 1411. DVI noise predominantly radiates in

~-a forward, downward direction. HtS noiese radi-
v ates forward and in the rotor plane. Hence,

PULL 5AL14JINAVOINAG most test flights were conducted with the YO-3A
U in front of the helicopter, either in the plane

of the main rotor or about 30 to' 45 degreis
down.

Station keeping is tricky and requires excellent

1AJIA . piloting by both pilots. Good results are ob-
V- Wr117.19 1tained when optica' markings on the cockpit

window are visually aligned with certain struc-
I tural components of the measuring aircraft. A

~.LW movie camera or video camera, or even a still-

Fig. 4.25 Microphone on companion aero- picture camera with fast exposure sequence,
plane sensin~g both main rotor can be used to monitor the measuring aircraft
bale-/veE-Jzo sterato and position ahead. All picture or movie taking

must be caynchrooulbd with the acoustic data



IN FLOWh ing aircraft by means of a
RI44ip rodla-link, as had been, die-

0ussed in Section 3.83. of this

AGARDograph..

The microphone on the measur-
ing aircraft sense* the entire
acoustic, signature. lot A4 holi-

______________ Its, tail rotor cooitri utln oW id

%D is.,. iias aY rptor iitoraotiom

pi.Cn opter, is Aho*" inEA j

tiibutid"A. y trigger-'eckths The components of the :sound
catomaintotr sinalcan be readily identified.

___________________ The data reduction technique can be taylored

toward's the particular acoustic phenomenon to be
inveostigated 1431. for example, If a main-rotor
related signal is studied in the presence of a
disturbing tail-rot6r signature. one can trigger

40 on a pronounced malpM-rt-related feature in
the PYK such ge the strengeet DYE-peak. Then

20 all nom4SVI-relatsd contributions, are effectively
suppressed, as shown in FIt. -4.36. Like wise, by

0 .. looking onto an appropriate tail-rotor PTH-
feature it would be possible to effectively

-asuppress all main rotor related acoustic
phenomena, if tail rotor acoustics is to be
investigated.

40 Since the distance between the 2 aircraft and
496 their relative positions cannot be accurately

201- maintained it is unavoidable that the signal
characteristics change slightly in the course of

[ 0 H tine. If the pilots are good the average genera'

features should remain approximately unchanged.

Here again, as the signal is not transient, it
will be possible to average over many rotor
revolutions (e.g. 64) to smooth the resulting

PIJL4CAE AERAE ~signal and gain statistical coinfidence. A com-

parison of time histories shows the respec-

40 tively highest and lowest peak amplitudes during
one main rotor revolution, together with a 64-
times averaged PTH. Fin. 4.27 shows the bene-

201- ficial effect of that procedure.

0

Fig. 4.27

I Comparison of two unaveraged and one (84-times)
0 . L averaged sound pressure time histories for a

moro mu&~m~i.time span of one rotor revolution
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Most aeroacoustic wind tunnels are too small to te;' tfull scale jet engines for Poise under realistic

low speed inflow conditions. Apart it'j.$he need to dispense with the exhaust gases from such .fn

engine, which cannot be introduced into the tunnel flow circiit#, the ý xcessivA heat of a realistic

jet exhaust is difficult to dissipate, lest a substaistial heating of the tunnel flow was accepted.

On the eother hand, .there *is a need to extrapolate; static engine noise data to- flight ,noise data .as

hadiýbeaott..tntiened.in .Section 44.2 above in order to, derive, for example, flyover aoise data or

"msre; pecifically-noise certification data, for Jet-propelled aeroplanes• Again.i model tests might be

indicated in. sch, cases. If the interest was specifically in the jet as such as the noise generator,

appropriate experiments can be conducted in to-days aeroacoustic *wind tunnels.

One such typical example will be described following 1461, where also a special testing technique

had been introduced. The test concerned the evaluation of flight effects on jet noise sources. The

investigation was conducted jointly by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. and DLR in the DNW.

Specifically the effect of a surrounding fairly low-speed flow - as in take off or landing - on the

"stretching" and "downstream displacement" of the actual noise sources of a hot circular turbulent

free-jet was to be studied. In this context it should be recalled that the length of the

soundý-generating volume of a jet increases if the jet exhausts into a parallel flow. Here, the

specific test objective was to determine the difference between the noise source distribution in jets

with and without a. co-flowing stream, employing a strictly acoustic and non-penetrating measure-

ment. technique. This ýlead to the use of a highly directional microphone system, the "acoustic

mirror microphone" system.

4.5.1 Ted Set-up

(a) Model Jet

The test set-up in the open test section of the

DNW (Fig. 4.28) consisted of a hydrogen peroxide

hot gas generator (developed by NLR) enabling

the production of a high speed and hot (830 K)

suske wd •" %eI

3m

45

Fig. 4.28 Acoustic mirror microphone for model jet noise: ouroo localization studies in the, 0MW

.. . ... ...

rfl4



jet of 0 am diameter. emanating, Into. the, zurroubding eaviroineant. in the absence of tunnel flow
this environment was the anechoic test hall, in case of tunnel flow this environment was the our-

rounding tunnel flow. Hossle pressure ratio& could be selected such that jet speeds from 320 to 500

mis 'wer atteined..

Mb Mieroc. NIftrophen

The axial distribution of the sources along the model jet were determined with the highly directio-
nal scoustic mirror microphone also described elsewhere 147, 46, 491. The particular microphone-
systamas. Aescribed in Rsfs.. 48 and 41 consists of a 1.6 m diameter concave elliptic mirror, where
ome sometimes. several) microphone(s) -is. (are) msounted in the near. focus of the mirror. The mirror
thus: focuses the sound wave* emanating from a volume element located in the far focus upon the
image point of the source in front of -the mirror (i.e. the near focus). By traversing the mirror
microphone as a whole parallel and alongside the model jet axis one may follow the distribution of
a source in any selected frequency band.

4.5.2 Rata Acquisition and Shear Layer Mffet Calibration

The acoustic mirror assembly must be positioned outside the free tunnel flow. In this test set-up,

the mirror was 6 m away from the tunnel flow centerline thus clearing the free flow shear layer.
Bound from the source to the receiving microphone passes through the shear layer, where it is

refracted and scattered.* This in itself
gocauses an apparent downshift of the sound

sources and also a reduction in gain and*
spectral resolution depending on the ratio

70. of the acoustic wavelength and the turbu-

60. lence scale of the shear layer.

50 In the subject study it was therefore felt

AXLS 4necessary to calibrate the shear layer ef-
tOs1 ikMZ1 fects before data could be correctly inter-

.0
2 preted. For this purpose a very small
a. loudspeaker was used as a point source at

the location where the jet source was to be

positioned lateron. The loudspeaker was

40 M 0 h fed with broadband sound, filtered in
- octave bands from 1.0 to 31.5 kHz, thus

providing information on the effect of the

shear layer upon sources of such frequen-

cies. The apparent downstream shift of
Fig. 4.29 Downstream shift of loudspeaker- sound source position as function of tunnel

generated tone source location in
a bet model Jet. (from Ref. 46) flow velocity is shown in Fix. 4.29.

4.5-.3 TeaI tUseu,

When t4ie. model .t is in operation moving the mirror assembly alongside and parallel produces a
"1IikGj1'As disttAbu9la of sounid "pre~i ire level with a very pronounced peak interpreted as the
"opuib'*4, of sewe d for the aeleote* frequency band. In Fig. 4.30 the case of no tunnel flow is

shw. fre, 4-td jet velocity is .00 in/s, jet temperature is 830 Kelvin and the octave band io 16
a~s APPOM le" be peea$ A msle-ieieters downstream of the nozzle exit. Introduction of

tunnel flow' than shifts the sources Idownstream, as shown In Fig. 4.31. Here the conditions of zero-
and of SO-mis-tunnel flow speed are compared for a model jet velocity of 450 rn/s. Clearly, a sub-

stantial downstream shift of the sources occurs.

-7,
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Fig. .4.30

Jet- noise source
location at le kmte
for 6 cm diam. hot

* jet of 30 Wesapeed
L, oza*i kn (from Ref. 46)

Ui 32 mls 2S Fi. 4.31

% Downstream shift ofI \ -U. . 0;-.U.. 'Dm/S jet noise sources
% 

II

'd' . 8 60 MU 1

3~ go

Suchexprimetalfindngsareimportant in attempting to predict flyover jot noisefrmsaidt.
The experimenti 4oonstraftee clearly that location and identification of sources of sound in a jet is
very much ýAkfetedo by the flow properties.

Stil, dedicated *nd' amrolled model Jet noise tests in acoustic wind tunnels can significantly
further the ind~ratandiog of aircraft jet engine noiese characteristics in flight.

4.6 PreseImy waie e is. vim idTd

Although flight testing providee the most realistic environment for nolseetests of a propeller ,it is
difficult to Isolate the propeller contribution, as had been emphasised before. In basic propeller
noise research it to often advantageous to first study the isolated sod uninstalled propeller before
dealing with the effects of integration and installation. For such studies, wind tunnel tests are
ideal where a propeller can be operated without an "attached aircraft'.
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ths Gonaman ~Dutch Wind Tunnel (OIV) wesused* in a Joint DIR/MA research project on the noi" of
ttaI-qui Gosea Aiatonpropelisre 1*. The teat; program was Initiated to clarity Certain

qu~aaew t *0 ~dwvekcpmst of the new ANH3K 16/CAPte 10 noise certification procedure. It dealt
vti1 A*~ Afeta ambient temperature (A helical blade Uip Mach-number) and of the attitude at the
""pra ele roaten"mafplane (inflow &anll* of attwol) an noise. This angle changes during climb and
&"Most. &ased. on the results., proceduree wers- developed to correct noiss levels ram test taupe.-
ratuare to reference temperature, and for oblique Inflow Into the propeller plane of rotation. Data
acquisition and analysis of this test are described In the following.

4.4.1 Rvrbw

* (a) Test Stand Specifics

In the axperimental set-up, the (full-scale '0 2 i diameter 2-blade propellers were driven by a
3 60 kW electric motor in an aerodynamically shaped housing, supported on a pylon structure

* .(fig. 4.32). Approximately half-way between the 6x2 m' nasal* and the 9.509.5 ml collector (seas-
-. rated by approximately 30 m) the propeller could radiate sound into the anechoically treated test

hall while still being completely surrounded by the clean tunnel-core-flow. The pylon could be
turned such that the propeller rotational plane assumed angles of +/- IP with respect to the
oncoming flow. Ambient temperature could be varied by starting the test series (in winter) at low
ambient temperatures (about 5 OC). muad then lotting the tunnel heat itself up -to flow-temperatures

Prig. 4.80. Propsto ' ese Ot e-lpi thWOr Getit :Dutch Wind ?tiihe

VI

..............................................................
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The special arrangement f the Inflow

mlcrophanes should be t

(U__~44fl). Six mioraphames ware
positioned to one sid of the pro-
poller within the tunnel-coe-flow.

They were placed along a helical

line in the downstream direction, so

that the aerodynamic wake of an up-

stream microphone could not impinge

an a subsequent microphone.

When conducting aeroacoustic wind

tunnel tests on a pylon-mounted noise

generator, it is important to check

posslible adverse reflections of the

support surface structure. Bang tests

are executed by mounting small ex-
plosive charges at the likely loca-

tions of acoustic sources. In the case

of a propeller these are the blade
tips. When the charges explode the

microphones receive a direct signal

and one, or several, reflected by
nearby surfaces. Fi.43 shows a

Fig. 4.33 Front view of inflow microphone
arrangement in the DNW typical bang-test result. On account

of the time span between the explo-

I sion and the arrival of the reflected

signal the location of any critical
Explsq surface can be identified. Such sur-

faces must then be treated anechoi-

cally.In-flow
MiCrophOon (b) Data Reduction Technique

In reducing the data, averaging is

of paramount importance, as shown in
MP 2 Fig. 4.35. The unaveraged pressure

time history (PTH) of the propeller

signal, as measured at one of the

side-line microphones, clearly shows
the passage of substantially different

sequential wave-forms caused by the

blades. Some 50 of these instantane-

20 mns ous PTHi were individually analysed

TIME in narrow bands and the spectra

subsequently averaged. The final

Fig. 4.84 Bsng-tott results for inflow microphone spectrum - shown in Fig. 4.35& -

reflection chock after exploding charge exhibits a rather high noise floor.

By averaging, however, the PTHs first one obtains a much smoother PTH. Now, the subsequent

narrow-basw analysis shows a significantly reduced noise floor (Fin. 4.35b). In this spectrum many

more barmonics can be seen. Since the problem was studied in the context of noise certification

pertaining to overall A-weighted noise levels, it was important to have a sufficient number of har-

monlo. in she frequency range around 1000 Its available to determine an overall A-welghtod noise

level. lence the second analysis-p"ooedure is to be preferred.
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produce the sam offset as a change in flight and/or propeller rotational speed. It can thus be
concluded that the In-the-field determination at the "Mach-number--depondono (mse fig. 3.49) is a
tenasitle "ai".. .it yiolds a better "temperature-oorrection" methodology than any "constant Mach
numbeW. ratio to owe, e!r"approach would offer, provided that the acoustic signal was entirely
cauendby the propeller as such. Any engine contribution over and above the actual propeller noise

would necessarily invalidate such a relationship.

4.6.3 SApotmutal Results - Propneller btUom-pldae Wteds Effect

Acoustic data were also taken for different rotational plane' attitude angles within a range of
+/-7.5 deg. Other parameters varied were blade pitch angle, wind-speed and propeller rotational

speed.

Comparing noise levels, as measured at different propeller plane attitude angles with those for a
zero attitude (referenced to a fixed observer position and accounting for the angular radiation
directivity) shows them to increase for positive values, and to decrease for negative values, of the
attitude angle.

'/1
/

U U WyZ

I• \ \\

Microphone

Fig. 4.37 Effect of inflow angle of attack into a propeller plane (from Ref. 52)

For a given micrqohone position, the predominant "noise source" is the propeller-blade advancing

towards that microphone. It becomes obvious now that positive attitude angles result in an in-
cream, negative attitude angles in a decrease of the effective blade pitch angle, as well as in
helical blade-tip Mach-number. Referenced to the sero-attitude situation, the ensuing deviations in
local blade angle-of-attack and Mach-number can be expressed as function of attitude angle and
advance ratio for the particular instant in time when the propeller blade axis is orientated perpen-
dicular to a connecting line between the propeller hub and the microphone. Fig. 4.37 Illustrates the
geomtrie of th problem.

"a4.s. levels as measured at different attitude angles can now readily be plotted versus a "corrected
Mach-number- 4 Ugb.4.). All data points now fit one curve very well .151.

. >~.7
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4.7 Not Noise Testing in Wind Tunnels

Similar considerations as those in the previous section on wind tunnel noise testing of aircraft pro-

pellere apply to the testing of helicopter rotors In aeroetoustic wind tunnels. The flow field arnund

"s helicopter rotor is, however, much more complsit due to the highly asymmetric inflow conditions of" rotor blade. This applies to both the main and the tail rotor.

As stated earlier, for -aeroacoustic testing an open wind tunnol should be used and it should be

verified that reflection of sound from any nearby surfaces in not significant, since situations may

&rise in which the reflected sound could predominate over the direc. sound. Because of the highly
unsymmetrical acoustic field around a helicopter rotor it in generally advantageous to employ many

more microphones than would be required in a typical propeller noise test. Preferably, an* or more

continuously movable microphone array(s) should be employed.

Testing in an aeroacoustic tunnel allows the study of an isolated main rotor, of an isolated tail

rotor. or a combination of these two to represent a realistic main-/tail-retor assembly. Isolated

main rotor tests can be justified because main rotor inflow is essesntially unaffected by the presence

of a tail rotor (at least in forward flight). This Is not the cas-i for the tail rotor. A tail rotor in

the majority of cases operates in the aerodynamic wake of the main rotor; hence the study of iso-

lated tail rotors would only be justified for hover conditions or. perhaps, for ascending (climbing)

flight, where the main rotor wake to swept back some distance under the tail rotor. Specific prob-
lems thus require specific exprimental arrangements.

(An *xc~llent survey an the state of the art of helicopter noise research - including aspects of
wind tunnel testing - appears in 1411u as mentioned before).

4.Sa im lated c Id s as Notse Terts

In a joilytt USt-Army/DLR main rotor heise study in the German Dutch Windtunnel 153, f41, the impun-
sive noteo phenomena of an isolato bt/h-teale model of a main rotor were investigated. These tests
served two purposesf first, the basic source mechanisms were studied and, second, the scaling of
wiT tinioln model taesacti r the relatively larso range of an i ol an roto full-awe wan chocked.
In faot. the o lrigt tests canb utlifievd W beaus 4.4 arovt provwied the basis ufr bthppri ret s
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Inf the teot set-up (shown in
FjE 4.9),a very stable support

structure was mud i~nd the rotor was
further supported by a tubular pyIon.
bteaaive bang-teesa and subsequnt
eeering Of all critical surfaces with
NWin abhesbive material assured

minimum reflections from thwn our-
tame. Macs only impulsive noise

hsoea (higb speed impulsive noise
#AW blade/vartex-Intereation impulsive
"Ubme soumc characteristics) wore
studied. the presence of the support
structure directly under the rotor wasn
no tee detriMental acoustic radiation
of impulsive noise ccra essentially
in a forward (upstream) direction.
Three of the measuring microphones
were mounted slightly below the rotor
Plane (to avoid wake Impingement)
and 6 additional ones in a forward-
downward locations. The test results

Fig. 4 J Xedi smai rotorte ~ wt groqad- of this experiment have been widely
pylon support (J-a/h*test) published legS. 5s, s6, 571.

In the contest of this AcARDograph it
is of interest to discuss acousticL I] -scaling. It was found that -if the

11aliambrof teavnigblade
VS4 denica, IStheNo" andthe

full..scale. toot then full-"*al and
Model-scale, presosun time histories for
the ha~~dinlieniecni
tion W 61ed "eseeltant asisomoat both
In teams of wave tun and amplitude
(Fig, 4.40).

$caling worked lees well for the tase
Of li/eez.teate muse
.Salesng 4I.A41). These phenomena
are understandibly much more sensi-
tive to geometrical and operational
difrr ences between full sala aOW

10- model. The exact p assage of a verfte-

trail with repe ton1 a retilNgs blade
Is siAifloqt hor the oacurrese and
the oft"*, a~t SO imoffleive Peak.
The Usyants...Umber In particular may
have a ieiVO e ffect eN the location
of sach vortex-trails. Also. livI-fteifs

"" toiS et oaIr a function at the advanc-
ing blade tip Mach number. bat also

Fig. 4.40 Comparison Of upstream inplano pesretims of the inclination at the tip-pathhistories for one blade-assage fromwind psewt o eocmntunpe model tests and full-scale nlight toots Pun (w.t. repc to th oraon
(from Wa. 54 and 3S). fo ie h aea oeto



climb) and the rokor thrust. The expriwments dow IW.pbba~amrisema ~1 rm
discerpancies in the pesrom time hiwstois, WOW&-u vS~ usth 1wi lW m"adisMm a .
Thus. eantiom musat be ezeretaed with hetopor6 004-*ha1AWi ~ 1 wind
tunnel1 tests.

ab

Fig. 4.41 DYI-isipulgive noise pressure wavefcrm OemstdsI% !or model gad full-scale at (a) low
and (b) high advance ratios

To overcome such scaling problems larger models can bii empleoed such as the one shown in
Pit. 4.42, representing a 40%-acaltd model of a 90 106 helicopter rotor in the DNW open test sec-
tion. This teat program was a joint venture of NASA and DLR 158, 591. Though model size does help
reduce ecalifg problems,, the inherent disadvantage of large-size models to that the acoustic near
field extends further out.

...... . ... . .~ .... . ....... ................ ....... ...... ...... ......

* - F~~ .4s,4~4wplqole hicopter main rotor tet set-.up itk the, P0.
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ftg. 4.0 ýb , k ee ~ as i previetw figure equipped with compatible taU rotor

Thaet 00 waaurtag mlopbahsea mwon be further away fhem the model if forfield measurements are
"reyiredi Xves in this Jew tuned, the Oew. massurameata outside doe flow potential core would
then be. ýwgg W "-*et ae aomgstic signals will have to pass through the free shear layer. The
"mt-up shown in Fig. 4.43 has, however, a distinct advantage over that of rig. 4.39: the very
rotor is now supported by meana o a tail-&stin allowing entirely undisturbed measurements directly
under the rotor, an aeae which to of prime Interest In simulating a flyover situation. Also a micro-
phone-carryIng "wing-st.raoture" that could be moved in a continuous manner under the rotor allow-
ed data to be acquired over a very large area under the rotor.

A particularly interesting result from this teat is shown in Fit. 4.43, where the sound field under
the rotor to presented in terms of contours of equal peak-to-peak BVI-time history maxims 1601.
Changing the rotor tip path plane and the rotor advance ratio shows the respective HVI-esaximum to
assume different locations and atronghtA, depending on the particular combination of tip path plane
and advance ratio. for otherwise unchas god parameters.

4.T.2 j~law/reil-~ieowtift meta Taee

The test se-up shown in Fig. 4.48 was complemented (within a DLR research program) by adding a
tail roto of the esae scle. Both rotors are driven independently and the position of the tail rotor
with respect to the main rotor can be varied 3-dimensionally. The entire oet-up as attached to the
tail-sting could alsm be inclined with respect to the mean flow direction. Thus, climbing, level.

and descending flight can also be simulated.A
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20
In analysing data it is possible to empha-

1 0 
size the acoustic signal of either the main

S0 rotor or of the tail rotor individua)ly. Thus

tO one can study the noise of each rotor by it-

-e self although the other rotor is operational.

For example, with both rotors turning, theONE MIqA!N ROTOR REVOLUT ION
individual contribution to the total acoustic3

signal of the tail rotor (operating in the

aerodynamic wake of the main rotor) may be

"extracted".

Fix. 4.45 shows an example of this tech-

nique. The signature of the main rotor is

largely suppressed by triggering the pres-
sure time histories on some appropriate

distinct tail-rotor-related time history fea-
ture (such as a pronounced peak). In this

particular test set-up, however, the main

and tail rotors were not mechanically con-

20 I IIC I tr - i.9 .There3o.e 'Psi, nected 'as is the case on a real helicop-

ter). There was, therefore, no need to use
the pressure time history for triggering.

'0 Rather could tWe tail rotor RPM be used
-I0 directly for triggering.

............

ONE MAIN ROTOR REVOLUTION In contrast, the small variations in the
distance between the test and the measuring

Fig. 4.44 At .stic pressure time histories aircraft and minor variations in rotational

under main-rotor/tail-rotor speeds in the analysis of actual flight test

data, as described in Section 4.4, required

a distinct acoustic signal-feature of the main rotor for triggering to extract the main rotor

pressure time history from the "tail rotor contaminated" total signal.

•. SINGLE TIME HISTORY MR/TR 3
i.S L S YThe helicopter, which has beenS~combined main-/tail rotorcchosen as concluding example,

i. illustrates well the fact that,

even when there are obvious

mechanical noise sources (e.g.

. "-.,vibration of blades, engine,

gearbox), flow interaction can

be a dominant scund generation

Tin W-01aV.) mechanism for certain frequen-
cies and directions. The aspects

AVERAGED TIME HISTORY TR more difficult to stttdy are the

sound emitted by vortices asStail rotor contribution onlyt r c b osuch as shed by blades, due to

their flapping motion, bearing

in mind that forward velocity

also varies during a rotor re-

• L- volution. The problem becomes

• _ _ _ _ _ _ more complicated still for the

L 1. Tin ; 4. . tail rotor,, when it is in the

wake of the main rotor, since

Fig. 4.48 Extraotion of tail-rotor noise contribution only 'chopping' of vorticity is
from a main-rotor/tail-rotor model experiment another noise source.
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5. CONCLUDING ENAMIB

Aircraft noise certification has been practiced for well over one decade, encouraging the develop-

ment of quieter aircraft and of noise abating flight operations. Much effort by the ICAO-Committee

on Aviation Environmental Protection is currently put into "streamlining" the noise certification

procedures. Simplification might ultimately be reflected in a new version of the ANNEX-16 document

which would then be more readily understandible, still technically sound and would largely avoid

any redundancy (being quite common in the present issue).

In the spirit of "streamlining" it would be desirable, for example, to develop a general noise cer-

tification procedure for all propeller-driven aeroplanes, encompassing essentially all types from the

heavy commuter and transport-category aeroplane, to the smaller business- and recreational propel-

ler-plane down to the powered glider and the ultralight-aeroplane. Within such a basic scheme cer-

tification complexity would decrease as the weight (cost) of an aircraft goes down. Hence heavy

aeroplanes could be certificated with procedures 'take-off', 'level-overflight' (representing some

sort of an "on-route noise" check) and 'approach' employing a fairly elaborate measurement chain

and the "complicated" noise metric EPNL. Medium weight aeroplanes could be certificated through a

'take-off' and a 'level-overflight' procedure with the SEL as the noise metric measured through

only one microphone, while light and uiltralight aeroplanes would simply have to conduct a level

overflight above one microphone with the LA as the pertinent noise metric. Likewise, it should be

possible to define a common noise-certification procedure for both subsonic and supersonic jet-air-

craft, although noise-certificating the operational condition of supersonic cruise flight would

probably be a difficult problem. By similar reasoning one could propose one basic noise certifica-

tion scheme for helicopters that would pertain to both light and heavy ones. For the heavy helicop-

ter one could adhere to the established procedure along the ANNEX Chapter 8, while for the light

one a level overflight only, or a combination of a level overflight and approach test could be spe-

cified with the SEL obtained through one microphone only as the pertinent noise metric, thus con-

siderably cutting cost.

It also seems important to consolidate the measuring-microphone height above ground within aircraft

noise certification procedures. AftcLr all, the 1.2-meter height has been demonstrated to yield rather

devastating results for propeller-driven aeroplanes for all noise evaluation metrics LA' SEL and

EPNL. Ground reflection effects may not be quite as critical for more broadband-type sounds as

emitted by jet-aircraft. Still, for physical reasons the ground-proximity microphone would certainly

offer less questionable data under most all testing circumstances. Employing ground-proximity

microphones for all noise certification might be good practice.

The current multitude in the ANNEX-16 Appendices, one for each type of aircraft with very redun-

dant information could certainly also be compressed into one Appendix only, providing all the ne-

cessary information for all types of aircraft and procedures in a non-redundant form.

What should be ultimately developed might be termed a "Grand Unified Noise Certification Scheme"

for ll aircraft, where all redundancy is strictly eliminated, and where the respective complexitiy

of any noise certification procedure would be in concert with the basic cost of the aircraft concern-

ed. The ICAO-Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection through its Working Groups and Tech-

nical Issues Subgroups is actively pursuing various avenues towards better aircraft noise certifica-

tion Standards. Noise certification is a living process and as technical development proceeds in

terms of both building better aircraft and more sophisticated instrumentation new aspects enter the

philosophy and practice of noise certificating aircraft which need to be accounted for.

The development of a noise certification procedure for all aircraft with which everybody would be

happy• will probably never be realised. If as a consequence of noise certification there is success

in developing technically and' operationally significantly quieter aeroplanes - then every small step

is: worth the effort, such that,; hopefully, at some future day aircraft noise would be no nuisance.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF T119 'EFFUCTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL'

The fly6ver noise signature of an aircraft varies with time, both in intensity and spectral content.

To account for the human subjective response to such a noise event, an appropriate single-number

descriptor, the 'Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)', has been developed.

To determine the EPNL of a flyover noise event, the data are processed to yteld a succession of 1/3

octave band (1/3-o.b.) spectra in 0.8-second-increments during the time period rf 0-! entire flyover

(Flow Chart, Fig. A-I). The important acoustic information to be processed is contained in a time

span of 20 to 60 a during which the aircraft noise exceeds the ambient noise by at least 10 dB.

Accordingly, 40 to 100 individual 1/3-o.b.-spectra are to be obtained. It should be kept in mind

that within one half second an aircraft flies a distance of several tens of meters, substantially

changing the characteristics of the noise signature as received on the ground.

A.1 Perceived Noise Level

Each 1/3-Q.b. spectrum consists of 24 individual 1/3-octave-bands. Here band 1 has a center fre-

quency of 50 Hz, band 2 of 63 Hz, band 3 of 80 Hz etc. up to band 24 with a center frequency of

10.000 Hz)*. Each of these band-levels is weighted by 'Contours of Perceived Noisiness', accounting

for the pronounced sensitivity in the frequency range from 2000 to 5000 Hz, and the lesser - albeit

absolute level-dependent - sensitivity at lower and higher frequencies within the audible range.

Fig. A-2 shows the 'Perceived Noisiness Contours' of which each is designated with a noy-number.

These contours are then overlaid individually upon each of the (20 to 50) 1/3-o.b.-spectra to obtain

24 weighted band-levels, now termed 'Noy-values'. These Noy-values are called 'Perceived Noisi-

nese'-values, or PN-values for short. Finally, all PN-values are added up, however still with some

further 'weighting' such that the highest PN-value (not necessarily the highest band-levell) codnts

85% and the sum of all others, including the highest, counts only 15%, i.e.

24

(Al N(k) = 0.85 n(k) + 0.15 6 n(i,k)

where N(k) is the 'Total Perceived Noisiness', n(k) is the largest of the 24 PN-values of n(i,k).

Here i is the band-number (1,2,3, ... 24) within the spectrum and k denotes the particular spec-

trum of the flyover.

The 'Total Perceived Noisiness' is then converted back into a 'Perceived Noise Level, PNL' by

{ (A2) PNL(k) - 40 + 33.2 log N(k)

Having thus obtained one, and one only, PNL-value for each spectrum, one may now already go

ahead and plot a flyover-history of PNL vs time, unless the original spectra contained pronounced
discrete-frequency, tonal components. In this case each spectrum must first be corrected for ,

'spectral irregularities' to obtain the 'tone corrected Perceived Noise Level, PNLT' . by means of a

tone correction.

-4

• The agreed upon sequence of 1/3-octave band center frequencies is: ... 100 Ha. 125 Hz, 160 HS,

200 Hs, 250 Hz, 315 Hz, 400 Ha, 500 Hs, 630 Hz, 800 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1250 Hs .... etc
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A.2 Tone Cossection

Tone correction is a rather elaborate process and shall be explained using the Flow Chart shown in

Fis. A-3. First, a listing is made, individually for each spectrum, of the sound-pressure levels Lp

in each successive band, with the exception of the two lowest bands, 50 Hz and 63 Ha (Column A).

The listing thus starts with band 3 (i.e. 80 H0).

Let us consider the first six bands 3 to 8, corresponding to frequencies 80, 100, 125, 160, 200 and

250 Hz. The difference in sound pressure level from one band to the next (positive or negative) is

listed in Column B. These differences are termed 'slopes'. Column C then lists the absolute changes

in slopes. Now, if any value in Column C is greater than 5, then back in Column B the value one

halt notch down will be encircled, i.e. in the example the values -7 and +4, since both 8 and 11

are larger than 5 in Column C.

Next, one of two criteria are applied:

()" if in Column B the encircled value is positive and greater than the value directly above it,
then in Column A the value one half notch down will be encircled; in our example +4 is both

positive and greater than -7, therefore 80 is encircled.

(2) if in Column B the encircled value is zero or negative, and the previous value is positive,

then in Column A the value one half notch 2p is encircled. In our example -? is negative and

the previous value +1 is positive; therefore 83 is encircled.

Next the sound pressure levels in Column A are adjusted as follows: Each encircled L p-value is

replaced by the arithmetic average of the preceeding and the following L p-values. Thus, 83 becomes

replaced by 1(82+76)/21 = 79, and 80 by 1(76-80)/21 = 78. The adjusted listing appears in Column

Aadj•

Thereafter, new level-differences are computed and listed in Column D, whereby the level-difference

between an imaginary band No.2 and band No.3 is set, by convention, equal to that between bands

3 and 4, in our example +2. 'Average slopes' are now computed by taking, respectively, three suc-
cessive slopes and calculating the arithmetic average, i.e.

(A3) average slope - 1/3 (slope 1 + slope 2 + slope 3)

and listed in Column E.

The final adjusted levels (to be listed in Column F) are obtained as follows: Band 3 remains un-

changed as in Column A. Band 4 level is taken as the sum of the Band 3 level and the average

slope, as listed in Column E, i.e. 80+1/3 - 80 1/3. Correspondingly, Band 5 level is taken as

Band 4 level plus the next average slope, i.e. 80 1/3 - 1 1/3 - 79, etc.

In the end the level differences between the original sound pressure level (Column A) and the final

adjusted level (Column F) are listed in Column G, but only those which are greater than zero. The

numerical values in Column G are then converted into the tone-correction factors, C(k), as follows:

If the 1/3-o.b. under consideration has a center frequency of (and including) 500 Hz up to 5000

Hz, the Column G values are divided by 3 to obtain C(k); if however the center frequency is below

800 Hz and above 5000 Hx, values are divided by 6 to obtain C(k). Only the largest of the tone

correction factors is ultimately added to the 'Perceived Noise Level', such that the 'Tone-corrected

Perceived Noise Level, PNLT,' becomes

(A4) PNLT(k) PNL(k) + C(k)

. !., .
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with C(k) as the largest tone correction factor:.liated in Column H. In the example, the tone correc-
tion factor is rather small since it occurred in band 5 (125 Hz). If the same 'G-value' had occur-

red at band 14 (I000 Ha), C(k,) would become 1 1/3 dB. The numerical value of the largest permts-
sible tone correction factor is 6 2/3 dB. For each of the 1/3-o.b.-spectra occurring in 1/2-second
increments during a flyover one may determine one PNLT(k) value. Thus, a PNLT-time history for

the flyover under consideration can be plotted, where - at some point in time - a maximum PNLT-
value occurs. This maximum value, termed PNLTM. now enters the further computational procedures.

A.3 Duration Correction

During a typical flyover, aircraft noise is first heard when it can be distinguished from the back-

ground noise and until it eventually submerges again into the ambient. The human subjective

response depends to a large extent on the time-duration of the flyover-noise signature, such that a
brief audible time-history might be less disturbing than one that extends for a long period of time.

Thus, the 'time duration' (defined as the time span for which the PNLT values exceed the maximum
PNLT value (i.e. PNLTM) minus 10 dB (Fix. A-4)) also enters the EPNL-computation. The ensuing
time-duration factor, D, - also sloppily referred to as "10-dB-down-time" - is defined as follows:

(AS) D = 10 log antilog I dit - PNLTM.

1

Here, T is a normalising factor, and, by convention, taken as 10 seconds, and t. and t2 , respec-

tively, are the points in time when PNLT first exceeds the value (PNLTM-10) and after it remains
less than the value (PNLTM-10).

Since there does not exist a mathematical expression (function) for the PNLT-flyover time history,
but rather a number of individual time-sequential PNLT-values one rather uses a summation instead

of an integral, i.e.

L d/At
(A6) D - 10 log At antilog ) - PNLTM

I k-0

where k denotes the k-th data point (at 1/2 a intervals) during the flyover, Delta t is the time-

sequential interval (1/2 a), d is the time duration during which PNLT exceeds (PNLTM-10).

Taking T - 10 a and Delta t - 0.5 a, Eq.(A6) reduces to

[2d
(A7) D - 10 log E antilog -PNLTk - PNLTM - 13

k-0

If the flyover was a fast one, the PNLT-history might look as in Fig. A-Ba; if it was a slow as in
fPg. A-5b. In both cases the maximum value is identical and equal to 100 PNLTMdO. In the first

case, however, fewer PNLT-values are added up (namely only k - 11), while in the second case

many more values (k - 31) contribute. In the example the duration correction factor is -9 dB for
the fast flyover and -5.9 dB for the slow flyover, i.e. 4 dS larger.

The duration factor as such is of course independent of the maximum PNLT-value, and in fact, the

PNLTM does not explicitly enter the final $P1-level iince it coaeals when Introducing the duration

correction.
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A.4 Minal EIL-val•e•

The Effaetive Perceived Noise Level. (includihg tone an d duration correction) now becomes

(AS) " EPNL - PNLTM + D

where D usually is a negative number. From the definition of D, which includes a subtraction of

PNLTM one finds

tdt

(AS) EPNL - 10 log V~ 10PL (k)/10 d
t1

or rather
2d

(AlO) EPNL - 10 log " 10 PNLT (k)) - 13

k-0

Reference Flight Path Flight Data

Wtighting of 1/3-0.8. Spectra in
0.5 sec. Time Sequential Steps

Frequency Fre

!005ete5 kHz -..... 4 Tone Correction of .Weighted

= 
SsS
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C ,. .. '*' 4 - "" ~ PNLT(t) •PN.L~t),*Clt)

p ALp ,

r Time-

E lu.og kt )loh chTrt ttone CorrectionLoveigh
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AM3MDIX 3: AWOUMICAL CUAIMI EVAIMIATION AND PCI3IaOSI OF IYEOUMR NOI 3MUUN

If an aircraft does not pass a noiei certification test, "acoustical changes" (employing. e.g. a less

noisy propeller or an improved muffler) are necessary to lower its noise emission. The question

arises, whether the acoustic test procedure, as proscribed for certification, is a suitable method for

the purpose and whether the attainable "statistical precision" suffices to evaluate the success of

any such acoustical change. There is often a tendency to take measured noise levels at their "face-

value", neglecting the measurement uncertainty that is inherent in the statistical nature of noise

data obtained from an aircraft in flight. The following discussion in largely based on 161 and 621.

To ascertain the validity of noise measurements, certification regulations require that the arithmetic

mean of at least 4 (or 6) flyover noise levels shall be produced. In any case, however, the "final"

sample size must be large enough to establish a 90% confidence limit not exceeding +/- 1.5 de (See

AGARDograph-Appendix E); hence it might be necessary to obtain test data through more than 4 (or

6) flyovers. It is obvious that the data scatter may become quite large as long as the standard

error of the mean of noise levels ax does not exceed an asymptotical value of 0.9 dB with increas-

ing number of flyovers (Fix. B-1). Practice has shown, that data, which comply with this require-

mont, are not difficult to obtain for propeller-driven aircraft. If in the process of comparing two

or more aircraft with two or more empirical mean noise levels (with their individual variances),

however, then this validation procedure does not suffice!

3.1 Gaussian Data-Distribution and Hlomogeneity of Variance

To assess significant changes (in terms of mean level differences) it is imperative to take the sta-

tistical nature of the data into account. Within the ANNEX regulations the noise level data are

L treated as if they formed a normal (Gaussian) distribution in the "dB-space". If this was indeed

true and if, in addition, both variances a' of the respective samples were of the same magnitude,

then t-statistics for two means could be readily applicd to test for significant differences Delta 0 . 05 ,

corresponding to an error probability of O - 0.05. (It is customary to use a Delta 0 . 05 for "signifi-

cance-testing").

The following is to illustrate the procedure. Fig. B-2 shows two examples of flight noise data

obtained under realistic test conditions. In both cases aircraft were tested before and after some

acoustical change had been implemented (such as the replacement of a "noisy" with a "quiet" pro-

pollor). 'Aircraft A' was tested 4 times in one configuration, then 4 times in the other configura-

tion, providing, respec vely, 2 times 4 levels, with 2 resulting mean-levels. It turned out that the

variations in level from one test flyover to the next within a test series of 4 were quite sonall;

moreover, the difference of the 2 mean levels was also quite small, namely 0.5 dB.

Some other 'Aircraft B' was also tested 4 times in one configuration and then 4 times In another

configuration, again providing 2 times 4 levels with 2 mean levels. Here it turned out that the

level variations from one test flight to the next within one test series of 4 were quite large; more-

over the difference in the mean levels was also quite large, namely 2.0 dB.

In the case of 'Aircraft A' one might be tempted to say: "Ah well, the difference in the mean

levels for the aircraft before and after the change is kind of small, isn't it. Surely, changing the

propeller has not gotten us anywhere!". - Enter 'Aircraft B': Here one might say: "Gee, look at j

the difference after we changed the propeller. Its a good solid 2.0 dB. Surely, this time the

change has brought about quite some improvementl"

Such "intuitive" statements are however not only dangerous, they can be outrightly wrong! One must

consider the statistics of the data and datermine the minimum necessary level-difference for sInni-

ficen_ . A level difference of 0.5 dB can be statistically significant, another of 2.0 dB can be

statistically insignificant.



Tet Nst-ie I and 3 of WAfi~tdft A' sht6Wd very small 'standard deviations (both approximately

ex - 0.23 dM) , series 1 and 3 of 'Aircraft 3' showed large standard deviations (both approximate-

ly ax - 1.33 dM. The reproduced teast for 'Aircraft A' indicated the mean level to be higher by

0.5 df, for 'Aircraft 3' to be lower by 2.0 dB. The basic question then arises, whether theas dif-

ftrencea are statistically significant or not.

Under the aimplifying assumptions that in each test series the sample skae Hf was the same (namely

4), that furthermore the variances a5x were identical (namely 0.43 in case 'A', and 1.33' in case

5'') one could simplify the mathematical expression fat (Delta 0 . 0 8 )-significance testing to:

DeltaOOS > to.os;- -2

''f~Nf

where Deltao0 .0 is the minimum level difference for significance with an error probability a of

0.05 or 5%, and to -2 3 the 'student factor' (see Table E-1 in AGARDograph-Appendix E).

This latter factor, fir Ni L 4 would assume a value of 2.477. Accordingly, for the example used,
Deltao.05 would be 0.4 dD in case 'A'; thus the test result would indicate 'significance' of the

mean-level difference of 0.5 dB. In case 'B' Deltao. 08 would be 2.3 dB; hence the observed mean-

level difference of 2.0 dB (being less than the minimum required one of 2.3 dB) would render the

difference not significant in a statistical sense, although the absolute level difference is larger

than for 'Aircraft A'.

For convenience, Fig. B-3 shows the relationship of standard deviation and the borderline "signifi-

cant" level. difference within which - for a given standard deviation - a level difference would be

statistically significant under the above made assumptions of equal test numbers Nf and "identical"

standard deviations for both test series. The examples shown in Fig. B-2 are indicated.

3.2 Non-Gaussian Data Distribution and liomogemeity of Variance

Usually one cannot assume a normal distribution of data and variances are usually not homogene-

ous. Frequently, even data within a single sample stem from two different basic ensembles (e.g.

those obtained for the upwind and downwind legs of test flights).

Practice has shown that the 907, confidence level ( 0. - 0.10) derived within the certification proce-

dure really only provides a measure of 'repeatability' (or "closeness in agreement") of the noise

data obtained within one test-series by one observer with the same instrumentation in one place

and within a comparatively 4,ort time soan under fairly identical meteorological condition.

A newly produced data sample of comparable size, even from the same test-aircraft by the same

observer and instrumentation but at some other time or location would probably produce a mean

noise level with a different variance. In this case, the 'reproducibility' of both sets of data must

be determined. Only when making use of both the 'repeatability' and the 'reproducibility' could

one derive more general "critical differences" (such as, e.g. a more general confidence limit).

To illustrate these considerations, flyover noise data from 8 test aeroplanes are used. Although the

available data contains a substantial amount of information, statistical evaluation has its limita-

tion dte to the still rather small individual sample size, both in terms of the 'replication rate' (of

4 to 6 flyovera within a test series) and of the 'repetitions rate' (repetition at different times and

locations) of typically two or three in the examples shown. The particular difficulty lies in the

identification of possible 'outliers' and 'irregularities' and in establshing the homogeneity of

variances. Checks whether a normal (i.e. "Gaussian") distribution could be assumed showed that

this was not the case for the A-weighted levels, LPAS, that were considered here.

In order to derive the subject 'Precision Data', both a "Within-test-series Variance" 0, and a

"letw~ee-testeterte8 Variance" a was determined. 
0 r2 was usually evaluated from a total of 4,

smetimes 6, flyovers conducted within a short time period, whereby the data had been acquired by

, _ . . .,• •,% i•?;• • -• ,,• •' -" -. •••. ,- • . . :•./ .,
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two Independent measuremeont groups. UT2 in turn was evaluated from series of 2 or 3 test-campaigns

(each serise remutting in oae u9 varianoe) each teast-campaign in Itself was considered a now and .

independent test. By combining the "Within-teet-esries Variances" and the "Between-test-oeries

Variances" one can now go ahead and define a "Reproducibility Variance"

a . a 2 2

for a test series reproduced at a different time and/or location but with exactly the same aircraft

as well as observer and equipment.

The subject "Precision Data" are then defined as

Repeatability r - 2.83 at

Reproducibility R - 2.83 OR

where the factor 2.63 is a rounded offYfF too;O.O§ . Here 4-2 is included since differences between

two measurements are described; too;O.O5 is Student's factor (See TABLE E-1 of this AGARDograph)

for a sample of infinite sue and a probability-level of 96%. r and R can be considered as bounds

of normal-distributed variables. Most differences, occuring when measurements are repeated and

reproduced, will therefore be either of equal size or smaller.

From the Precision Data r and R critical differences with a particular probability level p - usually

95% - can be derived. One such derived quantity is the general confidence level,

uR - U/ '2. FR' -- rl(1-1/n)

where n is the number of multiple repetitions of the measurements.

* Experimental results from a comparative stidy are shown in Fig. 3-4. In general, 'repeatabilities'

r of between 1 and 2 dB were found with the exception of two aircraft, a powered glider (air-

craft A) and a turboprop aeroplane (aircraft H), reap., for which the subject evaluntion procedure

was not particularily suited. Larger values of repeatability of up to 3 dB indicate an inappropri-

ate test procedure, such as accelerated flights (aircraft A) or strong effects of atmospheric turbu-

lence (aircraft H). All other aircraft indicate close identity within the multiple-determined repeated

tests. Homogeneity of variances within such multiple-determined tests could always be demonstrated;

S - inhomogeneity on the other hand was a clear indication of errors.

Reproducibility was found to range from 2 to 3 dB, and sometimes to reach values greater than

4 d9. The actual values show rather conclusively, that there is a risk in comparing noise levels of

exactly the same aircraft after test conditions have changed in a non-controllable way.

The combination of the precision data into a general 'confidence limit' uR shown values of I to 2

dB (Fig. B-6). which is much greater than the typical average confidence level of a single test

series. Indeed, these rather large values cannot be reduced much by replication. (The results, as

shown in Fig. 8-5 refer to a probability-level of 95%, suitable for estimates of the significance of
differences)."•

One must warn therefore not to take noise data from certification tests as basic material to ascer-

tain acoustical changes of only a tew desilels in a statistically significrnt manner. The determina- :1

tion of the precision data 'repeatability' and 'reproducibility' and perhaps of more a general con-

fidence limit should provide a better indication ot how reliable such comparative measurements real-

ly are.

Noise measurements for purposes other than certification should therefore be planned to render sta-

istically significant prods. One could for exsmple consider a serese of, say, up to 8 flights of

one basic ensemble mesaured simultaneously through two Independent data channels. Precision how-

damt
* 7L .' -
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ever, mald best be improved if 'paired' or 'matched' teats were carried out; these have a better

test power or seieottvity. Above all, it will often be less ematl, to fly two aircraft simultaneously

than to perform consecutive teasts with one aircraft resulting in questionable test data signitttance.15 ! ! I / '
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The structure of eaech Chapter and Appendix of ANNEX 16 generally follow* the same pattern * There-
two.e in order to make individual differences in the treatment of the various aircraft types and
categories smome obvious, this AGARDograph-Appendix lists each test aspect in terms of 'Applica-
bility', 'Noise Evaluation Measure', 'Noiese Reference Measurement Pointfs)'. 'Maximum Noise
Level(s)', 'Trade-offs'. 'Noise Certificationm Reference Procedure: Atmospheric Conditions', 'Noise
Certification Reference Procedure: Engine Power and Flight Speed', 'Toot Environment', 'Adjustment
to Test Results', and 'Test Result Validity'. The specifications will individually reter to

U)~ Propeller-drtvea Aeroplames ever UN ka with Airworthiness Certificate Application ("ACA"1)
on/after IT Nov. 1966 (ANNEX 16 Chapter 3 / Appendix 3)

(2) 8absesic Je Aeroplanes with Airworthiness Certificate Application ("ACA"I) on%/after 6 Oct. 1977
(ANNEX 16 Chapter 3 / Appendix 2)

(3) Promeller-drives Aerpa1es inek exceeding SW kS with Airworthiness Certificate Application
("ACA"1) before 17 Nov. 1968 (ANNEX 16 Chapter 4 / Appendix 3)

(4) Propeller-driven Aeroplames not exceeding =08 kg with Airworthiness Certificate Application
("1ACA"1) on/after 1? Nov. 1968 (ANNEX 16 Chapter 10 / Appendix 6)

(5) Ilelicaptere with Airworthiness Certifitate Application ("1ACA"1) on/after 1 Jan. 1965 or with Ap.-
plication for change of type design on/after I7 Nov. 1986 (ANNEX 18 Chapter 8 / Appendix 4)

AMPICABILITY

(1) Propoller-driven Aeroplanes over SW8 kg

a Propeller-driven aeropanes Including their derived versions

(2) kabseumc Jet Aeroplanes

o Subsonic jettaeroplanes including their derived versions (other than those which require a
runway lengt of 610 m or less at MCTOM

(3) Propeles-dsivem Aeroplanes riet exceeding 9=8 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

o Propeller-driven aeroplanes - other than aerobatic, fire-fighting, and agricultural - with
a certificated take-off mass not exceeding 9000 kg (except for derived veraion* with
airworthiness application on/after 17 Nov. 1988, for, which Chapter 10 applies)

(4) Prepoller-driven Aercplsn met exonedtag I=5 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov. 19M)

o propeller driven aeroplanes and their derived versions- other than aerobatic,
fire-fighting, and agricultural - with a MCTOM not exceeding 9000 kg

(5) Helicoperas

o Helicopters - other than those designed for external load carrying, fire-fighting and
agricultural purposes

NOM gYALUATION MKhAUNE

(1 Pepeller-drlven Amrplaimes ever OM kg

o Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)

(2) bomeal Jet A=Wolamssý

oEffective Perceived Noise Level (ICPNL)

(3) Prnoieler-dravois Anerplames Noet eiscafg 9W kg (ACA bWore 17 Nov. 1988)

o axhipim A-weighted lyovwi noise level (LpAmx
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( 4 ) P r o p eli w- d wi-w e A er oplAn es M O t e*X O ed i S0 % rk g ( A C A o n / a ft er 1 7 N o v . 1 9 8 8 )

o maximum A-weighted flyuver nois level (LpAmax)

(5) Idloperi s

o Effective Perceived Noice Level (EPNL)

MOThR E3V333lR MKAMIUTU POINT(B)

(1) P'rql~kr-drivea Aomplans over 9Mc kX
o Takce-off Test Sideline: several points parallel and 450 m from the runway center line

o Take-off Tbst rlyover: point on extended runway center line 6800 m past rl,%rt of roll

o Approach Test: point 120 m below the 3* descent path

(2) Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes

o Take-off Test Sideline: several points parallel and 450 m from the runway center line

o Take-off Teat Flyovez: point on extended runway center line 6500 m past start of roll

o Approach Tet: point 120 m below the 3* dc•cent path

(3) Propell%---driven Aeroplane- not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

c Level Flyover Tact: Point 30C m vertically below flight path

(4) Propeller-driven Aerupiane not excerding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov. 1988)

o Point on runway center line 2500 m past start of roll

(5) Helicopters

o Take. off Test: Point vertically below flight path and 500 m horizontally past the point
where transition !o climbirg flight (rotation pcint) is initiated; two other points symmetri-
cally disposed at 150 m on both sides to the centur point

o Level Flyover Test: Point 150 m vertically below the flight path; two other lateral points as
bOO.'e

o Aproach Test: Point 120 r, vertically below the flight path for a 6-approach-path; two
other a points as above

MAXWU NOIn YJ.,VdLS (ssa. dependent)

(1) Propeller-drive. Aeroplanes over 9M00 kg

o Take-off Test Sideline: 96 - 103 EPNdB
o Ta Test Fl over. 89 - 106 EPNdB
o A•Proach Text 98 - 105 EPNdR

(2) Subsanic Jet Astoplanee

Take-off Test Sideline: 94 - 103 EPNdB

Take-off Test FlMover:
o 2-enline Miicrift: 8V - 101 SPNdB
o 3-engine aircraft: 89 - 104 EPNdB
o 4-engine aircraft: 89 - 106 X.PNdB

Approach Test: 98 - 105 EPNdB

(3) P Lle•-d•riven Aeroplanse not sz.2eding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

Level Flyover Test: 68 - 89 dB(A)
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(4) Propeller-drive Asroplase ot eZ esioMS 3006 kg (ACA on/after 1T Nov. 1968)

Take-off Test: 76 - 88 dB(A)

(5) Iblicopters

(3 microphone average)

Take-ofo Test: 86 - 106 EPNdB
Level i r Test: 85. - 105 EMSPdi
AVip, oaeJ Test: 87 - 107 EPMdS

(1) PrApelle'-dI-n Aeroplaneso over 9M kg

o Sum of excesses not greater than 3 EPNdB
o Any single point excess not greater than 2 EPNdB
o Any excess offset by reduction(s) at other point(s)

(2) Sbmsic Jet Aeroplanes

o Sum of excesses not greater than 3 EDNdB
o Any single point excess not greater than 2 EPNdB
o Any excess offset by reduction(s) at other point(s)

(3) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

o not applicable

(4) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov. 1988)

o not applicable

(5) Helicopters

"o Sum of excesses not greater than 4 EPNdB
"o Any single point excess nut greater than 3 EPNdB
"o Any excess offset by reduction(s) at other point(s)

NOISE CERTIFICATION REFIERENCE PROCEDURE: ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

(1) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes over 9000 kg

o Sea level atmospheric pressure 1013.25 hPa
o Ambient Temperature 25 OC (ISA + 10 OC); 15 *C if approved by Certification Authority
o Relative Humidity 70%
o Zero Wind

(2) Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes

o Sea level atmospheric pressure 1013.26 hPa
o Ambient Temperature 25 OC (ISA + 10 *C); 15 *C if approved by Certification Authority
o Relative Humidity 70%
o Zero Wind

(3) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

o Sea lovel atmospheric pressure 1013.25 hPa
o Ambient temperature 25 *C (ISA + 10 'C)

(4) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov. 1988)

o Sea level atmospheric pressure 1013.25 hPa
o Ambient Temperature 15 *C (ISA)
o Relative Humidity 70%
o Zero Wind
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(6) Ibliomptus

.. .a level atoepherio pressure 1013.35 hP&
o .,Abient imperotufs *C_ (1SA + 10 C60 15 6C if approved by Certification Authority
o Relative Humidity 70i
o Zero Wind

NOIU CERTIFICATION REFERENCE PROCEIDUR: ENGINE POWER AMD FLIGHT D8EED

(1) Propeler-drivem Aeraplwm over S000 kS

Take-off•: with take-ef power until reaching a flight height of

o 300 m (aeroplane with 2 engines)
o -m a (aeroplane with 3 engines)
o 210 m (aeroplane with 4 engines)

Therafter whichever power is greater to maintain a 4%-climb-gradient or a one-engine out
level flight; all engine operating climb speed of at least V + 19 km/h (where V is the
safe take-off speed) to be attained right after lift off; lansing gears may be re&acted as
soon as practical, the mass must correspond to the take-off mass

A roach: to be made at a speed no less than 1.3 V + 19 km/h (where V is the stall-speed)
a sitN lized power. Landing gears must be down, ?nass to correspond toomaximum landing
mass.

(2) ubseomic Jet Aereplanes

Take-off: with take-off power until reaching a flight height of

o 300 m (aeroplane with 2 engines)
o 260 m (aeroplane with 3 engines)
0 210 m (aeroplane with 4 engines)

Therafter whichever power is greater to maintain a 4%-climb-gradient or a one-engine out
level flight; all engine operating climb speed not to exceed V + 37 km/h (where V is the
safe take-off speed) to be attained right after lift off; landinA gears may be retracted as
soon as practical, the mass must correspond to the take-off mass

Al roach: to be made at a speed no less than 1.3 V + 19 km/h (where V is the stall-speed)
stabilized power. Landing gears must be down, iass be the maximumolanding mass.

(3) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

Highest engine power in the normal operating range at stabilized airspeed and in cruise
configuration

(4) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov, 1988)

Take-off with maximum take-off mass and take-off power until a height above the runway of
15 m has beun reached, thereafter gears up and flaps in climb configuration with maximum
power and propeller-RPM at a speed corresponding to the best rate-of-climb speed

(5) Helicopters

Take-off: with maximum take-off mass and take-off power at the best rate of climb along a
path atarting from a point located 500 m ahead of the reference point, and 20 m above the
ground maintaining the best rate-of-climb speed during the subsequent climb at rotor-speed
stabilized at the maximum normal operating RPM.

y :with maximum take-off mass and stabilized in level flight at the greater speed of
.45 V + 120 km/h or 0.45 VNE + 120 km/h, again with a rotor-speed stabilized at the

maxmimum noAmal operating RPM.

Approach: with maximum landing mass following a 68 approach path at a stabilized airspeed
corresponding to the best-rate-of-climb speed, again with a rotor-speed stabilized at the
maximum normal operating RPM

TgeT ENVIONNENT

Applies to all aircraft

"o no precipitation
" ambient temperature between 2 OC and 35 IC
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o relative humidity between 20% and 956
o certain combination of the two are to be avoided, where high frequencies are much absorbed
o 30 second average wind speed not to exceed 19 km/h .and cream-wind not, higher than 9 km/h

meeured le m above Vfound for (1), (2) and (5), and 1.2 m above gretnd.'for (3) and (4)

ADAU811gMflI TO 70TET ETILYS

Note: Differences between test and reference conditions result in differences of the following:

o aeroplane flight path and velocity relative to the measurement point
o amount of sound attenuation in the air
o source noise, i.e. the generatintg mechanisms, of propeller-, rotor- and engine-noise.

Depending on the particular aircraft type, its operation and propulsion system different degrees of
adjustments are necessary; within certain test environmental windows, no corrections are necessary.

If the noise evaluation measure is the EPNL, then its computation requires the above listed adjust-
ments; less complex adjustments are required for. determining L This is reflected in the
relevant ANNEX 16 Appendix Sections on Data Adjustments. pA max

(1) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes over 9000 kg

Corrections are required for

o attenuation of the noise along its path by means of the inverse-square law and atmo-
spheric attenuation

o duration of the noise as affected by distance and speed of the aeroplane relative to the
measuring point

o source noise emitted by the engine or the propellers as affected by relevant parameters

(2) Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes

Corrections are required foe,'

"o attenuation of the noise along its path by means of the inverse-square law and atmo-
spheric attenuation

"o duration of the noise as affected by distance and speed of the aeroplane relative to the
measuring point

"o source noise emitted by the engine or the propellers as affected by relevant parameters

(3) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA before 17 Nov. 1988)

Corrections are required for

"o engine power,
"o helical blade tip Mach number (for a difference of more than 0.003:,, and
"o flight height

(4) Propeller-driven Aeroplanes not exceeding 9000 kg (ACA on/after 17 Nov. 1988)

Corrections are required for

o atmospheric attenuation,
o noise path length,
o helical blade tip Mach number, and
o engine power

(5) Helicopters

Similar corrections as under (1), (2), and (4) are required for the helicopter; however, the
determination of a helicopter's noise sensitivity (dependence of EPNL upon flight speed or
Mach-number of the advancing blade) is needed to correct for test/reference-differences in
advancing blade tip Mach number and flight speed. The inverse-square-law does not correctly
adjust for differences in the flight height on account of the 3 laterally positioned measuring
microphones!

TgST NEWLY VALIDITY

For all noise certification testing the general requirement has been set to ascertain a large enough
test sample (number of valid test flights) to establish statistically a 90% confidence limit not
exceeding +1- 1.5 dB (See also Appendix E of this AGARDograph)

41
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A.. .DIX D: ATIOW UREIC ATIWMTIOII COIFFICIlMt

The follolhwiut tAbles concerning the sound attenuation coefficient cc in d8/100 m is an excerpt of the
more extensive tables as presented e.g. in I1, 3al

Here tables' are r•eproduced only for relative humidities of 30%. 50%, 70% and 90%. Attenuation coef-
ficients far other relative humidities can be interpolated from the value, listed in "neighboring"
tables.

M- co Adow hemif M%

- 7bw~yeebe. -C

Mz -10 -5 0 5 10 1 S 20 23 30 3S 40

o5 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
63 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
s0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1

100 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
125 0.3 041 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 041 0.1
to0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
300 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 041 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
250 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
315 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
400 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3
30 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4

0 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3
S0O 1.1 1.3 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

1I0= 1.3 1.6 1.4 1.1 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.3
t2a0 33 2.0 UI19 I 1 3.2 0.9 0&t 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
IN00 1.7 2.3 2.7 3.2 1. 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3
3000 1.9 3.0 3.6 3.1 2.3 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.6
2500 2.1 3.5 4.4 4.2 3.5 2.8 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.6 2.0
3150 2.3 4.0 5.5 5.9 4.9 4.0 3.3 2.6 2.3 1J 2.5
40w 2.6 4.3 6.3 7.9 6.9 5.1 4.7 3.8 3.3 3.1 3.3
3000 2.6 4.5 7.4 9.0 3.2 6.9 3.7 4.6 3.9 3.6 3.7
63S 3.2 5.3 8.6 13.3 11.3 9.6 8.0 6.6 5.4 4.8 4.7
SWO 3.3 6.1 9.9 13.9 15.6 13.6 Ii.S 9.5 7.9 6.8 6.4

1000 4.3 7.1 11.4 16.9 20.3 19.1 16.6 13.9 11.6 9.7 3.8
1200 2.3 1 8.3 1 0 U1 0.0 12.3 1 36A 1 2.0 19.6 16.4 13.8 12.1

Awd cumtre Rdstrw haumidity = 50%

ft55wy 7Weswwtu Vc

Ha -30 -5 0 5 30 15 20 25 30 35 40

s &0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0
63 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
s0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.1

,00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
125 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3
3IO 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
200 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
250 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
3135 03 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
400 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3500 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4
630 0.7 OA 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5
I 3. 1,0 0.3 CA 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6

3000 1.4 3. 0.9 0.6 0.5 03 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.1
13250 1.8 14 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.9 1.0
1400 2.3 2.2 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3
3000 2.8 3.1 2.4 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6
2B0 3.4 4.0 3.4 2.7 2.1 1.6 1.5 35 3.7 3.3 2.0
3150 4.0 5.1 4.7 3.3 3.0 2.3 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.3 2.3
400 4.6 6.4 6.7 5.3 4.4 3.4 2.8 2.6 2.7 3.0 3.3
5M00 4,9 7.2 7.9 6.3 352 4.2 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.7
630 5.4 8.6 10.2 1.9 7.3 5.9 4.7 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.7
M00 6.2 10.2 13.3 12.3 10.5 8.6 6.9 5.8 5.4 3.7 4.2

I0000 7.2 11.9 16.4 17. 135.0 12.4 10.2 3.4 7.3 7.4 6.1
11M 1.4 13.6 20.1 23.4 ".6 17.51 14.4 11.9 10.4 9.9 103 1
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0110 10.4 10. 9.5 7.6 6.0 4.9 4.5 4.1 52 5.7 6.2

20ow 12.6 13.4 13.3 22.0 6.8 7.2 6. 6.3 6.3 7.4 13.
.1.. 1 14.. 1i . 4 1 . L. SLL . ,4 4 .1 .;:'1 .78 1 1 1:I:$1
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APPMIX m: gITIALIM3IT OF TH1E VALIDITY OF T=ST KNOLls

Evaluation of notis certification data from flyovers of subsonic jet-aeroplanes, heavy propeller-

driven aeroplanes and helicopters involves the averaging of the (final, and corrected) EPN-levels

as obtained during repeated test-flights. A minimum of six valid test-flights is specified. Further,
the sample-sise (of the acoustic data) must be largo enough to establish a confidence-limit not to

exceed +/-1.5 EPNdB at a 90% confidence level.

Assume, the following IPNL-values for N - 6 flights had been determined for a particular flight
procedure, e.g. take-off teat flight

Test flight number (i-) 1 2 3 4 5 6

EPNL (dB) 83 6386 83 85

These values could be classified and plotted in terms of a statistical point-diagram (Fit. E-1)

The values yield the following arithmetic mean EPN"L = x, and standard deviation. ex. reap. with

N

SEPNL1

(El) EPNL a x 83.3 dB
N

(E2) -1. de

Although there are really only very few data points, we assume for the present that they formed a
sample drawn from a Gaussian population, whose normal distribution however was based on an

"infinite" number of items (infinite sample size). The calculated mean 1 and the standard deviation
a then must be considered to represent the 'best estimate' of the true mean p, and of the true

standard deviation C" of an infinite sample.

Now for a required confidence level of, say, 90% or 95% (corresponding to an error probability oc of

0.10 or 0.05, respectively) one may establish a confidence interval (or its limits) in which (or
within which) p must be assumed with the selected probability. For an infinite sample (N oo) the

confidence limits would, respectively, be uo;O.10 - +/-1.6456, and uoe;O.O5 - +/-1.9606

Since only sx as an estimate of V , rather then V itself, is known, one must account for the fact
that the sample sizes are neither infinite, nor even very large, but - on the contrary - very

small. This now is taken into account with Gosset's so-called 'Student-distribution' or t-distribution

j631

The distribution of t depends on the sample size N, or more exactly on the 'degrees of freedom'
f - N - 1; it assumes a bell-shape distribution, just as the Gaussian distribution does, but is

broader depending on the degrees of freedom. For N - 2 it is broadest (with one degree of freedom
only); with increasing sample slse the t-distribution more and mare approaches the normal distribu-

tion, eventually coinciding when the sample size becomes infinite (N - cc).

We are now able to calculate the confidence limits for a small sample

( 3 .t



or the confidence initerval-

(14) U- U 06 < P <( + U-P

which describe the uncertainty of our estimator iduo to random sampling of only very few items of

a basic population with respect to a 'true p, which in only a 'true' one for this specific test.

The valuves of t are tabulated for various error-probabilities and degrees of freedom in Table R-.I

For samples of N - 6 Items (I.s. f - N - I - 5) and an~ error probability of 0.10 one reads

t3a.ol 0 "2.015 for a two-aided limitation. To determine the 'lower and upper limits (left, or
'right') for the calculated mean of our example, one obtains for the confidence limit:

S. .... t

(93) ex1  
.

U0. 1 1.24 dB

This value of 1.24 dS for a 90? confidence level its well within the (ICAO/ANNEX 16) allowance of
V-1.5 dB. The corresponding confidence-interval would be 82.1 84.6

Conversely, since a +/-1.5 dB excess in permitted, the allowable maximum standard deviation for 6

orsamples would be

1.5 .2 B(E M )x max t 5 ;0 .1

The maximum permissible standard deviation as function of sample size (i.e. the number of
"flyovers) for a confidence limit not exceeding +1-1.5 dB at 90? confidence level is shown in

Fix. 1-2.

*Obviously, if the error-probability is to be reduced (i.e. the confidence level to be increased) then
+/the limits of the confidence-interval thesmelves move apart, as a consequence of a growth of

(aov trly, )14iNe and vice versa.

(x6 N-1 me s0, , B

Thus, if a higher confidence level of, say' 95? was required (corresponding to a 5 h error

probability) then the limitc would move further &part, i.e.

S(17) 83.3 -2.57 ex <I• < 83.3 + 2.57

or 81.8 < JA < 84.9.

| 3

N 2 - - --

0
80 81 82 83 84 85 86 dB

EPNL

Fig. 1--1 Example of a statistical frequency distribution of EPNL values in 1 dB classes
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Fig. C-2 Maximum permlisible standard deviation a as function of the number of flyovers
("sample size') for a 90% confidence limit no exceeding +/- 1.5 dB

TABLE E-I t-4lmtrlbution for various error probabilities Cc and degrees of freedom (from Ref. 64)

a amw0.20 amwO.10 am0.05 am0.02 am0.01 a

1 3.078 6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657 1
2 I.186 2-920 4.303 6.96S 9.925 2
3 1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 3.841 3
4 1.533 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604 4@/
5 1.476 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032 5

6 1.440 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 6
1 1.413 1.895 2.365 2.M 3.49 7
8 1.397 1.860 2.306 2.897 3.355 8
9 1,183 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250 9

Ic 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169 10

11 1.363 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106 11
12 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055 12
13 1.350 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 13
14 1.343 1.761 2.145 2.625 2.977 14
Is 1.341 1.753 2.131 2.603 2.947 15

16 1.337 1.746 2.120 2.584 2.921 16
17 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898 17
18 1.330 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878 18
19 1.328 1.729 2.093 2.540 2.861 19
20 1.325 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845 20

21 1.323 1.721 2.060 2.518 2.831 21
22 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.X08 2.819 22
23 1.319 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807 23
24 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797 24
25 1.316 1.708 2.060 2.483 2.787 25

26 1.315 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779 26
27 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771 27
28 1.313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.763 28
29 1.311 1.49 2.045 2.462 2.756 29
30 1.310 1.67 2.042 2.457 2.750 30

40 1.303 1.684 2.021 2.423 2.704 40
60 1.296 1.671 2.000 2.390 2.660 60
80 1.292 1.664 1.990 2.374 2.639 80

120 I1.29 1.658 1.980 2.358 2.617 120
o 1.282 1.645 160 2.326 2.576
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Glossry f lrms
Amaes Science of all aspeat& relating to sound

Airme Mains Noise generated by an aircraft in flyover in the absence of engine noise by
aerodynamic Interaction of flow and structural components

Ashmst metas (ee "Background Noise")

Aml F qe romp Rlange of audible sound (approximately from 16 Ha to 16.000 He)

d meims Noise from souruee unrelated to a particular sound that is the object of interest

Bad pressure Wevi Sound pressure level of the sound energy within a specified frequency band
(such as 1/3-octave band or 1/1-octave band)

Conefidsnee limit Upper and lower values of the range over which a per-cent probability applies

Cantiamme spectrum Spectrum of a wave, whose components are continuously distributed over the
frequency range

Creet fac•to Ratio of the peak value to the rms value of an oscillating quantity

Decibel Ten times the common logarithm of the ratio of two like quantities proportional to power or
energy or twenty times for amplitude or pressure

Derived Verseio A 'Derived Version' of an aircraft (in ICAO's definition) Is similar to the
prototype (from the point of airworthiness) but incorporates changes in type design which may
affect its noise characteristics

Diffraction Directional change of propagation of sound energy near a boundary discontinuity such
as the "edge" of an aerodynamic shear layer

Diffuse sound fild Sound field where the sound pressure level is essentially the same everywhere

Direct sound field Regime where sound arrives directly from a source without any prior reflection

Directional nicrophame A microphone whose response depends on the direction of sound incidence

Dire*Wvity factor (fae" an acoustic source) Ratio of sound intensity at a remote point on a
reference axis, to the average for all directions in space of the intensity of the sound at the same
distance from the effective centre of the source

Directivity factor (for a microphane) Square of the ratio of the free-field sensitivity in a reference

direction to the random incidence sensitivity

Dissipation Conversion of sound energy into heat

Doppler effect Change in the observed frequency caused by the time rate of change in the length
of the path between the source and the observer

Efective sound presseur The root-mean-square (rms) sound pressure

Eission of Bound The radiation of sound away from the source

Rusees attenuation Attenuation of the sound propagated which is not accounted for by spherical
spreading losses (e.g. atmospheric absorption or over ground absorption)

Far field Part of the field of a source radiating sound in free-field conditions, where
sound-pressure and particle velocity are in-phase

Free-fteld Soundfield in an acoustically essentially unobstructed environment

Harmonic Sinusoidal quantity of frequency that is an integral multiple of the fundamental
frequency of a periodic quantity to which it is related

Imiasiem of Bound The impingement of sound at the recipient (observer, ground, microphone, etc)

Level Logarithm of the ratio of a quantity to a reference quantity of the same kind

Near field Part of the field of a source radiating sound in free-field conditions, where the sound
pressure and particle velocity are not in phase.

Noise Bound that is undesired by or obtrusive to the recipient

Odasy Frequency interval of 2:1

Qldidkreotal •e*h Microphone with response Independent of the sound incidence direction

Pe•k smd preemie The maximum absolute value of. the instantaneous sound pressure for a
"specified time interval
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Peak to peak amplitude The algebraic difference betwens thi extremes of an oscillating quantity

Pink noise Noise which has a continuous frequency spectrum and a constant power within a
bandwidth proportional to the center frequency of the band

Plane wave A wave in which the wavefronts are parallel planes normal to the direction of A
propagation

Point source A source that radiates sound as if it were radiated from a single point

Power apeotrum The spectrum of the sound as expressed in terms of the spectral density

Pure tome Sound wave whose instantaneous sound pressure is a simple sinusoidal function of time

Random roies Noise whose amplitudes are stochastically distributed over the frequency rag

Raeflection Directional change within the first medium when a wave front impinges on a boundary
between two media

Refraetion Process by which the direction of sound propagation is changed because of spatial
variation of the wave velocity in the medium

ReaplicaUon Refers to a way in statistical data evaluation to estimate the experimental error while
at the came time providing for its diminuitlon

Repeatability Refers to tests performed at short intervals in one laboratory by one operator with
the same equipment (with no change in environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity,
wind etc.)

Reproducibilty Refers to tests performed In different laboratories with different operators and
different equipment

Reverberant field Sound field resulting from the superposition of many sound waves due to
repeated reflections at the boundaries

Root mean square (RiUBS) value The square root of the mean value of the squares of the
instantaneous values of the quantity; in the case of a periodic variation the mean is taken over
one period

Scattering Irregular and diffuse reflection, refraction, or diffraction of sound In many directions

Signal-to-noise level The (desired) signal level minus the (undesired) noise level

Sound absorption Process of dissipating sjund energy

Sound absorption coefficient Fraction of the incident sound power which is absorbed by the medium

Sound Exposure Level (UEL) The constant level which - if maintained for a period of I second -
would have the same acoustic energy as the t-anasent measured one-time noise event

Sound intensity Average rate of energy flow in a specified direction divided by the area through
which it flows

Sound power Rate at which acoustic energy is radiated from a source

Sound power level Ten times the common logarithm of the ratio of the sound power to the reference

sound power (lpW)

Sound pressure Fluctuating pressure superimposed on the static pressure by the presence of sound

Sound pressure level Ten times the common logarithm of the ratio of the uquare of the sound
pressure to the square of the standard reference pressure of 20 iPa

Sound pressure spectrum The spectrum of a sound expressed in terms of the root-mean square
pressure per unit bandwidth

Spherical wave A wave where the wavefronts are concentric spheres

Transducer A device to convert acoustical energy into electrical energy

Wave front Continuous surface whereupon the phase is the same at any given instant

Waveform The shape of the graph representing the successive values of a varying quantity such as
sound pressure

Wavelength Distance between two successive points on the wave which are separated by one period

Weighting A prescribed frequency response provided in a sound level meter

White Inalse Noise of a statistically random nature having equal energy per unit frequency :
bandwidth over a specified frequency band

4 V
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